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By Richard “Zippy” Grigonis

Some Welcome

Additions

A magazine, like any dynamic, living thing,
changes in the course of time. New topics
appear, old ones fade away, and people come
and go. So, as the new year begins with the
January issue of Internet Telephony, we welcome
three new columnists.

A new quarterly column, “Collaboration Services — Unifying
Communications,” dedicated to examining various aspects of unified communi-
cations and messaging, is by David Gurlé of Reuters Messaging Services. The
debut of this interesting new column is synchronized with the appearance of a
special section this month devoted to unified communications, written by a
number of well-known experts in the telecom field: Jim Burton, Marty Parker,
Blair Pleasant, Art Rosenberg, and Don Van Doren. There’s also a related “side-
bar” piece, “Unified Administration for Unified Communication — Look before
You Leap,” by Andrew Hunkins, founder and CTO of Unimax Systems
Corporation.

Secondly, our “The Next Wave” column, formerly written by Mike Katz, will
now be penned by none other than industry legend Brough Turner, the fellow
who gave us NMS Communications, MVIP, and a gazillion other interesting
things. “Brough” rhymes with “rough,” by the way, but that certainly isn’t a
description of his winning personality. He’s one of the nicest guys in this busi-
ness — and for anyone who has seen him at parties, he holds the unofficial title
of Telecom Industry’s Best Dancer!

And last but hopefully not least — after a three-year hiatus, Yours Truly gets
to put on his pundit hat once again, by reviving his old Nitty Gritty column
that formerly appeared in Computer Telephony and Communications Convergence
magazines. It’s devoted to chips, bus & board technology, chassis & backplanes,
switch fabrics, and fault resilient hardware and software strategies for telecom.
This is the place to catch up on what’s happening with AdvancedTCA,
MicroTCA, 10 gigabit per second Ethernet, and other related computing-for-
telecom items. At last, something for engineers and developers!

As we shuffle articles and columnists about to serve up the newest, juiciest
information and interpretation in the world of IP Communications, we hope
you appreciate our many carefully reasoned efforts on your behalf.

As a postscript to all this, there’s a good chance that your first reading of this
issue is taking place at TMC’s fabulous ITEXPO East show in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida. Exhibitors at this show will discover that many South Americans have
no problem traveling as far north as Florida to take a look at interesting new
products and services, which ITEXPO has in spades. Indeed, the whole TMC
“tripod” of publications, expos/conferences, and Web sites continues its rapid
growth into 2007. Still, no one is totally infallible, and so we appreciate any
feedback that you give us. IT

Richard Grigonis is Executive Editor of TMC’s IP Communications Group.
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Contents
WHAT’S ON TMCNET.COM RIGHT NOW
To stay current and to keep up-to-date with all that’s happening in the fast-paced
world of IP telephony, just point your browser to http://www.tmcnet.com for all
the latest news and analysis. With more than 16 million page views per month,
translating into more than 1,000,000 visitors, TMCnet.com is where you need to
be if you want to know what’s happening in the world of VoIP.

Here’s a list of several articles currently on our site.

Complex Event Processing: Key Characteristics
Lately there has been a significant increase in “buzz” around a new approach
to event-driven applications: complex event processing (CEP). CEP event-driv-
en applications address a class of business challenges where applications tend
to defy the standard service-oriented-architecture approach due to their com-
plexity. http://www.tmcnet.com/417.1

Leveraging Web Services to Extract Business Value from your
Telecomm Infrastructure 
The cell phone revolution has made telephone calling more convenient for con-
sumers, improved productivity for businesses, and provided tremendous finan-
cial rewards for equipment providers and mobile operators. But as with most
any revolution, some blood was shed in the name of progress.
http://www.tmcnet.com/418.1

Beyond WiFi
As mobility comes into increasingly greater demand, wireless technologies
must be adapted and evolved to support demands for increased capacity, avail-
ability, and speed. WiFi is certainly the most popular of today’s wireless tech-
nologies, and it works admirably — in those situations for which it was
designed, but for outdoor and mobile scenarios, 802.11 technology has
proven largely inadequate. http://www.tmcnet.com/419.1

SPIT: Bringing Spam to Your Voicemail Box
Most e-mail users are familiar with receiving spam on a daily basis, or use fil-
tering software to block the messages. But imagine picking up your voicemail
at the end of the day, only to have dozens of recorded messages offering you
discounted prescription drugs or an opportunity to start a home-based busi-
ness? http://www.tmcnet.com/420.1

Is First-Call Resolution the Call Center’s Silver Bullet?
Before we can answer that question, it would be helpful to answer another one:
What is first-call resolution in the call center anyway? Simply put, it’s the best
way to do business in a call center... if it’s done right. Literally, it means taking
care of a customer’s problem, request, or complaint on the initial inbound cus-
tomer phone call. http://www.tmcnet.com/421.1

TMC’s VoIP for Enterprise Global Online Community
The VoIP for Enterprise GOC on TMCnet.com features the latest news, articles,
and case studies relating to VoIP in an enterprise environment. With the
growth of enterprise VoIP, new content is being added daily, so be sure to reg-
ularly visit VoIP for Enterprise:  http://www.voipforenterprise.tmcnet.com.
Sponsored by Nortel.

TMC’s VoIP Phone Systems Channel
Businesses of all sizes are looking to transition to next generation VoIP phone
systems. The best place for the latest comprehensive news and analysis VoIP
phone systems is the VoIP Phone Systems Channel on TMCnet.com. Start
your transition here: visit http://www.tmcnet.com/channels/voip-phone-
systems. Sponsored by Allworx.

1. United States
2. Australia
3. Canada
4. China
5. United Kingdom

6. Singapore
7. India
8. Germany
9. South Korea
10. Russian Federation

Most Frequent Visitors to TMCnet by Country

TMCnet’s Whitepaper Library
Visit TMCnet’s Whitepaper Library (http://www.tmc-
net.com/tmc/whitepapers), which provides a selec-
tion of in-depth information on relevant topics
affecting the IP Communications industry. The
library offers white papers, case studies, and other
documents that are free to registered users.

Meeting the Evolving Imperatives of 
SDP’s with the Right Data Management
Framework
This paper addresses the imperatives of Service
Delivery Platforms used in Next Generation
Networks and the critical role of the database solu-
tion for delivering fast, always-on services and
increasing average revenue per user.
http://www.tmcnet.com/422.1

Meeting Today’s Challenges with Unified
Communications 
Unified Communications accelerates business by
reducing communications friction, allowing seam-
less collaboration across boundaries of time and
distance. This presence-powered communication
supports further process optimization, and thus
cost saving, throughout the organization giving
businesses a competitive edge
http://www.tmcnet.com/423.1

NEW
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IP Communications Blogs

VoIP Blog — Tehrani.com

Voice Communities
Gain Traction

I’ve been talking about

voice communities for a

while and after reading

this article about VoIP-

enabled social network-

ing site Speecho, it

seems the trend is con-

tinuing. The

Speecho.com website is

different from other

sites as it has a unique

set up of a 36-room

house, the “Speecho Mansion” with rooms each dedicated to a specific

topic and group. The foreign language room, gives people the ability to

speak in their native dialects, the library, for sharing research and home-

work with classmates, or the gym, for sports enthusiast, are just a few

examples.

Already realizing the immediate benefits of VoIP, (define - news - alert)
Elliot Kransow, one of the brainchildren of the site, commented in a
statement, “I’m already receiving thank you messages from parents, who
through Speecho, have found a way to drastically cut down on their kids’
telephone bills.”

Kransow also commented on the value of VoIP for social networking, “It

may not be something one thinks about, but every person belongs to a

speech community, a group of people who share the same language.” I

agree 100%.

To stay in the loop, visit Rich’s blog daily at http://tehrani.com

VoIP & Gadgets Blog

Skype’s free ride is over

According to TMCNet.com Skype (news - alert) today

announced that it is offering U.S. and Canadian consumers

the new Skype Unlimited Calling plan, a paid annual sub-

scription service that allows registered users to make 12

months of unlimited SkypeOut calls to any phone within

the U.S. and Canada. This is

the first time that Skype is

making an annual subscription

calling plan available.

The Skype Unlimited Calling

plan is available for a flat rate

of $29.95 per year. People

who sign up for the new plan

before January 31, 2007 will

receive a special discounted

introductory rate of $14.95

per year - 50 percent off the

regular price. Sounds like a

sweet deal, right? Wrong! 

The new pricing plan follows

Skype’s free SkypeOut promotion

in which calls within the US and

Canada are free until December

31, 2006. Thus, Skype users that

got used to free SkypeOut calls to

U.S. and Canadian numbers will be

in for a bit of a surprise come

January 1st. Ok, maybe not “sur-

prised” since this was a limited

promotion, but still perhaps a bit

disappointed. 

For more, check out Tom Keating’s blog at:
http://blog.tmcnet.com/blog/tom-keating/

VoIP Authority Blog

Microsoft Pushes Into VoIP

It’s indeed a big day for Microsoft

(quote - news - alert) and VoIP.

The release of Office

Communications Server 2007 her-

alds Microsoft’s latest push into the

enterprise communications space.

The company has put the new solu-

tion into the hands of 2,500 IT

managers to beta test the offering.

Microsoft also announced a number

of partners including Avaya, Cisco,

LG-Nortel, Mitel, NEC Phillips,

Nortel Networks, Polycom, and

Siemens. Through these partner-

ships, customers will be able to uti-

lize existing phones, IP PBXs, and

enterprise networks which will be

ensure interoperability with Office

Communications Server 2007.

To accelerate testing and deploy-

ment, Microsoft is hosting a

Technology Adoption Program (TAP)

Summit this week to provide

hands-on training and instruction

for customers and partners. Over

100 companies are expected to be

represented at the summit.

Office Communications Server 2007

is essentially the successor to

Microsoft Live Communications

Server, and joins Exchange Server

2007 as part of Microsoft’s unified

communications portfolio. 

See more of what Greg Galitzine has to say
at: http://voip-blog.tmcnet.com/blog/greg-
galitzine/
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State of the 

Communications Market

The communications market is growing in virtually every direction and I am
getting asked more and more by investors and others in the market where I see
things going. The answer is... there is no single direction.

I toyed with the idea of making predictions in this issue for
what 2007 will bring, but instead realized that it’s important to
bring my readers up to date on the “state of the union” in com-
munications. I couldn’t help giving a prediction here and there,
but consider this more of an overview document of where we
are and where you need to be. There are so many areas and
subsets of the market that it is worth delving into some of them
and getting our hands dirty to see where the excitement is now
and will continue to be in the upcoming year.

Regardless of what you do for a living, it is important to
understand how your segment of the market fits holistically
into the picture. For this reason, I consider this to be one of
the more important documents I have written in some time.

Voice Peering. The voice/VoIP peering market continues to
be exciting and more and more service providers are jumping
on the bandwagon to interconnect their services with other
service providers. Universities are beginning to understand
this growing trend as well, and I expect enterprise customers
and call centers to be big adopters in the near future.

Net Neutrality. This one is getting interesting. As of this
writing, Commissioner McDowell has recused himself from
voting and, as such, there is deadlock at the FCC. This could
mean deadlock for eight months or so, when McDowell is
allowed to vote. More likely, AT&T (quote - news - alert)
may have to make serious net neutrality concessions to get the
merger approved.

SMB. This is the single acronym I hear about most from
service providers. Many VoIP providers have decided the con-
sumer VoIP market is too difficult to compete in and leave it
to Vonage (quote - news - alert) and others to lose money chas-
ing this segment, while they go after the small business, where
there is less competition. Spending in this space continues.

Seven-Year Itch. This is a big year for replacement of various
telecom products bought in 2000 based on Y2K fears. Many
vendors see major increases in RFPs coming down the pike.

Hosting. All systems go when it comes to hosting. I have
been a bit skeptical of the potential for this market, but based
on conversations with many in the industry, hosting will con-
tinue to grow across many product lines, from communica-
tions to CRM. Part of the reason for the growth is that com-
panies want to focus on their core competencies and aren’t
keen on hiring more people if there is a simple alternative.

Security/Network Monitoring. This will continue to be a
major growth area in communications and beyond. WiFi, fire-
walls, and secure IP voice transmission are all areas on which
companies need to focus going forward.

Conferencing/Collaboration. The trend is clear.
Communications will evolve and a typical phone call will be

able to instantly become a full-fledged collaboration session
with conferencing. Single-button collaboration sessions with
screen sharing will be commonplace in the next few years.

Skype. While Skype (news - alert)has increased the speed at
which phone calls have depreciated in cost, the company
recently introduced a paid Skype Out plan to the U.S. and
Canada. This used to be free. In addition, the company is
rolling out other pricing increases in Europe. I see this as posi-
tive for the IP communications market.

But Skype should be looked at as an opportunity by all.
Companies need to start purchasing Skype-compatible solu-
tions from the likes of PIKA Technologies (news - alert)
(http://www.tmcnet.com/426.1) and SKY-click (news - alert)
(http://www.tmcnet.com/427.1). The reason? We need to
communicate in the manner with which our customers are
comfortable.

FCC. The FCC has the power to change the communica-
tions landscape on a moment’s notice. Tough 911 laws, short
deadlines, and who knows what’s next? It seems, however, that
the FCC will be gentle with the VoIP market for the next year
or so. Net neutrality seems to be the biggest issue to be
resolved.

Google. The company has had lackluster success with its
VoIP entry, but don’t count it out. Google still has ways of
integrating click-to-call and other technologies in ways other
voice companies cannot. Google will make a great phone
company if it chooses to get in to the business seriously.

Imagine having phone calls coming to you screened against
Google (quote - news - alert)for a number of things. For
example, when your phone rings, Google does a search and
returns the results in real time. You could get a few separate
search tabs. One tab could be a better business bureau search
of the phone number/company name; another can be a search
of the phone number/company name with the word “fraud”
appended to it. You get the idea. You could identify potential-
ly fraudulent callers before picking up the phone. You would
immediately know many details about a caller — far more
than simple Caller ID can provide.

Analytics. A wireless service provider in England noticed
many of its customers were dialing an 800 number just before
switching service to another carrier, and called the unlisted
number to find it was a competitor. The carrier realized that the
competitor was calling its own former customers 11 months
after they had cancelled — presumably one month before their
current contract expired — offering them a sweetheart deal to
switch back. Customers were calling the 800 number customers
in response to messages left by the competitive wireless carrier.

The initial wireless carrier countered with a sweetheart deal of

By Rich Tehrani
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its own, and also called 10 months into the contract to ensure
the customer was happy and planned on continuing service.

Later on, another wireless carrier launched what seemed like
a money-losing deal win market share. The initial provider
decided to counter with an even better deal, but waited to see
what the analytics said. As it turns out, few customers called
the 800 number from the new competitor. As such, the initial
provider decided not to counter with a similar money-losing
offer (read more at http://www.tmcnet.com/428.1).

Sell Data. What is the value of your data as a service
provider? Imagine you are a cable company. There are two
pizzerias in a city you service — one gets 25 calls a day and the
other gets 5. What is this data worth to the two pizzeria own-
ers? Wouldn’t it make sense to try to sell the less popular pizze-
ria an ad on your cable network and then track the results?

Would an airline be interested in how many calls your cus-
tomers make to them versus the competition? How about
how many of your broadband subscribers visit each Web site?
There is hidden gold in your database. Once you have a legal
look at what is fair game to sell, go out and have a field day
(more at http://www.tmcnet.com/429.1).

Advertising. The world has gone crazy — advertising crazy.
Companies like Google are raking in the dollars with search-
based ads. But service providers, too, have communities, and
know more about their customers than most portals like
Yahoo! Even so, these providers have yet to leverage the bil-
lions in advertising revenue. This should be a year when serv-
ice providers try to find ways, through IMS and other means,
to tie complex customer analytics with retail sales of advertis-
ing. Today’s service providers are in the best position to pro-
vide advertisers with the mass customization needed for super-
targeted ads worth premium prices.

DECT. DECT is a popular wireless telephony standard in
Europe and will take the U.S. by storm this year. There is no
way around this fact. The cost for DECT equipment is a
small fraction of WiFi telephony and enough critical mass of
new products exists in my opinion so that we will see dozens
of new products based on this standard coming to the U.S.
in 2007.

Personalization. On the Web, personalization is all the rage
from MyESPN to MyTMCnet. People want to personalize
their information. That is their desire. That is what they are
getting used to. How will service providers cash in on this
trend? The first thing they must do is ensure that their serv-
ices are easily customizable and sticky to reduce churn. Once
customers embrace this concept, service providers will know
more than ever about their customers and can find new ways
to monetize this information.

Web 2.0. Leading-edge interfaces aren’t just for Web com-
panies. As a service provider, make sure you understand
AJAX, mashups, and community building. You aren’t in a dif-
ferent industry than the Internet. If you aren’t careful you will
find yourself steamrolled by it.

WiFi Telephony. Yes, DECT is all the rage, but WiFi
telephony will not show any signs of slowing down either, as
WiFi is becoming ubiquitous and costs for WiFi telephony
devices have nowhere to go but down.

FMC. Fixed/Mobile Convergence is the future of communi-
cations. There is no doubt about it. Enterprise users want to be
able to seamlessly communicate, regardless of whether it is on

a corporate PBX or a wireless network. Solutions from service
providers and equipment manufacturers will both be popular.

IMS/Open Networks. Many see IMS as a walled garden
approach, but for developers who can deliver the content cus-
tomers want, this approach makes sense, as it makes it less
risky to develop applications to an installed base with limited
options. Expect to see more IMS development in 2007 and a
killer app hopefully in the next 18-24 months.

Entertainment. Ten years ago, did anyone know the ring
tone market would be a multibillion dollar gift to telecom?
Probably not, and now that we have seen the massive poten-
tial of ring tones, the question providers need to ask is, how
else can they leverage the world of entertainment to generate
more revenue?

Wireless Backhaul. This is a market we don’t hear much
about, but it is poised for tremendous growth. Many vendors
in this space tell me their business is doing very well and
demand continues to be strong.

Quintuple Play. Triple play is so six months ago. Nowadays,
you need wireless and other services, such as security/firewalls,
etc. The more bundled services, the more sticky you are, and
the lower the churn. Service providers: ready, set, grow.

WiMAX. This technology is making slow and steady
progress and could have dramatic impact on the face of
broadband competition.

SIP. SIP is becoming more and more popular and virtually
all communications equipment providers have SIP compati-
bility built in or are planning a rollout soon. The challenge is
that the standard does not work perfectly as of yet, and seam-
less interop, while improving, is not here yet. It is up to you
to demand that your vendors give you this feature.

SIP Trunking. Most IP PBXs still don’t connect via IP and,
as such, SIP trunking is a huge growth area, as it allows com-
panies to connect IP PBXs directly to the IP cloud allowing
increased cost savings and in some cases better quality calls
than the PSTN.

Cable Companies. Now more than ever, these companies
are poised to damage the telcos and become more and more
dominant in telecom. These companies already have TV,
broadband, and phone service, while the phone companies are
playing catch-up. Wireless is the ace up the sleeve of the telcos
and this is one reason they may not get thrashed by the cable
companies. It will be interesting to see how the cable compa-
nies’ ongoing relationship with Sprint works out and how
WiMAX will change the competitive telecom environment
between cablecos and telcos.

IPTV. Many people are saying IPTV is not needed, as all
TV can be viewed over the Internet. While this may be true
to some degree, most consumers aren’t yet ready for the com-
promises of Internet television downloaded or streamed from
sites like iTunes. Instead, expect IPTV to be a big play for a
number of years to come. Still, it remains to be seen what
value IPTV service providers bring to the table. They have to
be worried about the day when all content providers come up
with a less expensive distribution method.

MVNO. This model hasn’t been very successful for many of
the players who decided to enter the space such as Disney and
ESPN. The jury is out on this one but I would imagine there
is room for a few niche MVNO players, if they can figure out
a business model that makes sense and will get consumers
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and/or businesses to part with more money than they current-
ly pay a wireless provider.

Hosted Call Center. The companies in this space and the
hosted CRM market continue to make progress by way of
increased sales, and customers are more and more comfortable
with the latest generation of services.

Ringback Tones. If ring tones can generate billions, per-
haps ringback tones can generate hundreds of millions. These
tones replace the ringing sound played to callers and can be
customized by the caller. Recently, I became aware of some-
one who has applied for a patent on messages delivered at the
tail end of the conversation.

Dashboard Competition. This is an interesting premise. If
all phone users will eventually use their computers as tele-
phones, then what is the interface going to be? Some argue it
is immaterial, but if there is no calling federation, perhaps the
company with the most IM or voice users will win the desk-
top war. Will it be Skype? Microsoft? Yahoo!? AOL? Google?
It remains to be seen.

Communities. Communities are all the rage on the Web,
but what is happening in the world of telecom with respect to
communities? Not much. Service providers have to find ways
to ensure they are building viral and sticky communities their
customers can’t get enough of. Hint: companies building viral
communities are selling for hundreds of millions and, in some
cases, over a billion dollars. Seems like a good market to get a
piece of, right?

Mashups. A simple mashup definition is combining data
from multiple data sources and interfaces to come up with
new ways of looking at data. This is a hot area right now in
the Web world, and Google Maps is a common interface for
mashed up data. Start thinking about how you, as an enter-
prise or service provider, can leverage this concept to build a
viral community targeted based on the mashup you have
created.

Ecosystems. Skype has an ecosystem. Level 3 has one. So
do Cantata, Asterisk, Dialogic, Intel, and many other compa-
nies. When you develop an ecosystem, you get others partner-
ing in your success and you are able to grow much more
quickly. Development and distribution partners turbocharge
your growth. If there is a way for you to launch an ecosystem,
start working on it.

Also don’t be afraid to hitch your wagon to a Dialogic,
Asterisk, or Cantata — a company with huge ambition and
one who will do its best to make sure you are successful.

Telepresence. Cisco and others believe this market will be
worth billions. My take? Perhaps. Sure the technology is
breathtaking, but so is an Italian sports car. In the end it is all
about business value beyond the handful of ultra-rich early
adopters. By the second quarter of 2008, we should have an
idea of what is happening with telepresence.

Unified Communications. Is this the hottest term in the
communications market in 2006? Perhaps. It seems like enter-
prises really resonate with this term and are looking to learn
more. Microsoft and Cisco have really added a great deal of
gravitas to the concept lately, but there still needs to be better
education as to what this means and how it can help compa-
nies become more effective.

Open Source. This phenomenon will continue to change
the telecom landscape and companies that sell phone systems
are going to have to learn how to add value, above and

beyond what the Asterisk/Pingtel community provides.
P2P. Expect to see more peer-to-peer telephony growth

where communications systems mimic the way Skype works.
Expect to see a computer vendor push P2P telephony in
2007, selling phones alongside laptops. As a business grows,
you just add phones.

Stereo. One day all calls will happen in stereo. When? Who
knows? The technology exists today but devices would need
to support it and peering/federation arrangements would need
to be in place to maintain calls in stereo from one person to
another.

While we are at it, the technology exists today to allow con-
ference call participants to be placed to the left and right of
you on a call. This is important because your ear and brain
have an easier time interpreting a voice on a busy conference
call if it appears to emanate from a consistent 3D location.

In addition, the technology exists to allow for overtones to
be added to voices so you can know which side a person is on
as they start speaking. In other words, in an M&A situation,
you can assign all the people from the acquiring team to a
have a metallic voice or sound like Darth Vader, etc.
Personally, I am waiting for the day I can transform a caller’s
voice so it sounds like any of Sasha Baron Cohen’s characters.

CD Quality/Surround Sound. Since we are talking stereo,
how about surround sound? Voice quality can be vastly better
than it is today. Ironically, many Skype calls are better than
the PSTN if both parties have the bandwidth. Expect to see
much higher voice quality in VoIP calls as time goes on,

Toolbars. Dashboards are cool, but perhaps toolbars are all
you need for telephony in the future. Every equipment vendor
and service provider can provide a toolbar. BroadSoft offers its
service provider customers a customizable toolbar. Many peo-
ple say if Vonage had a toolbar it would be the ultimate com-
munications tool and extremely sticky. In the enterprise space,
Vonexus may have been first with a toolbar and now the unified
communications push means every company will eventually
have one. This is a great trend for telecom users going forward.

Add Value. If I have to sum up this disparate hodgepodge
of disjointed telecom acronyms and concepts, I would have to
say the future of telecom is adding value. Resellers and
MIS/telecom professionals have to add value to the user expe-
rience. It is no longer satisfactory to provide users with voice
services. You need to explore collaboration, video, and myriad
other technologies that interconnect with voice

The State of our Industry is Strong. Communications
seems to be the strongest I have ever seen it — since 2000.
Virtually every company I speak with tells me 2007 will be a
banner year for them. The one concern worth noting is the
sheer volume of companies in some telecom sectors. There
may need to be a bit of a shake-out, but this is a natural and
healthy evolution. As long as companies can come up with
new ways of targeting the increasing number of telecom nich-
es, they will do very well. The concern is that, if you are the
5,000th service provider selling consumer VoIP in the U.S.,
you may want to reconsider your positioning.

In the end, if telecom companies all find ways to listen to
customers, respond quickly, and position themselves well —
they will be in great shape.

I am anxiously awaiting the next 12 months and look for-
ward to helping guide you through the new, tumultuous, and
always exciting IP communications landscape. IT
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IP Makes a Difference with 
Siemens OpenStage
By Erik K Linask

Siemens (quote -
news - alert) has
announced its OpenStage
line of IP handsets, which have been
designed based on a theory that IP phones should
be more than extensions of a TDM network, that they should have
a fundamental impact on your life. With four different models rang-
ing from basic to advanced, the SIP-based OpenStage series com-
bines a revolutionary, stylish design with ease-of-use with and next
generation functionality, including integration with converged wire-
less and wireline communications solutions, as well as new con-
ferencing and presence features.

OpenStage phones include most of the features available on
mobile devices today, which is what research showed Siemens
users desire. They include a touch sensitive wheel, called
TouchGuide — similar to the Click Wheel found on iPods — a
TouchSlider for volume control, touch sensitive preset and pro-
grammable keys for quick access to favorite applications and fea-
tures, hands-free voice-activated dialing, high-quality speaker
phone that has been specially designed for conference calls, built-
in Bluetooth and WLAN support, and USB connectivity for transfer-
ring data to and from mobile devices.  

In keeping with its name, the OpenStage line is built on an open
application platform, which provides developers the opportunity to
create a wide range of value-added and customer- or user-specific
applications, further increasing the value of the most frequently
used office device — applications for PCs or mobile devices can
also be run on the OpenStage phones, or the phones can make use
of hosted local and external Web-based application.
http://www.siemens.com Inter-Tel Presents Presence in Latest Release

By Erik Linask
Inter-Tel (news - alert) announced its Unified Communicator

version 4.0 software. In addition to the functionality offered by
earlier versions, including speech recognition technology and
access via a large selection of endpoints, this release incorpo-
rates presence features, further unifying customers’ communi-
cations systems.

With version 4.0, Inter-Tel increases the value of its server-
based communications software with a robust presence manage-
ment and collaboration tool, with which users are able to display
their availability status other users. The new features also include
the ability to prioritize incoming calls, including where and when
they ring. Version 4.0 goes step further, combining the presence-
based features with Web-based collaboration elements, creating a
single converged and unified communications solution.

Integration with Inter-Tel’s Web Conferencing 4.5 adds valu-
able conferencing and collaboration functions to the presence
management capabilities of Unified Communicator. Customers
also have the option of adding Remote Support 4.5, which adds
remote support capabilities to the interface. With the new pres-
ence and collaboration features, the optional remote manage-
ment capabilities, a redesigned Web client interface, and simpli-
fied installation, Unified Communicator offers users various
presence and voice mail options that allow them to be more
productive than ever before.
http://www.inter-tel.com

Nokia Focuses on Enterprise Mobility
By Stefania Viscusi

As more and more solutions and devices are introduced to sup-
port a workforce that is no longer tied to the desk or to one central
location, Nokia(quote - news - alert) is just one of the companies
marking their ground in the growing enterprise mobility market. At a
recent investor conference, the company placed specific focus on
the future of enterprise mobility and the services and support need-
ed to push it further. 

To make strides to the next phase of enterprise mobility, one that
includes a “move from opportunistic point solution purchasing to
move strategic mobile deployments,” Nokia pointed to four neces-
sary building blocks:

• A multi-channel distribution ecosystem
• Open and extensible mobile-

ware 
• Reduced economic

barriers
• Uncompromised

devices
As enterprise mobility

grows, solutions that
include these building
blocks and that allow
enterprises to be more
productive will succeed.
http://www.nokia.com

DIY VoIP from Covad and TalkSwitch
By Erik Linask

Communications service provider Covad Communications
(news - alert) and telephone systems developer TalkSwitch
(news - alert) have launched a campaign that will enable small
businesses to easily experience the benefits of VoIP. Combining
the service expertise of Covad and the hardware knowledge of
TalkSwitch, small businesses now have available a “Do It
Yourself” broadband communications solution they can install
themselves, that also provides the reliability, features, and sup-
port they require.

Covad’s contribution to the bundle is its ClearEdge Integrated
Access solution, which combines the proven reliability of Covad’s
managed network with advanced voice-optimized technology and
features that enable small businesses to maximize their commu-
nications potential. Covad’s small business solutions include a
portfolio of cost effective analog and digital premises-based
solutions — though it also features hosted solutions as well.

The package also includes TalkSwitch’s 480vs phone system,
a self-installable replacement for its 48ca PBX system. Like the
48ca, the 480vs can handle four incoming lines and eight local
extensions, which can be either analog or IP. The system is also
designed to be able to easily scale to 32 users per location,
which means small businesses are assured their
Covad/TalkSwitch solution can
grow as they do, and
they won’t have to
worry about replacing
their phone system sim-
ply because business has
been good.
http://www.covad.com
http://www.talkswitch.com
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Voxbone Joins Voice Peering Fabric
By Cindy Waxer

Only a month after launching its offering of toll free num-
bers around the world, Voxbone, (news - alert) a provider
of international VoIP origination services to carriers, ITSPs,
calling card operators, call centers, and other businesses,
has joined Stealth Communications’ Voice Peering Fabric.
The partnership will allow Voxbone to exchange voice traf-
fic directly with other VoIP providers. In turn, Voxbone’s
participation in the VPF will enable any of its members to
gain access to international markets quickly and securely.

As a VPF member, Voxbone can now interconnect with
carriers and enterprise to buy, sell, and peer DID/termina-
tion services across a private network. Additionally, through
the use of the VPF ENUM Registry, Voxbone can now send
and receive calls with VPF members directly, completely
bypassing the public telephone network and the public
Internet.

VPF is designed as a private voice Internet and functions
as an exchange or meet-point for its members to establish
peer-to-peer connections in a secure, quality-of-service
environment. At current levels, traffic on the VPF is expect-
ed to surpass 100 billion minutes, up from 18 billion min-
utes in 2005.
http://www.thevpf.com

Intrado Supports Standard for 
IP Based Data to 9-1-1 Network
By Stefania Viscusi

Provider of integrated data and telecommunications solu-
tions and VoIP E9-1-1 services Intrado (news - alert)
announced its support for a new next generation 9-1-1 stan-
dard. The new standard, the Emergency Information Service
Interface (EISI) standard, defines the way in which native 9-1-
1 networks will deliver new IP-based content and services. 

Currently, the standard, which has also been standardized
by the Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions
(ATIS) Emergency Services Interconnection Forum, is avail-
able as an American National Standard for trial use. With the
standard, new advanced collaboration services and informa-
tion is made available for Public Safety Answering Points
(PSAPs) from a number of standard network service
providers. 

With the new standard, increased interoperability and effi-
ciency is possible by eliminating the need to develop different
solutions for the requirements of each specific 9-1-1-technol-
ogy provider or communications center. Also with the new
standard, which can be combined with ESMI, an already
approved standard on how equipment will receive IP informa-
tion, PSAPs and other endpoints are given better manage-
ment and access to new information in emergencies.
Technical reporting on the framework and structure is also
available.
http://www.intrado.com

Answer, Answer, Wherever You Are
By Erik Linask

The benefits of having a single number to be reached at,
regardless of where you are, along with the many added fea-
tures enabled by IP Communications, are why so many com-
panies are now throwing their hats into the unified communi-
cations ring. GrandCentral Communications (news - alert) is
one such phone service company. What separates
GrandCentral from some of the other providers is it is entic-
ing customers to try out its services by offering not only a
free plan, but a free plan that includes unlimited inbound call-
ing.

With GrandCentral’s free basic plan, users can roll three
different telephony devices into a single number — the $9.99
monthly Premium plan allows up to six devices. With either
plan, customers choose a local GrandCentral phone number
that will ring on each of the defined devices (i.e., mobile,
work, home), and will also enable access to voicemail via
phone, email, or Web, providing unmatched control over call
handling features via a simple Web-based interface.

“We’ve always planned to provide a free level of service to
our customers and are happy to announce that there will be
no artificial limits on the amount of calls received through a
free GrandCentral account,” said Craig Walker, CEO of
GrandCentral.
http://www.grandcentral.com

Polycom Announces IMS Strategy 
By Johanne Torres

Polycom (news - alert) announced it will provide support
for the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) architecture and
standards and plans to enable service providers to deliver
conferencing and collaboration services to enterprises,
small businesses, and consumers via a set of IMS archi-
tected products that it will offer during the first half of
2007. Polycom’s IMS architected products will comprise a
conferencing and collaboration optimized application server,
an application development environment, an optimized con-
ferencing media server, and multiple voice, video, and uni-
fied collaboration applications based also on SIP.

“With the proliferation of desktop video and multimedia
enabled 3G devices, Polycom believes that the next genera-
tion of conferencing and collaboration services will be vast-
ly different from yesterday’s prescheduled and attended
audio and video conferencing,” said Polycom’s senior vice
president and general manager of network systems Joe.

“Our IMS strategy is designed to assist our current serv-
ice provider customers and an entirely new generation of
service providers to rapidly design and deploy new applica-
tions that bring value to large enterprises, small businesses
and consumers. Our approach ensures that service
providers can migrate to next- generation applications and
infrastructures affordably and intelligently, without exten-
sive modification or forklift upgrades,” he added.
http://www.polycom.com
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Kineto and Extricom Achieve Industry First for
Enterprise UMA Solution

Kineto Wireless (news - alert) and Extricom (news - alert)
announced their completed interoperability testing between
Kineto’s UMA solution and Extricom’s enterprise wireless LAN
infrastructure. Through this testing effort, the companies demon-
strated how mobile operators can extend their UMA service offer-
ings into the enterprise and commercial hot-zone markets.

The testing validated seamless handover and continuity of
active UMA voice calls and data sessions between WiFi access
points in an enterprise wireless LAN environment. Seamless
mobility across access points truly unlocks the value of
mobile/WiFi convergence for all enterprises, enabling superior in-
office coverage, single-number convenience, and overall cost effi-
ciencies that cannot be achieved with today’s fragmented network
situation. Thanks to Extricom’s WiFi infrastructure, UMA-based
sessions can transparently move between access point radios,
without any interruption in service, while WiFi-level security is
maintained as well as the IPSec tunnel used to secure UMA serv-
ices. The tests were conducted with multiple commercially avail-
able UMA-enabled handsets, clearly illustrating the handset
agnostic benefits of the system. 
http://www.kineto.com
http://www.extricom.com
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Beyond WiFi
By Erik K Linask

Because traditional WiFi equipment is not ideal for outdoor
mobile environments — which are becoming increasingly more
common — Cohda Wireless has built an enabling technology
designed as an adjunct to existing wireless technologies to
extend their range.  

Cohda (news - alert) offers the ability to extend the range of
all wireless devices without actually being in the handset —
instead, Cohda’s NLOS (non-line of sight) technology is put into
the base stations and access points, thus filling in black spots
and delivering connectivity where it previously did not exist —
and greater coverage with fewer nodes.

Cohda’s patent pending, zero-latency OFDM receiver architec-
ture and algorithms are interoperable with IEEE standards and
are designed to resist the detrimental effects of outdoor mobile
deployments. Testing s shown an average increase of 7 to 12 dB
in sensitivity of Cohda-enhanved equipment, including the ability
to maintain NLOS at speeds of up to 200 mph — these tests
effectively double the range of standard wireless equipment.  
http://www.cohdawireless.com

DECT Forum Intros New Cordless VoIP Technology
By Mae Kowalke

DECT Forum, (news - alert) an international association repre-
senting the digital enhanced cordless telecommunications
(DECT) industry, announced a new technology for broadband
home connectivity. The technology, CAT-iq (short for “Cordless
Advanced Technology — Internet and Quality”), is designed to
bring together broadband Internet and telephony — FMC.

CAT-iq is both a standard that defines protocols necessary to
deliver Internet/telephony integration, and a set of specifications
regarding form factors and designs. DECT Forum said that the
first CAT-iq products should be available by mid-2007.

In its announcement about CAT-iq, DECT Forum said that the
new technology delivers several key advantages:

• Superior voice quality — By connecting telephony applica-
tions to broadband networks, CAT-iq delivers significant
improvements to voice quality. The technology also supports
wireless music and audio applications. 

• Innovative features — CAT-iq is designed to connect cord-
less phones and other portable devices with emerging IMS net-
works. This functionality means the technology enables users to
access yellow pages and public phone books, as well as provid-
ing universal interfaces for Internet and IMS applications and
compatibility with Web 2.0 apps.

• Home gateways — A CAT-iq certification program will help
ensure that home gateway manufacturers using the new technol-
ogy deliver standards-based, interoperable products.

• Based on the DECT standard — CAT-iq is based on the
proven DECT standard, and thus delivers guaranteed quality of
service using an exclusive frequency band.
http://www.dect.org
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Sangoma Ships Latest Analog Card for 
Connecting VoIP to PSTN 
By Cindy Waxer

Despite the leaps and bounds being made by VoIP, it still
requires access to existing PSTN networks. Many of these con-
nections are analog FXO or FXS — a prime reason for Sangoma
Technologies Corporation (news - alert) to ship its A400 Series,
the high density version of the A200 series analog cards. Identical
in operation and configuration and using the same FXO and FXS
modules, the A400 system supports 12 ports per main board and
REMORA, as compared to four ports for the A200. 

Like all the Sangoma AFT Series, the A400 and REMORA system
has field upgradeable firmware to take advantage of enhancements
as they become available. Optionally, the A400 supports Sangoma’s
echo cancellation and voice enhancement DSP daughterboard for
carrier grade echo cancellation and voice enhancement. 

The A400 consists of an A400 REMORA daughterboard mount-
ed on the AFT PCI /PCI Express. Each A400 REMORA card can
support up to 12 FXO or FXS connections.
Up to three additional A400 REMORA
daughterboards can
be mounted in empty
slot positions beside
the A400 assembly,
connected to the
A400 by a backplane
bus connector. 
www.sangoma.com
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Carlo Gavazzi Computing Offers New XP-9E 
Carlo Gavazzi Computing Solutions, (news - alert) an innovator

in electronic packaging and system expansion solutions,
announced its XP-9E PCI expansion system to support applica-
tions requiring PCI cards. The XP-9E  is a 4U rackmount enclo-
sure that accommodates eight full-length, full-height PCI cards
and integrates seamlessly into the PCI Express bus of new appli-
cation servers that do not provide support for full-size or low pro-
file PCI cards.  

The XP-9E expansion system allows end users deploying PCI-
based applications to adopt advanced application servers based
on their needs, rather than on the number of available PCI slots.
This expansion solution dramatically reduces the cost of replac-
ing an entire server for slot incompatibility while also protecting
users’ server choice.   

The XP-9E provides 8 full size PCI 2.3-compliant slots and one
PCIe x4 slot to support the applications PCI and PCI Express
cards.  Connectivity to the application server is provided through
one, 2 meter PCIe x4 serial cable that connects to a low profile
PCIe adapter
that installs in
the application
server. Access
to the PCI
cards in the
XP-9E is com-
pletely trans-
parent to the
application run-
ning on the
server making
the XP-8E a
completely
seamless solu-
tion for supporting PCI card applications on a PCI Express appli-
cation server.  
http://www.gavazzi-computing.com

Agere Systems Introduces TrueFIRE 1394B Host 
Agere Systems (news - alert) has announced a chip aimed at

igniting a new wave of PC and embedded system design creativi-
ty, as well as much faster, more feature-rich PC and embedded
system connectivity — the FW643 chip is also only one quarter
the size of a U.S. dime.

A centerpiece of Agere’s TrueFIRE portfolio of products, the
chip combines PCI Express bus and 1394B functions. Agere
believes it is the first company to make available a single chip
integrating these two connectivity interfaces. 1394B transports
data, audio, and video between computer and consumer elec-
tronics equipment at up to 800 Megabits per second (Mb/s) —
twice as fast as current 1394A 400 Mb/s technology.

The chip’s unprecedented integration makes it possible for PC
makers to lower silicon and system costs. The integration also
gives these makers flexibility to design more varied sizes and
shapes because they only need one chip instead of two, and
because they use the much thinner PCI Express bus. Higher inte-
gration also improves overall power management and reduces
the distance to route data, audio and video through PC systems.
http://www.agere.com

Broadcom Adds Gigabit Ethernet WiFi Processor 
Its Intensi-fi Family 

Broadcom Corporation (news - alert) announced a new WiFi
Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) processor that extends its Intensi-fi family
of draft-802.11n solutions that allows the theoretical maximum
wireless 802.11n performance, nearly 8 times that of 802.11g.

The BCM4705 processor combines a powerful 300 MHz/500
DMIPS MIPS32 core and Gigabit Ethernet controller to provide
high-speed routing and bridging capabilities. When implemented
with Broadcom’s Intensi-fi radio and media access
controller/baseband chips, the BCM4705 processor can substan-
tially enhance the throughput of devices connected to a Gigabit
network — providing greater than 160 Mb/s of TCP/IP through-
put for wireless clients while also offering Gigabit Ethernet
speeds for wired clients.

Broadcom’s flexible draft-802.11n processor platform provides
several configuration and connectivity options that enable manu-
facturers to balance performance and cost in developing
router/gateway products. The dual-band BCM4705 processor
supports 2.4 and/or 5 GHz radios and accommodates 2X2, 3X3
and 4×4 antenna configurations, enabling single band, dual band,
or simultaneous dual band WiFi routers. The chip also integrates
USB 2.0 host/device interfaces, enabling dynamic end products
that allow end users to add several application specific peripher-
als such as printers, network attached storage, and digital cam-
eras, to the WiFi or wired network.
http://www.broadcom.com
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Grigonis: Tell us about your back-
ground.

Johnsen: I’m an early stage entrepre-
neur. I pioneered alphanumeric paging
in Western Canada with Motorola in
the mid-1980s with a company I had
called BRYJON Communications Ltd.
that became the leading provider of
alphanumeric paging. We were a service
bureau for small and medium-sized
businesses [SMBs] for alphanumeric
paging and we were consolidating tele-
phone answering services into an auto-
mated call center and wireless dispatch
facility. That was a good business, which
I sold in 2003. 

In the mid-1990s, I formed a compa-
ny called Offsite Data, which pioneered
the automated backup and storage of
computer data. We had mainframe facil-
ities sitting in a managed data center
environment and distribution agree-
ments with Group Telecom, Canada’s
largest CLEC, and with British Telecom
in the UK. We were in early work with
Deutsche Telecom in Europe and we
basically had a subscription-based auto-

mated backup and recovery service via
last-mile broadband for SMBs. I sold
that business in 2000 at the height of
the tech boom for about $62 million. 

In 2001, I was working on another
opportunity and Shift was at that point
at the business plan stage, with a
Building Local Exchange Carrier
[BLEC] model. The business vision was
to deliver a bundle of data and voice
services to SMBs over broadband. What
was intriguing to me about Shift was the
economics. It was a customer audience
and a business model in terms of recur-
ring subscription revenues and the value
proposition that I understood relatively
well. It was apparent to me that as voice
increasingly became a data or packet-
delivered technology, then that was
going to be one of those paradigm shifts,
one of those fundamental changes that
take place in an industry that create
massive opportunities. In 2002-03 we
were the first non-LEC in the country to
enable Voice over DSL over ATM and
then connect back into the PSTN with-
out owning facilities. We even had some
scientific research and education grants
and funding. We were essentially explor-
ing how to deliver voice over packets.

By 2004, we licensed a Canadian
technology that really was doing the
best job in the world of hosted virtual
key system functionality. That company
is Natural Convergence of Ottawa. We
were one of their very early customers.
We launched commercial service in our
first city in the summer of 2004, deliv-
ering virtual key system service via last-
mile broadband connections to SMBs.
We thought our average customer at the
time would be about 8 employees per
location — the fat part of the Canadian
SMB market is between 5 and 50 seats
per location.

Grigonis: So 50 users is as large a
site as you handle?

Johnsen: Our largest customer today is
in the range of 150+ seats at a single
location. But 80 to 90 percent of our

IP Communications Profile —
Shift Networks
By Richard “Zippy” Grigonis

Shift Networks of Canada (http://www.shiftnetworks.com) offers an
exciting new hosted Voice over IP (VoIP) business phone service
based on a dedicated, secure broadband connection called Shift
VoiceLink, that runs between your office network and a Shift data
center. Calls from your office travel directly to the data center/cen-
tral office, then connect to the conventional public phone system.
Yours Truly spoke with both Shift’s CEO Trent Johnsen and its
CTO, Erik Lagerway. (news - alert) 

Trent Johnsen, CEO of Shift Networks.
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customers would skew between about 8
and 20 seats. I believe there’s a higher
percentage of Canadian businesses in
the sub-50 seat marketplace than in the
US. Indeed, about 90 percent of
Canadian business are SMBs, or
between 5 and about 200 seats. 15 to
20 percent of those would be over 100
seats, and the rest would be between 5
and 100 seats. It’s a very big market seg-
ment and it’s also the fastest-growing
one in Canada. 

Interestingly, if you come and shop in
Canada’s urban markets today for the
type of hosted IP services that Shift
delivers, you’ll find that we’re complete-
ly unique. There are a huge number of
greenfield opportunities here in Canada.
There are some rumblings from the
major cable players and the incumbent
telcos that have enjoyed an oligopoly
environment, but they aren’t doing
much in terms of hosted IP offerings for
SMBs. They may come down as low as
200 to 300 seats but we certainly don’t
see them in our market yet.

Grigonis: In your model, does the 
customer have any equipment on his
site, or is it all hosted by Shift
Networks?

Johnsen: It’s pretty much 100 percent
hosted. We have a relatively straightfor-
ward network topology. Most impor-
tantly, we take dedicated, managed, last-
mile broadband to our customer prem-
ises, so we’ve been able to avoid any
best-effort VoIP in our product offering.
That will change somewhat in 2007 as
we get more aggressive with remote

handsets and softphone technology.
Still, our core business premise is that
we take dedicated managed broadband
to our customer premises and we part-
ner and lease those facilities with last-
mile broadband providers in the mar-
kets we serve. We put a router on the
customer LAN and we sell them IP
handsets that leverage the pre-existing
LAN infrastructure, so if we’re coming
in to serve you, we take your existing
RJ-45 connection on your LAN, plug it
into a port on the IP set, then bridge
the IP set back into whatever you were
using your RJ-45 for; generally into
your PC. The phone boots, finds our
network, and then you have a fabulous-
ly rich suite of hosted services that runs
through a toolbar on your desktop or
through a business portal.

The value proposition is as follows: If
you go set up a shop with 10 or 15 peo-
ple, you can subscribe to world class,
state-of-the-art, hosted IP communica-
tions for a fee in the range of US$40 a
month. There’s no investment in CPE
other than your handsets, and there’s no
need to purchase and manage a PBX or
key system equipment. You’re now
future-proof too, as we continue to
evolve our network and support emerg-
ing applications. 

Grigonis: Do you need a gateway via
the PSTN or do you connect directly 
to a next-gen network?

Johnsen: The vast majority of our
installations, about 15 employees per
site, use a DSL router — we serve up
DSL. Many of my American associates

tell me they’re still using T-1s. In
Canadian urban markets, there is a very
high QoS [Quality of Service] of 1.5 to
5 Mbps DSL last-mile broadband
access. It’s cheap, fast, and reliable. It
costs us about US$25 for a dedicated
DSL connection to support a 15-user
installation. 

Grigonis: You’ve done a deal with
BroadSoft?

Johnsen: In the 2nd quarter of 2006,
we decided to deploy BroadSoft as a sec-
ond hosted application in our offering.
Our Natural Convergence platform
does a really fabulous job of emulating
key system functionality, which is a
great entrance into the SMB market-
place, but BroadSoft gives us open stan-
dards SIP capability, which, in turn,
gives the ability to support more kinds
of endpoints, continue to improve our
economics, and do some innovative
things for our customers. We also liked
what BroadSoft was doing by way of
fixed/mobile convergence [FMC] and
desktop integration, because we really
see our opportunity to deliver a suite of
hosted business applications for SMB
users, centered on IP voice. 

Grigonis: You market all over
Canada?

Johnsen: Technically, our service is
available in most of Canada, though
presently we’re formally offering services
in the largest six English-speaking
Canada urban areas comprising over
half of the English-speaking SMB mar-
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Shift Networks’ CTO, Erik Lagerway.

Shift’s Super Reliability Explained
ket: Victoria, Vancouver, Calgary,
Edmonton, Toronto and Ottawa. 

As the CTO for Shift Networks, Erik
Lagerway is responsible for identifying,
sourcing, and delivering next-gen SMB
communications applications and essen-
tially runs the Shift R&D department.

He explained how Shift is providing a
new service called Shift Continuity as
part of its new offering. Shift
Continuity will allow the user to enjoy
voice service of high reliability. The user
can now sleep well at night, knowing
that if the connection fails tomorrow for
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their voice service, they’ll still have dial
tone on their phone.

“We dealt with Q9, which is a co-
location provider that has many differ-
ent vendors cross-connecting through
their facilities,” says Lagerway. “It was a
convenient place to situate our equip-
ment. Shift’s services are based on a
dual-redundant architecture. Shift has
two central offices [COs], one in
Calgary and the other in Toronto. We
backhaul smaller POPs situated across
Canada into those networks, so if your
call is coming from the eastern side of
the country, you’ll be backhauled into
Toronto, and if you’re coming from the
west, you’ll be backhauled into Calgary.
The two COs are interconnected with
dual redundant private WANs. All of
the equipment within the COs is also
dual redundant. If a piece of equipment
fails, it automatically fails over to
another piece of equipment on standby.
If an entire CO suffers a catastrophic
failure, all of the traffic will be diverted
to the other CO. Any way you look at
it, we’ve built an incredible amount of
redundancy into the network core,
which translates into great reliability
and availability.”

“The second and probably most
important piece is that we built this
entire network, from both a telephony
and IP Communications perspective,
using SIP [Session Initiation
Protocol],” says Lagerway. “So we’re
standing true to the open standards
mantra. We believe that will ultimately
allow us to be more affordable and
we’ll have a much more feature-rich
offering, simply because the open stan-
dards community supports the devel-
opment of SIP, which essentially cre-
ates a good, competitive marketplace
on the vendor side, thus making our
job as a service provider much more
interesting.”

“When you deal with Shift you’re
buying a hosted IP Centrex offering
today,” says Lagerway, “which is deliv-
ered to the customer premise using SIP.
We’re also using some intelligent NAT
[Network Address Translation] traversal

in the core so that we can deliver serv-
ice to you practically the moment you
become a customer. We have an inter-
esting offering that’s delivered to you
when you sign up, in the form of a
toolbar that drops into Outlook and
Internet Explorer. It immediately
allows you to take advantage of your
service, even though you haven’t
received any IP handsets yet. The tool-
bar allows customers to leverage their
existing technology to take advantage
of the new features that are available
through Shift, even though they don’t
have an IP handset yet. Such early
delivery of service allows us to keep our
customers happy and also realize rev-
enue immediately on each sale.”

Lagerway elaborates: “To continue
this scenario, after a few days the hand-
sets arrive, having been drop-shipped
from a distributor direct to the cus-
tomer, and they’re all preconfigured.
Upon arrival, the IP handsets get
plugged in, but they’re still running
over best-effort service on an interim
basis — probably a couple of weeks —
until our managed link is installed.
However, the beautiful thing about this
is that even though it’s initially best-
effort, the quality of service is still
immaculate, as long as the network is
not congested, and we make sure that
doesn’t happen, thanks to the LAN
assessment we do during our first cus-
tomer visit. Moreover, it’s a private net-
work and there are POPs across the
country, so our QoS is very good, even
in a best-effort environment.”

“After a couple of weeks,” continues
Lagerway, “our managed broadband
link is installed that we’ve allocated and
are going to dedicate now solely for
voice, which will assure a high QoS
and the best possible customer experi-
ence that you can achieve in a VoIP
offering or an IP Communications
offering, whether it be a voice call,
video, or what have you. The customer
is now even more happy, because he
now has a form of dual redundancy at
his premise.”

“Let’s say the Internet service fails
during the initial two-week ‘best

effort’ phase and the customer sud-
denly loses dial tone,” says Lagerway.
“Fortunately for us, we have features at
the network core that will allow his
service to continue. We’ve got some
other interesting features, such as
Simultaneous Ring capability. So even
if the customer loses Internet access,
he can dial into the voice portal from a
cell phone, if necessary, and ‘tell’ the
voice portal to now turn on
Simultaneous Ring to the cell phone.
Now, when customers receive a call on
their office phones, even though the
Internet connection is down and
they’re not going to be able to answer
on their IP handsets, they’ll still be
able to take those calls. It’s not a per-
fect scenario, but at least you can still
place and receive phone calls.”

“The best version of this disaster sce-
nario is — if the Internet connection
fails, it fails over to another Internet
connection that doesn’t fail,” says
Lagerway. “In that way customers can
still use their IP handset.”

Lagerway concludes with: “So, that’s
one of the features that we’ll deliver as
part of our new network offering to
customers, to allow them to feel com-
fortable, knowing that their business
telephone service will be ‘up’ almost as
long, if not more, than the traditional
POTS network.” IT

Richard Grigonis is Executive Editor of
TMC’s IP Communications Group.

If you are interested in purchasing reprints of this
article (in either print or PDF format), please visit
Reprint Management Services online at
http://www.reprintbuyer.com or contact a representa-
tive via e-mail at tmcnet@reprintbuyer.com or by
phone at 800-290-5460.
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Unified Communication, 

Déjà vu?

The concept of Unified Communications (UC) first made its appearance over
a decade ago. Thus, it’s amusing to hear some people refer to UC as the “new”
anything, since network equipment vendors and service providers have hyped
UC throughout the 1990s — along with their many pioneering products and
services meant to serve as a means to that end, though not always successfully
(at least not until recently). Do today’s discussions and pronouncements of
UC afford all of us just another opportunity to yet again experience feelings
of déjà vu? 

I thought for a while that VoIP would single-handedly take
us to a vision of UC, especially over the last four years, dur-
ing which we have seen Internet Telephony become widely
adopted across the globe in all types of markets.
Unfortunately, the vendor and service provider communities
haven’t brought us to the UC Promised Land, at least not by
providing us solely with VoIP (define - news - alert) technol-
ogy. For the majority of IP telephony users, VoIP simply
means a type of new phone, not a truly integrated experience
where one can use video conferencing, data collaboration,
intelligent call routing based on your status, integration with
your calendar, real-time text messaging, integration with your
productivity applications, etc.

As it happens, the UC cart finally got moving when Instant
Messaging (IM) and full-blown presence technology joined
the world of IP Communications.

IM first appeared in the form of MIT’s CTSS system and
its “interconsole messaging” of 1965, then the UNIX FIN-
GER and TALK commands of the 1970s, the UNIX Zephyr
Notification Service of 1988, and then more recognizably as
ICQ, developed by four Israeli programmers at Mirabilis in
1996 — a pedigree stretching back long before AOL filed
U.S. patent #6,449,344 in 1997 (granted in 2002). IM’s
rapid adoption in both con-
sumer and enterprise worlds
changed the landscape of UC
forever. Presence-powered con-
tact lists along with IM came to
represent the killer application
— a springboard to all the
communication modes the UC
community had been trying to
bring to market and deploy for
decades.

Interestingly, most of the
innovation that made UC a reality occurred in the consumer
world and was then adopted by knowledge workers, often
against the will of their IT departments. This “back door”
adoption process meant that enterprises were not ready to
cope with the issues of this new, powerful, and viral commu-

nication paradigm. The value of IM was not well understood
and was perceived as either a threat or a nuisance (or both) by
most IT executives.

IM, along with presence, moved very rapidly from a real-
time text messaging tool to a platform for facilitating rich
communication and collaboration conversations. I’ve been
told by numerous public IM service providers that they have
millions of minutes of voice and video over IP on their net-
work per month and the traffic is constantly growing. Surely
the unifying “glue” of unified communications will increas-
ingly be presence and IM technology.

And yet, whereas the new world of UC is already a reality
for many consumers who benefit from the availability of
inexpensive broadband connections, UC is still far from
being universally adopted and enjoyed by networked enter-
prise customers. This is perhaps because there remain cer-
tain real factors to keep in mind when deploying UC for
internal user in the enterprise. There are obvious security
concerns, privacy issues, possible deployment difficulties,
end user education, administration and maintenance costs,
new bandwidth requirements and network engineering,
directory changes, just to name few of the challenges that I
have observed in the last years as our customers started

deploying sophisticated enter-
prise UC software for their
internal use.

Unfortunately, these issues are
not the only obstacles we face
on the path leading us to greater
productivity. What about har-
nessing all of UC’s power in
conjunction with our customers
and partners? How could we
and our colleagues benefit from
UC not only with the closest

communities in our own corporations but across corporate
boundaries as well? When and how can I add somebody from
another company to my contact list, see his or her presence
and join a multimedia collaboration session without my
favorite local IT colleague running down the corridor to stop

By David Gurlé

WWhheerreeaass  tthhee  nneeww  wwoorrlldd  ooff  UUCC  iiss  aallrreeaaddyy  
aa  rreeaalliittyy  ffoorr  mmaannyy  ccoonnssuummeerrss  ......  UUCC  iiss  ssttiillll

ffaarr  ffrroomm  bbeeiinngg  uunniivveerrssaallllyy  aaddoopptteedd  aanndd
eennjjooyyeedd  bbyy  nneettwwoorrkkeedd  eenntteerrpprriissee  ccuussttoommeerrss..
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me from initiating this very “dangerous” communication
experience?

We of the Reuters Communication and Collaboration
Services team are addressing these very challenges that our
customers face. Reuters as a global information company pro-
vides indispensable information
tailored for professionals in the
financial services and other
industries. It has faced such chal-
lenges for other products and
services for decades. Bringing
together communities of interest
to interact with each other to
generate business regardless of
their geographic location, size or
type of business is what makes
Reuters one of the world’s most
trusted brands and gives us the knowledge of the issues faced
by the market each day. 

So what is our approach? Do we build the “silver bullet,”
the panacea that works in all situations and solves all the
problems we mentioned above and more? One thing we
know is that “one size fits all” is not the right solution.
Can we just build a smart routing software package and
sort out magically all the deployment issues and address
connectivity and related security concerns of our cus-
tomers? Or do we just build a communication service and
try to convince the whole market to move to hosted UC
platforms for all internal and external communication
needs? We have encountered such situations before in the
IP telephony world. I have both observed and participated

in many debates where vendors were pushing for a
deployed solution while service providers were touting the
merits of a hosted world. 

Obviously, the world is complex and it is becoming more
so. But we do believe the right solution is to maintain flexi-

bility and agility in our
approach of building and
offering advanced UC services.
The focus should not be so
much on “hosted vs. deployed”
as it should our zeal in com-
plementing our customers’
choices and solving their com-
munication deployment chal-
lenges. At the end of the day,
our goal is to recognize and
bestow upon users the benefits

of community and content via communication services that
empower users with great productivity tools, regardless of
their location or the communications device with which
they work. 

To this end, each quarter in this column I will address
the industry issues surrounding unified communications.
I will tackle technical and corporate (or business) issues
as they relate to the financial services industry and will
highlight the way UC impacts the evolution of Internet
telephony.

I’m looking forward to collaborating with you each quarter
and can be reached by email at David.Gurle@reuters.com or
by IM at david.gurle.reuters.com@reuters.net through your
AIM, MSN, and Yahoo! Messenger clients. IT

Editor’s Note: This new column is by David Gurlé,
Executive Vice President, Global Head of Collaboration
Services, Reuters.

David Gurlé leads the team responsible for the business
and technical aspects of collaboration services, including
Reuters Messaging product development, service, market-
ing and sales initiatives. Since joining Reuters in early
2003, David and his team have transitioned Reuters and
Reuters Messaging into a highly valuable Unified
Communications service. Much of this success has come
from connecting Reuters Messaging with other communi-
ties and improving workflow productivity of financial
information workers.

David has been recognized by CNET, VON Magazine,
and the securities’ market as a thought leader for his
achievement in establishing a very successful enterprise
Instant Messaging service.

Prior to joining Reuters, David worked for Microsoft as
Product Unit Manager and Director of Program
Management — Real Time Communication where he
founded and managed Microsoft’s real time communica-
tion business (now called the Unified Communication
Division). David led the team which was responsible for
the Microsoft Office Live Communications Server,

Microsoft’s instant messaging solution and real-time com-
munications server.

While at Microsoft, David co-authored several Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) standards for presence and
instant messaging for SIP (SIMPLE) and his vision and
ardent work led to the creation of IP-based Unified
Communications technology considered by the industry
to be the next generation of telecommunication services.

Before joining Microsoft in 1999, David worked with
IP telephony pioneer VocalTec Communications as
Corporate Vice President of Business Alliances of the
CTO team. While there, he led VocalTec’s standardization
activities on VoIP and IP Telephony and served as editor
of major international IP Telephony and VoIP standards at
IETF, ITU-T, and ETSI.

David brings more than 10 years of experience in the
European telecommunications market and has earned the
ETSI service award for his outstanding work in creating
Europe’s IP telephony initiative, the TIPHON standardi-
zation working group. David has also co-authored four
books on VoIP and IP Telephony.

David served on the advisory boards of WebEx, eDial,
and IMLogic, and currently sits on Akonix’s customer
advisory board.

OOnnee  tthhiinngg  wwee  kknnooww  iiss  tthhaatt  
““oonnee  ssiizzee  ffiittss  aallll””  

iiss  nnoott  tthhee  rriigghhtt  ssoolluuttiioonn..
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VoIP System Lockdown: 
Nine Steps to Ensuring a Secure 
Migration to VoIP

At the most recent Internet Telephony Conference & EXPO West, in San
Diego, VoIP security-related sessions experienced standing room only atten-
dance — and for good reason: as IP PBXs and other IP-based communica-
tions systems make significant inroads into the enterprise marketplace, the
need to secure these solutions — and the networks they rely on — becomes
an increasingly vital endeavor.

Thankfully, there are a number of great resources available
to offer expert tips and suggestions. One such resource is
available from the Computer Security Division of the
Information Technology Laboratory at the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST). The NIST has pub-
lished an excellent report on VoIP-related security issues enti-
tled “Special Publication 800-58: Security Considerations for
Voice Over IP Systems.” This report, authored by D. Richard
Kuhn, Thomas J. Walsh, and Steffen Friesand, is available at
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/index.html, and
much of the information it provides applies not only to gov-
ernment agencies but to private sector enterprises as well.

This report includes a number of extremely valuable recom-
mendations and guidelines that government and corporate IT
managers should consider carefully before installing and
deploying new VoIP equipment. I’ve taken the liberty of list-
ing some of these guidelines below (but please note they have
been edited for space considerations, and that interested read-
ers should refer to the publication for the full skinny.)

1. Develop the appropriate network architecture.
Recommendations include the separation of voice and data on
logically different networks if feasible; disallow SIP, H.323
and other VoIP (define - news - alert) protocols at the voice
gateway from the data network; use strong authentication and
access control on the voice gateway system, as with any other
critical network component; deploy a mechanism to allow
VoIP traffic through firewalls,
which can include application
level gateways (ALGs) for VoIP
protocols, and Session Border
Controllers; employ IPsec or
Secure Shell (SSH) for all
remote management and audit-
ing access, and if practical, avoid
using remote management at all
and do IP-PBX access from a
physically secure system; and if
performance is a problem, use
encryption at the router or other gateway, not the individual
IP phones or appliances, to provide for IPsec tunneling.

2. Ensure that the organization has examined and can
acceptably manage and mitigate the risks to their informa-
tion, system operations, and continuity of essential opera-

tions when deploying VoIP systems. An especially challeng-
ing security environment is created when new technologies
are deployed. Risks often are not fully understood, adminis-
trators are not yet experienced with the new technology, and
security controls and policies must be updated. Therefore,
an enterprise should carefully consider such issues as their
level of knowledge and training in the technology, the matu-
rity and quality of their security practices, controls, policies,
and architectures, and their understanding of the associated
security risks.

3. Special consideration should be given to E-911 emer-
gency services communications, because E-911 automatic
location service is not available with VoIP in some cases.
Unlike traditional telephone connections, which are tied to a
physical location, VoIP’s packet-switched technology allows a
particular number to be anywhere. This is convenient for
users, because calls can be automatically forwarded to their
locations. But the tradeoff is that this flexibility severely com-
plicates the provision of E-911 service, which normally pro-
vides the caller’s location to the 911-dispatch office. Although
most VoIP vendors have workable solutions for E-911 service,
government regulators and vendors are still working out stan-
dards and procedures for 911 services in a VoIP environment.
One must still carefully evaluate E-911 issues in planning for
VoIP deployment.

4. Enterprises should be aware that physical controls are
especially important in a VoIP
environment and deploy them
accordingly. Unless the VoIP
network is encrypted, anyone
with physical access to the office
LAN could potentially connect
network monitoring tools and
tap into telephone conversations.
Although conventional tele-
phone lines can also be moni-
tored when physical access is
obtained, in most offices there

are many more points to connect with a LAN without arous-
ing suspicion. Even if encryption is used, physical access to
VoIP servers and gateways may allow an attacker to do traffic
analysis (i.e., determine which parties are communicating). A
company therefore should ensure that adequate physical secu-

By Marc Robins

EEnntteerrpprriisseess  mmuusstt  eennaabbllee,,  uussee,,  
aanndd  rroouuttiinneellyy  tteesstt  tthhee  sseeccuurriittyy  ffeeaattuurreess  

tthhaatt  aarree  iinncclluuddeedd  iinn  VVooIIPP  ssyysstteemmss..
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rity is in place to restrict access to VoIP network components.
Physical securities measures, including barriers, locks, access
control systems, and guards, are the first line of defense. Also
you need to make sure that the proper physical countermea-
sures are in place to mitigate some of the biggest risks such as
insertion of sniffers or other network monitoring devices.
Otherwise, practically speaking this means that installation of
a sniffer could result in not just data but all voice communi-
cations being intercepted.

5. Evaluate costs for additional power backup systems
that may be required to ensure continued operation dur-
ing power outages. A careful assessment must be conducted
to ensure that sufficient backup power is available for the
office VoIP switch, as well as each desktop instrument.
Costs may include electrical power to maintain UPS battery
charge, periodic maintenance costs for backup power gener-
ation systems, and cost of UPS battery replacement. If
emergency/backup power is required for more than a few
hours, electrical generators will be required. Costs for these
include fuel, fuel storage facilities, and cost of fuel disposal
at end of storage life.

6. VoIP-ready firewalls and other appropriate protection
mechanisms should be employed. Enterprises must enable,
use, and routinely test the security features that are included
in VoIP systems. Because of the inherent vulnerabilities when
operating telephony across a packet network, VoIP systems
incorporate an array of security features and protocols.
Organization security policy should ensure that these features
are used. Additional measures, in particular, firewalls designed
for VoIP protocols, are an essential component of a secure
VOIP system.

7. “Softphone” systems, which implement VoIP using an
ordinary PC with a headset and special “softphone” soft-
ware, should not be used where security or privacy are a
major concern. Worms, viruses, and other malicious software
are extraordinarily common on PCs connected to the

Internet, and very difficult to defend against. Well-known vul-
nerabilities in web browsers make it possible for attackers to
download malicious software without a user’s knowledge, even
if the user does nothing more than visit a compromised web-
site. Malicious software attached to email messages can also be
installed without the user’s knowledge, in some cases even if
the user does not open the attachment. These vulnerabilities
result in unacceptably high risks in the use of “softphones” for
most applications.

8. If mobile, wireless units are to be integrated with the
VoIP system, use products implementing WiFi Protected
Access (WPA), rather than 802.11 Wired Equivalent Privacy
(WEP). The security features of 802.11 WEP provide little or
no protection because WEP can be cracked with publicly
available software. The more recent WiFi Protected Access
(WPA) offers significant improvements in security, and can
aid the integration of wireless technology with VoIP. NIST
strongly recommends that the WPA (or WEP if WPA is
unavailable) security features be used as part of an overall
defense-in-depth strategy. Despite their weaknesses, the
802.11 security mechanisms can provide a degree of protec-
tion against unauthorized disclosure, unauthorized network
access, or other active probing attacks.

9. Carefully review statutory requirements regarding privacy
and record retention with competent legal advisors. You
should be aware that laws and rulings governing interception
or monitoring of VoIP lines, and retention of call records,
may be different from those for conventional telephone sys-
tems. Certain large enterprises and government agencies
should review these issues with their legal advisors. IT

Marc is Chief Evangelism Officer of RCG (Robins Consulting
Group), a leading marketing, communications and business devel-
opment consulting firm 100% dedicated to the IP Communications
industry. For more information about RCG, visit 
http://www.robinsconsult.com, email marc@robinsconsult.com, or
call 718-548-7245.
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Why Enterprises Should 

Care About IMS

IMS is hot and IMS-based services are being introduced by service providers
around the world. IMS Magazine, launched earlier this year, is a sister publica-
tion of Internet Telephony. IMS, the IP Multimedia Subsystem, is a set of archi-
tectural standards that is driven by a vision that delivers multimedia end user
services, independent of access service delivery (wired, wireless, cable).
Through IMS, service providers will be able to accelerate service deployment
to consumers and businesses alike, while lowering deployment costs, both
achieved by incorporating a set of pre-integrated enablers and open interfaces.
Great vision for service providers, but why should enterprises care, since they
are focusing on SIP, Web Services, and Service Oriented Architectures (SOA)
to achieve similar objectives in the context of their own environments?

The IMS Architecture
Service providers have traditionally operated in silos:

multiple networks each with their own set of services and
management systems. For example, as consumers, we may
subscribe to multiple services, have multiple phone num-
bers and email addresses, learn multiple ways to forward a
call, have to manage multiple inboxes and receive multiple
bills. Wouldn’t it be nice if services were offered under a
single profile and regardless of location, connection type, or
device? Wouldn’t it be neat if your PC, phone, cell phone,
and TV were converged into a single experience, offering
new modes of personalized communications and services?
At the consumer level, this is exactly what IMS is trying to
do.

In more technical terms, IMS is an architecture that
takes a layered approach and separates transport, session
control, service, and applications. It is an access, protocol,
and device agnostic architecture that allows convergence
across wireline, cable, and
wireless networks. It provides
service-independent manage-
ment of user profiles, and sup-
ports service enablers such as
presence, location, and contact
list management. It will enable
a new generation of rich voice,
video, and multimedia services
across both wired, cable, and
wireless circuit and packet-
switched networking infra-
structures.

This architecture is heavily
reliant on SIP, the Session Initiation Protocol, for all session
signalling between IMS entities. SIP is an industry stan-
dard, is media agnostic, and has extensive negotiation capa-
bilities for point-to-point and conferenced multimedia

communications. This is the same protocol that is forming
the basis of Unified Communications systems. IMS also
uses Web Services and SOA (some would say IMS is simply
the service provide element of a broader SOA) at the appli-
cation/service creation level and enables interaction with
3rd party applications.

What’s in it for Enterprise?
Enterprise IT investments must either lower cost, improve

productivity and business effectiveness, or improve customer
service and/or grow revenue. The end game is the real-time
virtual enterprise, whose operations are seamlessly, securely,
and instantly supported across employees, customers, partners,
and suppliers.

IMS-based services offered by enterprise-focused service
providers can extend and complement enterprise capabilities
into the public domain for users who have both public and
enterprise identities. They can offer Find Me/Follow Me via

SIP-enabled personal agents for
presence, mobility and personal-
ization, and enrich or enable
enterprise applications through
location-based services. For
example, fleet management
resource applications imple-
mented in the enterprise servic-
es can be enhanced through
location and presence capabili-
ties of the public network.
Emergency response teams can
communicate more efficiently
through location and presence

awareness, and take advantage of the security and multime-
dia capabilities of the IMS network. Federated systems can
be extended across large and small business and various lev-
els of government.

By Tony Rybczynski

WWoouullddnn’’tt  iitt  bbee  nneeaatt  iiff  yyoouurr  PPCC,,  
pphhoonnee,,  cceellll  pphhoonnee  aanndd  TTVV  wweerree  

ccoonnvveerrggeedd  iinnttoo  aa  ssiinnggllee  eexxppeerriieennccee,,  
ooffffeerriinngg  nneeww  mmooddeess  ooff  ppeerrssoonnaalliizzeedd  

ccoommmmuunniiccaattiioonnss  aanndd  sseerrvviicceess??
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Most service providers realize that a gating factor in success-
fully delivering IMS-based services to enterprises is security.
This includes endpoint security that authenticates users no
matter how they connect to the network, scans the devices
used to ensure compliance with
security policies, and authorizes
access to application and servic-
es. Endpoint security is a key
enabler of federated identity sys-
tems that control communica-
tions among enterprises. Other
dimensions of security include
perimeter security — establish-
ing trust domains and control-
ling ingress and egress across
domains — and core network
security for viruses and other
forms of attack. Communications security is also a require-
ment to encrypt signalling and media for users connected
directly to IMS and running over a public IP network, or
remotely connected over the general purpose Internet. By
implementing these capabilities across an IMS network, serv-
ice providers can significantly offload the enterprise IT securi-
ty burden across an increasingly mobile and distributed envi-
ronment.

So Why Should Enterprises Care?
Let’s conclude with three key points. Firstly, IMS is prima-

rily intended for service providers and will not generally be
implemented in enterprise networks; on the other hand,

enterprise applications can
become more effective by being
extended through enterprise-ori-
ented IMS-based services.
Secondly, IMS represents a sig-
nificant notching up of the
industry commitment to SIP as
the lingua franca of Unified
Communications, providing
more options to enterprise cus-
tomers. Thirdly, enterprise
investments in Web Services and
SOA will be extended to com-

munications-enabled business processes, not just across the
enterprise but also across IMS-enabled federated systems to
partners, suppliers and ultimately customers. IT

Tony Rybczynski is Director of Strategic Enterprise Technologies
at Nortel. (quote - news - alert) He has over 20 years experience in
the application of packet network technology. For more information,
please visit http://www.nortel.com.

MMoosstt  sseerrvviiccee  pprroovviiddeerrss  rreeaalliizzee  tthhaatt  
aa  ggaattiinngg  ffaaccttoorr  iinn  ssuucccceessssffuullllyy  

ddeelliivveerriinngg  IIMMSS--bbaasseedd  sseerrvviicceess  ttoo  
eenntteerrpprriisseess  iiss  sseeccuurriittyy..
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Are You Experienced?

The VoIPeering series is almost two years strong now and in that span there
have been several discoveries and clear distinctions made in this seemingly new
space. In a sense, VoIP Peering has been “discovered” in the past two to three
years. It’s not that it wasn’t functionally happening prior, but it hadn’t been
properly identified, or specifically marketed by any service provider.

Specificity is a major distinction in and of itself. It means
that the evangelizer, or product developer, knows enough to
realize that there is a difference between one thing, or serv-
ice type, and another and they know how to, and do, artic-
ulate it. This is the critical first step towards accurate dis-
semination.

An interesting dimension of VoIP Peering, and one that led
us all through a “discovery phase,” is that Voice over IP is not
an application that consumes a great deal of bandwidth. Even
in order for voice to be full duplex and clear the most conser-
vative CODEC, G.711, is only a 64k session. That’s not
much pipe in the grand scheme of things. Why is this impor-
tant? What we all discovered is that voice as VoIP works over
the public Internet fairly well. This has proven to be rather
convenient as most people and businesses have Internet
access, but its smallness adds to the misconception of VoIP
meaning “voice over the Internet” and that leads to inaccurate
information being disseminated.

Voice quality is reliant upon many components of the
entire process and not just one sliver (i.e., a CODEC), but
the low capacity requirement helps to mask VoIP as an
application that can achieve high quality over the public
Internet. (Security is an entirely different matter.) Since the
public Internet currently exists and is used for many other
applications, what’s adding one more going to do? Not
much, but cause mass confusion and be a factor in hesitat-
ing on VoIP (define - news -
alert) migration and buying
decisions for enterprises and
some carriers.

As we all move in to Video
over IP, the clear distinction
between IP over a private net-
work (IPTV) and IP over the
Internet (Internet TV) as appli-
cation delivery mechanisms will
be made. There will be no mis-
information, or misunderstand-
ing as real broadcast video, or
even high quality Video on Demand cannot tolerate the best-
efforts nature of the Internet. Video as an application, espe-
cially HD, requires magnitudes greater transport capacity and,
therefore, cannot be “hidden” in the public cloud. The only

logical thing to do is for the video content originators and the
video content distributors to find a common, physical point
where they can privately peer (cross connect), or even use a
common switch fabric.

Ethernet switching makes a lot of sense for VoIP, again for
the same capacity reasons. A Gig E of VoIP equates to numer-
ous simultaneous full-duplex calls. A decent size GE switch
today has dozens of ports, and if that’s too small in the grand
scheme, go for the 10 Gig ports and it will easily handle mil-
lions of calls. But, with video, the industry will most likely
move right to wavelength switching. HDTV channels eat
GE’s for breakfast.

The past five years of voice-to-VoIP transitioning is now
playing out in video. This evolution and its natural conclu-
sions will soon mimic for video the development of VoIP
peering services (i.e., TDM to SIP conversion) that sprung up
out of necessity and will soon create video peering service
(TV1 to SDI to MPEG2/4 conversion) opportunities as
standalone businesses.

This picture of the future is crystallized in the triple play
service delivery network diagram, which was created by
Arnold Jansen, Senior Marketing Manager for Triple Play
solutions at Alcatel, and his comments on it and the relation-
ship between what he calls the “Super Hub Office” and what
is known as the Carrier Hotel.

I saw the diagram in an article Mr. Jansen authored for
another industry publication. It
struck me as being very telling as
to the state of mind that hard-
ware vendors are in regarding all
types of application delivery,
voice, Internet, and video — the
Triple Play. So, I emailed him
and set up a call.

Mr. Jansen defines a Super
Hub Office as: “A place where a
myriad of satellite and terrestrial
networks converge to bring in
the video signals and connect.

There are only a few Super Hubs in an entire video distribu-
tion network because of the cost and complexity.”

Notice on the far right of Figure 1 the PSTN, little globe,
and VOD. That’s voice (converted to VoIP), Internet (Web)

By Hunter Newby

VViiddeeoo  aass  aann  aapppplliiccaattiioonn,,  eessppeecciiaallllyy  HHDD,,
rreeqquuiirreess  mmaaggnniittuuddeess  ggrreeaatteerr  ttrraannssppoorrtt

ccaappaacciittyy  aanndd  tthheerreeffoorree  ccaannnnoott  bbee  
““hhiiddddeenn””  iinn  tthhee  ppuubblliicc  cclloouudd..
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and video. They all have their own connections to the
Broadband Service Router of the distribution network. Why
don’t they all just come in over the Internet? They’re all IP,
right? Here’s what Arnold had to say about that:

“Although the IPTV model can be enhanced with Internet-
based services, it does not use the Public Internet for transport
and distribution of broadband video content. There are all
sorts of SLAs that must be lived up to that can’t be met with
the Internet in the middle. The IPTV model uses a con-
trolled, private networking infrastructure over which broad-
cast TV channels and cached Video on Demand [VoD] con-
tent is distributed to the various access nodes. It is high quali-
ty video programming. Internet TV is a different model.
Streaming 12Mbps for HDTV can’t be sustained over the
public Internet.”

So Internet TV is not IPTV and YouTube, for example, is
not a direct competitor to IPTV. It is a personal content site
offering a different experience with dif-
ferent economics and is oriented
towards PC users. IPTV is more along
the lines of TV as we know it while
enabling On Demand services. Over
time, IPTV will evolve to enable its
users to share personal content, such as
digital pictures and videos, with other
users to watch on their TVs.

Are we getting all of this? I hope so.
Even though YouTube is not competi-
tive with IPTV, my money is on a
direct cross-connection between them
and Verizon Wireless instead of peer-
ing over the public Internet — if that
deal ever happens. As far as the differ-
ent capacity requirements for VoIP
versus IPTV go, take a look at the far
left cylinder in Figure 2. Notice how
the minimum Committed
Information Rate (CIR) for HD takes
up the majority of the pipe and VoIP
is the smallest component. That may
sound very obvious, but it helps to see
it to understand what the limits of
distribution networks are. Now, on
the topic of the best way to actually
deliver the video from origination
point to delivery point and on to the
end user, here is what Mr. Jansen has
to say: “Carrier Ethernet today has
very rich QoS and security features.
Setting up Ethernet or even wave-
lengths, then running IP over that
makes sense for interconnecting video
content providers and distributors.”

Peering Super Hubs at Carrier Hotels
makes a lot of sense because that’s
where all of the fiber in the metro and
long haul leads to. Centralizing the net-
works and having the Carrier Hotel
owner amortize the infrastructure helps
to reduce the cost of acquiring content

and building SHOs and therefore more people can make use
of them. As a result, video peering conversion services will be
created there in the same way that similar voice peering servic-
es have been.

There have not been to date any defined physical intercon-
nection points for all of the video content, both the origina-
tion and distribution of it, outside of satellite farms and legacy
video switching sites which are difficult and expensive to
reach. As the world turns the dial to IPTV; the satellites, VoD
servers, transport networks, SHOs and all will most logically
meet where all of the fiber already exists today — the Carrier
Hotel. I would like to say thank you to Arnold Jansen of
Alcatel (news - alert) for his time, insight to the future of
video and the use of his slides. IT

Hunter Newby is chief strategy officer for telx. (news - alert) For
more information, please visit the company online at
http://www.telx.com.
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One of the major advantages of IP communications is that
it enables companies to make phone and fax calls essentially
free of Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) charges.
For example, the cost of sending a long distance six-page fax
at 5 cents per minute is approximately 30 cents. Routing that
same fax over an IP network virtually eliminates the long dis-
tance fee. Multiply that by the thousands of faxes sent month-
ly and the savings add up quickly. As the market adoption of
IP fax grows, savings will increase even more because a greater
percentage of faxes will travel from start to finish via IP,
bypassing the PSTN altogether.

Today, companies with multiple offices can
leverage their WAN backbone to route all
interLATA fax traffic and interoffice faxes free of
PSTN charges. For interLATA, traffic gateways on
the remote office network edge serve as POPs
(Points of Presence) to provide access to the local
calling area so companies can keep their local fax
numbers.

In addition, by switching to an IP-based fax
solution, companies can dramatically reduce the
maintenance costs of PBX station ports, which are
much higher than the maintenance costs of
routers. As shown by comparing Figure 1 with
Figure 2, the fax server no longer requires connec-
tivity to the PBX and is instead connected to a
gateway. This can save companies significant costs,
as PBX maintenance contracts are significantly
more expensive than those of data network gear.

Multiple network topologies and disparate net-
work technologies increase the level of manage-
ment complexity. As data networks have expand-
ed throughout the enterprise, companies have
been forced to manage a data network and a tele-
phone network, each using radically different
technologies and requiring different technical
skill sets and knowledge. With IP communica-
tions technologies, companies can now eliminate
the legacy telephone network and combine all
communications modes, including fax, in a single
network topology. This convergence of networks
enables companies to gain network operational
efficiencies, freeing IT resources to focus on other
value added tasks.

Enhanced Disaster Preparedness
VoIP (define - news - alert) network architecture enables the

location of the server to be independent of the user, allowing
companies to consolidate fax servers down to one or two
strategically located data centers. This greatly simplifies disas-
ter planning and preparedness by reducing the number of sites
that need rapid response capability, and enables companies to
locate the fax server in the most secure and stable environ-
ments.

IP communications architecture, by its nature, is more fault
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Benefits of Migrating 

Fax Communications to

Converged IP Networks

As enterprise networks are evolving to support voice, video, and data applications
on a single network infrastructure, one technology often overlooked is fax. By
migrating fax communications to converged IP architectures, companies enjoy
many advantages over legacy analog or Time Division Multiplexed (TDM) fax.

By Greg Gies
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tolerant to network outages than the traditional circuit-
switched architecture. IP inherently has the ability to route
traffic via fully functional network nodes even if part of the
network is down. In the circuit-switched world, if the net-
work connection between the fax server and the central office
is down, then the fax server is not able to send or receive
faxes. IP fax servers can take advantage of data networking
best practices designed to ensure ‘five nines’ uptime, such as
connecting the fax to multiple redundant load balanced nodes
reducing the likelihood effectively down to zero that the fax
server will ever be without access to a network.

This is particularly important for services that utilize fax to
communicate with law enforcement and other government
agencies in the event of a crisis, such as a tsunami warning or
severe weather alert, and also for companies that rely on fax
communication for business critical documents such as finan-
cial and legal transactions.

Additional Business Productivity Benefits 
of Fax over IP

The migration to IP communications is taking place at the
same time that companies are focusing their efforts and
investment on IT infrastructure to resolve thorny operational
and compliance issues. As companies look to make the switch
to IP communications, they will also consider how these pur-

chases can assist their efforts in compliance, business process
automation, and document management.

By implementing production fax systems on their IP net-
works, companies not only benefit from the savings achieved by
automating fax document processing, but also by ensuring the
integrity of internal control procedures and transactions that are
sensitive to regulatory compliance, for example Sarbanes Oxley
and Basel II. Production fax servers are used to automate busi-
ness processes such as sending fax invoices, receipts, or receiving
fax purchase orders directly to an ERP system.

With the new VoIP network architecture, companies will be
able to bring remote office workers onto the fax server system
as easily as adding an email account. Increased usage will
increase ROI by capturing the automation and risk manage-
ment benefits across the entire company.

Fax server technology sits squarely at the intersection of
communications, document management, business process
automation, and compliance. The shift to IP communica-
tions, combined with the increased focus on business process
automation and document management, makes implementing
a fax over IP server the smart solution as companies make the
transition to converged IP networks. IT

Greg Gies is the Market Development Manager at Cantata
Technology. (news - alert) For more information, visit the company
online at http://www.cantata.com.
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A smart 
business person
can see 
the value of 
working with 
a better phone
company.
That and the subtle difference between wet and dry.

Here you are. Faced with a difficult choice between a behemoth phone company 
that doesn’t deliver the service your business deserves and Shift Networks, a business
phone company that actually does. Wait a minute. That’s not a difficult choice at all.

Contact us to find out how Shift Networks can offer you Better Business Phone Service. 
Visit www.shiftnetworks.com or call 1-866-963-8749.
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What’s the Price Tag for a 

Tiered Internet?

What exactly is the network neutrality debate all about? It’s not easy to get a
handle on what’s at stake. Internet access suppliers, in fact, claim there is no
issue — everything works fine and the government should let the marketplace
control the provision of access to the Internet. Internet content and application
providers counter that the new paradigm being promoted by the access
providers is a calamity because it would freeze out new entrants, stifle innova-
tion, and burden Internet users with higher rates and poorer service.

One way to get a better sense of the debate is to think of it
(as Adam Penenberg suggested in a recent article posted on
the Slate Web site) as a battle over business models.

Under the current model, end user customers and content
and application providers pay access suppliers to get on the
Internet access ramps, but there is no differentiation among
the various providers. That is, everybody is supposed to get
the same transmission service from the broadband suppliers,
regardless of how the transmission service is used. It doesn’t
matter whether you’re providing a search engine, streaming
video, online auctions, or voice over the Internet — every-
body’s data is moved the same way without distinction or dis-
crimination.

The access providers want a new business model — a tiered
Internet, under which content and application providers
would be able to get preferential treatment by cutting deals
with the access providers. If you’re able and willing to pay
more, then you get faster, more reliable access. If not, you
move to the back of the line.

Verizon CEO Ivan Seidenberg (speaking at the Consumer
Electronics Show last year) explains the model this way: “We
have to make sure that they
[content and application
providers] don’t sit on our net-
work and chew up bandwidth.
We need to pay for the pipe.”
In other words, access providers
are spending a lot of money to
build the high-speed infrastruc-
ture that can handle IP video
and other services that demand
major chunks of bandwidth.
For this investment to make
sense, access providers argue
they need a tiered Internet to help recoup their expendi-
tures.

This business model advocated by access providers raises
an important question: How much would this cost end user
customers and content and application providers? The ques-

tion, of course, is an important one for VoIP providers. A
recent study by Infonetics Research Inc. estimates that busi-
nesses (both domestic and international) will spend $8.34
billion on VoIP (define - news - alert) telephony services by
2008. A recent survey conducted by a company called
TeleGeography found that 2.7 million U.S. households sub-
scribed to VoIP service in the second quarter of last year, up
from 75,000 in 2003. These growth trends could take a
detour if VoIP providers are confronted with new costs asso-
ciated with a tiered Internet.

The price tag question also raises an important policy
issue. If Internet access providers set up a tiered pricing sys-
tem for the flow of data between end users and content and
application providers, will it be possible to make sure that
prices for preferential, high-speed access provided to the first
tier of content providers are set at reasonable, non-discrimi-
natory levels?

Kevin Martin, chairman of the FCC, believes that the mar-
ket will be a sufficient check to avoid discrimination and
ensure reasonable pricing levels. In recent testimony before a
Senate committee, Chairman Martin expressed his general

view that “a robust, competitive
marketplace, not regulation” is
the best way to guard the public
interest, and that “competition
drives prices down . . . .” Press
reports have indicated that the
Chairman supports a tiered
Internet with different levels of
service at different pricing levels.
Meanwhile, the FCC has adopt-
ed some non-binding principles
about how the Internet should
operate, including the principle

that “consumers are entitled to competition among network
providers . . . .”

And there’s the rub. If the underlying premise of policy-
makers is that competition in the network operator market-
place will protect content and application providers — and

AAcccceessss  pprroovviiddeerrss  aarree  ssppeennddiinngg  aa  lloott  ooff
mmoonneeyy  ttoo  bbuuiilldd  tthhee  hhiigghh--ssppeeeedd  iinnffrraassttrruucc--
ttuurree......  FFoorr  tthhiiss  iinnvveessttmmeenntt  ttoo  mmaakkee  sseennssee,,
aacccceessss  pprroovviiddeerrss  aarrgguuee  tthheeyy  nneeeedd  aa  ttiieerreedd
IInntteerrnneett  ttoo  hheellpp  rreeccoouupp  tthheeiirr  eexxppeennddiittuurreess..

By John Cimko
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end user consumers — against unreasonable and discrimina-
tory pricing practices, then there could be a problem. More
than 90% of broadband Internet access is provided by tele-
phone companies and cable companies. According to a
Government Accountability
Office report released in May
2006, 98% of Internet connec-
tions in the residential market
are provided by telephone or
cable companies. In addition,
commentators have argued that
the emergence of more robust
competition is problematic
because significant barriers
(such as the high cost of build-
ing new last-mile networks)
discourage competitive entry.

If duopolists control the “last mile” portion of the broad-
band network, making them the gatekeepers for Internet
access, can they be relied upon to set the price for a two-
tiered Internet in a way that doesn’t disadvantage their com-
petitors? This, of course, is an important question for VoIP
providers, who are in head-to-head competition with the
cable companies and the phone companies in providing voice
services to residential and business customers. If the FCC’s

policy is that a robust, competitive marketplace is the best
way to make sure that a two-tiered Internet would not be
overprices, anticompetitive, and discriminatory, then the
FCC also needs to examine whether the current last-mile

broadband market meets the
FCC’s competitive test. IT

John Cimko served for 15 years at
the FCC, and currently practices
law at Greenberg Traurig LLP. He
can be reached at
cimkoj@gtlaw.com. The views
expressed in this article are solely
those of the author and should not
be attributed to his firm or its
clients. Greenberg Traurig is an
international, full-service law firm

with more than 1,200 attorneys and governmental professionals in
24 offices in the U.S. and Europe. For additional information, visit
the firm’s website at http://www.gtlaw.com.

If you are interested in purchasing reprints of this article (in either print or PDF
format), please visit Reprint Management Services online at http://www.reprintbuy-
er.com or contact a representative via e-mail at tmcnet@reprintbuyer.com or by
phone at 800-290-5460.

KKeevviinn  MMaarrttiinn,,  cchhaaiirrmmaann  ooff  tthhee  FFCCCC,,  
bbeelliieevveess  tthhaatt  tthhee  mmaarrkkeett  wwiillll  bbee  aa  

ssuuffffiicciieenntt  cchheecckk  ttoo  aavvooiidd  ddiissccrriimmiinnaattiioonn  
aanndd  eennssuurree  rreeaassoonnaabbllee  pprriicciinngg  lleevveellss..
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Mobile VoIP — 

When will it take off?

The past year has seen an increasing variety of start-ups using VoIP, or combi-
nations of IP signaling, circuit switching and VoIP, to provide lower cost
mobile telephony. Examples include Mig33, Vyke, Woize, Nimbuzz, Rok Viper,
AQL, Fring, Truphone, and iSkoot. The big motivation has been reduced
international roaming charges, but even local arbitrage is interesting in Europe,
where per minute mobile costs are three or four times those in the U.S.

Is this the beginning of the end for mobile operators? Yes,
but it will be another two to three years before mobile VoIP
really takes off and up to five years before there is a serious
impact on mobile operator revenues. For now, the technical
issue is mobile IP capacity. The business issue is walled gardens.

Internet VoIP (define - news - alert) started in the mid-90s,
but took many years to have any impact on fixed-line telepho-
ny operators. In fact, for nearly a decade, operators were more
worried about subscribers dropping their fixed lines for
mobile only, than they were about VoIP. Only with the wide-
spread adoption of broadband Internet access, did VoIP
become a serious issue. At dial-up speeds, VoIP is marginal.
At broadband speeds, there is extra headroom so Internet
quality of service (QoS) is not an issue, VoIP just works.

For example, Skype uses ~38 Kbps (in both directions). A
typical broadband connection provides 1 Mbps or more
downstream and a few hundred Kbps upstream. The bottle-
neck is upstream, but it works because the VoIP connection
needs only one-fifth or one-tenth of the upstream capacity.

Compare this with mobile data connections. GPRS typically
provides only 40-60 Kbps downstream. 3G provides much
higher downstream rates — a few hundred Kbps per user with
UMTS or 1xEV-DO today, moving to 1 Mbps or more as
HSDPA and EV-DO Rev A are deployed. But these are down-
stream data rates. Upstream capacity is still limited to a few
hundred Kbps shared among all users in a cell, until another
generation of mobile technology (HSUPA and EV-DO Rev B)
gets widely deployed. HSUPA trials have started and some
operators may launch in 2007-2008, but widespread deploy-
ment will not occur until 2009, 2010, or beyond.

The second issue is walled gardens. Today, U.S. operators
sell locked handsets that can only run operator-approved
applications and reach operator-approved content. VoIP is not
allowed! European handsets are more open but data plans
come with fine print like this from T-Mobile (UK) for their
“Web n walk” service: “not to be used for other activities such
as (but not limited to): modem access for computers,
Internet-based video/audio streaming services, peer-to-peer
file sharing, Internet-based video download and Internet-based
telephony.”

Luckily, there is substantial competition in most mobile
markets. Viewing the history of mobile phone service

across more than 120 countries, it is clear that markets
with four or more viable operators experience incredible
growth and have extremely good deals for consumers.
Today there are only three significant national operators
in the U.S. (Cingular, Verizon, and Sprint) but, in the
recent AWS spectrum auctions, T-Mobile (US) spent
more than $4B to buy additional spectrum that will allow
them full national coverage. T-Mobile has committed
another $2.7B to build out 3G mobile coverage on this
spectrum during 2007 and 2008. This means the U.S.
will have four national 3G operators pushing data services
by late 2008. In addition, there is the looming threat of
WiMAX in many countries, including the U.S., where
Clearwire and Sprint are both building national WiMAX
networks. Finally, WiFi access points continue to prolifer-
ate in every market.

The other side of this competitive picture is the phones.
The most recent increment in silicon technology made it eco-
nomical to manufacture phones with dual mode radios for 2G
and 3G, or 2G and WiFi. Tri-mode phones (2G plus 3G plus
WiFi) are feasible and should be quite economical in the next
silicon cycle (typically 18 months).

With mobile broadband Internet access as a viable service,
usable by PCs and mobile phones, as well as PDAs, music
players, and gaming devices, and with a highly competitive
market, it’s hard to believe today’s fine print will be enforced
by any operator that expects to remain in business. Already, in
December 2006, Hutchinson 3 has launched their X-series
services in the UK. This appears to be the first flat rate open
mobile Internet access service. There are still “fair use” limits
but they are fairly generous (1 GB per month for as little at
£5 per month) and the service specifically promotes Skype
connectivity!

Both business and technology trends suggest a perfect storm
is forming, perhaps slowly, but likely to burst upon the world
in 2009-2010 with widespread mobile broadband Internet
access, the final collapse of the walled garden and widespread
mobile VoIP. IT

Brough Turner is Senior VP of Technology, CTO and Co-founder of
NMS Communications. (news - alert) For more information, please
visit the company online at http://www.nmscommunications.com.

By Brough Turner
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Continuity Planning 101 
(A Continuing Educational Series)

Focus on Florida — Disaster

Preparedness and Business

Continuity Planning Workshop

The Disaster Preparedness Communications Forum (DPCF)
was announced 15 months ago at ITEXPO West 2005. One
year ago, at ITEXPO East 2006, the first official member meet-
ing was held. During the past year, the DPCF has evolved into a
much larger group and continues to provide educational infor-
mation on the need and value of business continuity planning.
Both the role of the DPCF and the contributions of TMC and
the ECA will be expanded in Ft. Lauderdale to include a panel
session on Wednesday, January 24th hosted by TMC’s Greg
Galitzine (http://www.tmcnet.com/411.1) and a full workshop
on Thursday January 25th (http://www.tmcnet.com/412.1).

Greg’s panel will focus on what an owner or operations
manager of an enterprise needs to know to effectively prepare
for the inevitable service disruptions that businesses experi-
ence from time to time. Although hurricanes, tsunamis, and
earthquakes come to mind when we think of the term disas-
ter, major disasters are not the only causes of business inter-
ruptions. More common calamities, such as a building fire,
ice storm, or vandalism can shut down a business just as
quickly as a major disaster and wreak the same amount of
economic havoc to the employees and the business itself. This
panel of industry executives will discuss how today’s VoIP
technology can keep your lights on, keep your phones opera-
tional, and keep your business connected. Executives from
Inter-Tel, Iwatsu, and Mitel will participate in the panel and
will be prepared to answer questions from the audience.

Thursday’s session will be a full three-hour workshop
designed to help businesses cre-
ate a safe, solid, and relatively
easy-to-implement solution to
ensure continuity of business in
the case of a disaster of any size.
The half-day workshop will host
a selection of rotating speakers
to address the most important
issue for any enterprise — how
to avoid a serious interruption of business operations. The ses-
sion is structure for audience participation so come prepared
with any questions you would like the speakers to address.

Max Schroeder will moderate the session. Richard Grigonis,
the Executive Editor of TMC’s IP Communications Group

and the author of the Disaster Survival Guide for Business
Communications Networks, will open the session and provide
both an historical and current perspective on hardware archi-
tectures and faultless software designs. Other speakers include:

• C. Don Gant, VP Channel Marketing and Business
Development, Iwatsu Voice Networks (http://www.itwatsu.com)

• Todd Landry, Senior Vice President, Sphere
Communications (http://www.spherecom.com)

• Craig Toney, Southeast Sales Manager Enterprise, Cantata
Technology Inc. (http://www.cantata.com)

• Mike Emerson, Senior Manager Security & Business
Continuity Services, Infrastructure Services, Citrix
Systems, Inc (http://www.citrix.com)

• Jim Taylor of United Space Alliance
(http://www.unitedspacealliance.com)

The speakers will cover a wide range of business continuity
and preparedness planning top-
ics that will include both human
and technological allocations of
resources. A key factor in a con-
tinuity plan is to have all systems
in place prior to any emergency
and tested on a regular basis. In
an emergency, there won’t be
time for last minute deploy-

ments. For example, if you do not have employees working
remotely as part of your regular operations, you will need to
have an infrastructure in place to allow remote access during
an emergency as a backup. Having a Citrix Presentation
Server in place enables every application to be deployed

By Rich Tehrani & Max Schroeder

TThhee  ssppeeaakkeerrss  wwiillll  ccoovveerr  aa  wwiiddee  rraannggee  ooff
bbuussiinneessss  ccoonnttiinnuuiittyy  aanndd  pprreeppaarreeddnneessss  ppllaann--
nniinngg  ttooppiiccss  tthhaatt  wwiillll  iinncclluuddee  bbootthh  hhuummaann  

aanndd  tteecchhnnoollooggiiccaall  aallllooccaattiioonnss  ooff  rreessoouurrcceess..
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through a standard Web browser, but you will still require a
secure data and communications location. Basically, when
architecting your company’s communication network, the
plan has to include IP fax and converged communications to
provide for added integration and location independence.
Again, both human concerns and technology must be bal-
anced for the plan to be successful.

In addition to the above, other members of the DPCF (as
listed below) will participate.
• 3t 
• Cantata
• CiBan LLC
• Cisco Systems Inc.
• EarthNet Telecom, Inc.
• ECA
• Eicon Networks Corp
• FaxCore, Inc.
• Forsythe Solutions Group
• Haines Brown Inc.
• Iwatsu Voice Networks
• KoolSpan, Inc.
• MSI Services
• MWB Business Systems
• One Touch Global Technologies, Inc.
• Progressive Communications Mgmt, Inc.

• Promero, Inc.
• Quintum Technologies
• SafeHatch, LLC
• ShoreTel 
• Skyport International, Inc.
• Sphere Communications 
• Standley Systems, Inc.
• Tadiran Telecom Inc.
• Telephony@Work
• TMC
• United Telecom Council
• Wiresoft.Net, Inc.

A reminder: to please visit http://www.tmcnet.com/33.1 to
view additional information provided by DPCF members,
TMC, and the ECA. IT

Max Schroeder is a board member of the ECA, media relations
committee chairman, and liaison to TMC. He is also the Sr. Vice
President of FaxCore, Inc. (news - alert) 

Rich Tehrani is the President and Group Editor-in-Chief at TMC and
is Conference Chairman of Internet Telephony Conference & EXPO. 

If your organization has an interest in participating in the TMC/ECA
Disaster Preparedness Communications Forum, please contact
maxschroeder@tmcnet.com or rtehrani@tmcnet.com. 
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Consolidating an Industry —

Don’t Forget the Value of Open

Standards and Industry-Wide

Initiatives

As I type this, hundreds of departmental directors in the communications
space are poring over budgets trying to request every dollar imaginable to allow
their departments to exceed their important 2007 quarterly numbers. Some
budgets will be get approved, some won’t. Budget items on the cut list in
recent years have been expenditures like advertising and industry associations.
These items are now under intense scrutiny and are considered luxuries in a
departmental budget. Throughout my own career I have been asked numerous
times to justify my industry involvement and relate what I was doing to the
next year’s financial goals. As frivolous as industry associations may seem to an
internal finance manager, the case can be made that there is much to lose for a
company that is not providing resources or investing in industry efforts.

The communications industry today is dependent on the
ability to implement quickly. When new products are being
scoped and order of magnitudes being figured, the OSS and
network infrastructure is always the most expensive and
resource-consuming line item. This expense has always been
looked at as an unavoidable cost and necessary to launching a
successful product. It would be unthinkable to reduce R&D
expense in a year that multiple products and services are being
offered. In the same way, industry associations can be benefi-
cial to a service provider’s bottom line. I urge each departmen-
tal representative to challenge themselves to research the cost
savings of using and incorporating open standards and low-to
-no cost reference code to quickly and effectively implement
new products and services.

The industry is changing. The tolerance of high-cost propri-
ety interfaces is gone. In the days
of old, one or two dominant
vendors basically defined and
monopolized all interfaces and
the losers were the service
providers that had to pay for
every “customized” change and
every new feature had to be
requested almost a year in
advance with little or no control
from the service provider. Since
open standards and industry alliances have been created, this
can no longer be the case. Of course, the freedom from being
basically held over a barrel by propriety interfaces and systems
comes with a cost. That cost would be participation and contri-
bution to industry efforts. Unfortunately, this cost seems too
high on paper to someone who is trying to stretch every dollar

in their department to support and “make” their share of the
corporate numbers. Lest we forget the high cost of a “customiz-
able” solution, industry collaboration is the only way to break
free of high R&D and long product lead times. Interoperability
and extensible features are the surest way to avoid high costs.
When a group of industry experts get together and define and
map out customer use cases, some of the best minds in the
industry are working on your departmental team.

The cost avoidance of paying developers and architects to
reconstruct what can be specified in an industry forum is sub-
stantial. As an example, services such as IPTV require a full
architecture with each service definition around billing, order-
ing, provisioning, network features, and other functions that
need to be precisely mapped and applied to even create a serv-
ice that works. In our industry today, we see the collaboration

of many companies making that
architecture happen with various
industry organizations. Product
managers no longer need to
scratch their heads and spend
weeks in meetings with internal
architects and OSS managers to
find out each capability. Utilizing
current work in the industry is
not only helpful, but a huge time
and resource savings as well. The

applicability of open standards and specifications can directly
affect the cost and time on a project. In addition, joining
industry bodies allows the input of individualized case studies
from a service provider that can make a protocol or standard
more flexible and ready for immediate implementation.

Industry alliances are also working to promote interoper-

By Kelly Anderson

LLeesstt  wwee  ffoorrggeett  tthhee  hhiigghh  ccoosstt  ooff  aa  
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ability among standards bodies. Not too long ago, many of
these groups did not work together much less join and incor-
porate comparable standards and architectures that would
make a complete picture. Several efforts like the IPDR.org
IPTV Accounting Specifications, TeleManagement Forum’s
Prosperro Project and ATIS’ IPTV Interoperability Forum are
bringing together work created in other forums to fill gaps
that they may not need to focus on. The spirit of collabora-
tion in the industry is much higher than I have seen it in the
past 15 years. It is hoped that these efforts will increase service
providers’ use of open, standards-compliant products that will
save all communications participants time and R&D cost.
The issue is that industry participation is declining. As the
industry forums work together, a specification is getting done
in a quicker and more efficient manner and is lately being
taken for granted by several service providers and vendors. I
know first hand that the work is done behind the scenes by
dedicated resources that are doing the lion’s share of the work.
In summary, more work done by fewer companies causes
holes in released specifications because so many industry rep-
resentatives cannot get the funding or time to participate.

It looks like 2007 will be a tough year again for the indus-
try associations. Not only are mergers and acquisitions
decreasing the overall operating budget due to the losing of
additional membership fees, but more and more companies

are putting additional requirements on their participation.
Industry work almost becomes a “hobby” instead of a real
constructive part of their job. There are a few companies that
“get it” as far as the value of industry collaboration work.
These companies take advantage of open specifications and
protocols to ease their R&D cycle. They also take advantage
of reference code that is offered by many organizations for
merely the cost of membership. Many times this code has a
value of five times the cost of membership and the potential
to cut an implementation cycle in half. Unfortunately for the
communications industry, the open standards that are preva-
lent today may struggle in the future with limited resources
and funding to support them and much needed new stan-
dards as the industry evolves. Failing to support industry
forums that are important to your business is a recipe for
development of propriety systems and interfaces. With next
generation emerging services that will be highly dependent on
multiple vendors and networks, does it make sense to go back
to the yesteryear of telecom? You must fund and participate in
industry associations to continue moving this industry for-
ward. That’s the bottom line. IT

Kelly Anderson is President and COO of IPDR.org, a collaborative
industry consortium focused on developing and driving the adop-
tion of next-gen service usage exchange standards worldwide.
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IBM’s BladeCenter HT

Egads, a new column? Actually, the return of an old one.

What you’re reading is a “revival” of Yours Truly’s “Nitty Gritty” hardware and
fault resilient computing-for-telecom column that ran from 1999 until 2003
in Computer Telephony magazine, later called Communications Convergence. 

As I wrote in that first column: “So be it. I am now in the
(presumably) enviable position of serving as the Walter
Winchell of the products that really make computer telepho-
ny go, and go with great reliability. So, all ye wayward funda-
mental CT products, come forth and be deconstructed here!” 

For that statement to be applicable to this new column, of
course, we should substitute the words “Computer
Telephony” with “IP Communications.” Time, after all,
marches on.

So, I hope you all now have a good idea of what this col-
umn is about. We don’t cover Broadway openings, tasty new
recipes, or ripping yarns about any of my former bosses —
but if you’ve got a particularly juicy one, by all means send it
to me! (Just kidding.) 

We begin this second Nitty Gritty era by taking a look at a
new member of IBM’s BladeCenter family. 

Bruce Anthony, Distinguished Engineer and CTO of IBM’s
Telecommunication Server Line, says: “This is an extension of
the BladeCenter family, taking the BladeCenter H product
and making applicable to the telecom core network. The new
device is called the BladeCenter HT.”

The BladeCenter is IBM’s blade-and-server offering
that’s been on the market since 2002. Hundreds of thou-
sands of them have shipped, and Anthony says that IBM is
currently the number one market share leader for blade
servers in the world. An IBM BladeCenter essentially com-
prises a chassis holding a com-
mon shared infrastructure of
elements for such things as
power supplies, cooling, etc. It
also allows you to plug in
servers as one would slide
books into a bookcase.

“The servers are self-con-
tained systems,” says Anthony,
“with their own memory,
processors, operating systems,
and so on. They all connect
together through an Ethernet
backplane and then to the outside world through network
switches.”

“So think of the BladeCenter as an enterprise version of
that design,” says Anthony. “The first generation of
BladeCenter was based on 1 Gbps networking technology,

where each blade had four network ports into the backplane
and there was a set of switches that aggregated those ports
together and gave you an uplink that switches traffic off the
chassis to additional systems. The new BladeCenter H that we
introduced earlier this year added 10 Gbps networking, so
you can have four 1 Gbps networks and four 10 Gbps net-
works off of each blade going to a total of eight switches in
the chassis, and then off-chassis from there.”

“And now, BladeCenter HT is a telcom-optimized version
of that chassis that’s geared toward the central office [CO]
environment,” says Anthony. “So we add NEBS [Network
Equipment Building System] Level 3 and ETSI [European
Telecommunications Standards Institute] compliance, DC
power supplies, all kinds central office alarming, and all of the
ruggedness that you need to be able to place a computer sys-
tem into a central office environment.”

As for the BladeCenter’s form factor, it’s neither
CompactPCI nor AdvancedTCA (both used in telecom). “It’s
actually a third form factor that’s an open specification to
which anybody can build,” says Anthony. “We’ve opened the
specs for BladeCenter and over 750 companies that have
downloaded those specs and are working on capabilities for
our product.”

“If you think about AdvancedTCA [ATCA],” says Anthony,
“it was really a design that was optimized for I/O networking
capabilities, so it has a great deal of ‘tailgate space’ on the

front for lots of connectors, as
well as lots of connectors on the
back. These devices take airflow
in the bottom and blow it out
the top. BladeCenter, on the
other hand, was designed for
computing in the network. So it
takes in air right through the
front of the system and blows it
out the back, which yields the
highest performance cooling
specs that we can achieve.
Having dealt with the heat, that

allows us to focus on building a processor-centric environ-
ment, as opposed to the kind of cable-centric environment
that ATCA has.”

BladeCenter offers a number of options, says Anthony.
“You can put daughtercards within a blade in its slot, to add

By Richard “Zippy” Grigonis
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features such as FibreChannel, 10 gigabit networking, or addi-
tional storage capabilities,” he says. “We also have adopted
something from the ATCA space, using their AMC [ATCA
Mezzanine Card] adapters, so we’re also introducing as an
additional announcement to the BladeCenter HT, what we
call our AMC carrier. This allows us to plug in four AMCs
into a single blade and then slide that into the BladeCenter
system and utilize all of the capabilities of the AMC ecosys-
tem.”

“Each of the backplane slots is connected to a switch,” says
Anthony, “just like in the earlier PICMG 2.16 Ethernet back-
planes. Any of the servers in the system, through the Ethernet,
can talk to the slot that has the carrier board upon which are
plugged in the AMCs. The carrier itself has a switch on it
between the AMCs, to enable them to communicate with
each other as well as connecting to the backplane. So, you’re
essentially able to have processor-based AMCs and line cards
in a mix-and-match format to allow the generation of all
kinds of different gateway functions, and then have that con-
nect into the backplane to interact with the rest of the sys-
tem.”

The topology of the signals connecting the blades is an 8-
star configuration: Four 1 Gbps stars and four 10 Gbps stars.
The new HT chassis is 19 inches wide can house 12 blades
and is 12 U (12 “Rack Units” = 21 inches) in height. 

As for storage, each blade has a number of options that
involve storage. “Typically, the server blades have one or two
disk drive slots on them for small form factor SAS [Serial
Attached SCSI] drives,” says Anthony. “You may just want to
boot your operating system from it and so on, which is what
many people use it for. We also have the ability to put in
solid-state flash-based drives, if you want to get away from the
spinning media. Then we have networked-based storage with
fiber channel adapters and fiber channel switches that you can
install, so you can get to any of the fiber channel arrays that
are out there. We also have iSCSI so you can do Ethernet-
based storage as well.”

“We designed the new BladeCenter H and HT chassis to
support four wide-lane connections to the switches,” says
Anthony, “and one switch offering currently that we have is
Infiniband 4X, which we see being used quite a bit in the
high performance computing marketplace. We think that in
the telecom marketplace, 10 Gbps Ethernet will be a more
prevalent substantiation of how the chassis is used, and so to
that end a new 10 Gbps Nortel switch is being introduced
based upon the BladeCenter HT as well. That will have 10
Gbps connections internally to all the blades, and six 10 Gbps
uplinks off the chassis.”

All in all, IBM (quote - news - alert) looks like it has a win-
ner with its flexible, super-powerful BladeCenter HT for tele-
com. The next Nortel switch you buy may be based on it! IT

Richard Grigonis is Executive Editor of TMC’s IP Communications
Group.

If you are interested in purchasing reprints of this article (in either print or PDF for-
mat), please visit Reprint Management Services online at
http://www.reprintbuyer.com or contact a representative via e-mail at
tmcnet@reprintbuyer.com or by phone at 800-290-5460.

IBM’s BladeCenter HT is a telecom-optimized ver-
sion of the BladeCenter H platform. It supports IBM
BladeCenter 4x1 Advanced Mezzanine Card (AMC)
Carrier Blade technology.
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RT: What is the future of voice services?
ML: I see voice as a fantastic opportuni-
ty for a company like Sylantro. (news -
alert) Voice accounts for something
between 80 and 85 percent of the total
revenues of the largest providers, with
the rest of the revenue sources being
fragmented over a large number of indi-
vidual services.

So, voice is, and will remain, a key con-
tributor to the growth of the industry with
a unique flexibility in the next generation
IP world. With voice, you can take a
diminutive technology that was very much
proprietary and very confined in the
PSTN, and expose that to the desktop, to
the application, and to the mobile environ-
ment. So, voice is an exciting market and a
certain growth opportunity for us.

RT: How do you differentiate services
in this competitive market?
ML: For the first time, the same rules apply
to this market as to the rest of the service
provider industry — time to market is
number one; richness of functionality is
number two; and then integration with the
ecosystem of partner technologies.

Sylantro has been a leading company
in bringing some of the major and
most important Tier One players to
adopt technology in each region —
SBC/AT&T is a good example in the
U.S.; Swisscom is an example of inno-
vation in Europe; and in Korea, which
is another highly innovative market, we
have China Netcom among others. 

Sylantro really is about richness of func-

tionality offered by such innovative com-
panies. Our product, Synapps is about
those applications, those that rely on
Voice over IP to deliver new feature func-
tionalities, that the new layer of technolo-
gy enabled by these applications.
Microsoft is one of our best application
partners and there are some unique capa-
bilities that we deliver together with
Microsoft. In fact, Sylantro is only compa-
ny to integrate with Microsoft’s EVS plat-
form and its Voice over IP capabilities. Of
course, a long list of smaller application
providers completes the ecosystem.

And although we agree with Microsoft
that there is no exclusivity between us,
our like time to market and similarity in
bringing rich functionality to market, we
are working together and are dedicated to
each other, and that’s the differentiator.

RT: Please tell me about Sylantro 
and IMS.
ML: A very simple way to describe IMS
is as a migration and evolution business
that involves the service provider archi-
tectures, where investments in IMS will
not provide a return until you integrate
an application layer that can provide
services from the IMS infrastructure.

So, Nortel, Nokia, Alcatel, Huawei, all
of the key providers that have already
deployed a lot of infrastructure, have yet
to realize revenues because no new servic-
es are being enabled from the IMS infra-
structure. Applications like Sylantro’s are
what are going to create the ROI for
those projects and the new services for
launching them in the market.

RT: What about your company’s 
activities in seamless mobility?

Rich Tehrani’s Executive Suite is a monthly feature in which leading executives in
the VoIP and IP Communications industry discuss their company’s latest develop-
ments with TMC president Rich Tehrani, as well as providing analysis on indus-
try news and trends. 

IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem) has won its share of the IP Communications
media space in recent months, with numerous vendors claiming it will revolution-
ize their communications platforms. The truth, however, is that much of IMS is
still in the preliminary development and testing phases. Still, progress is being
made, and concepts like FMC (fixed/mobile convergence) are slowly working their
way towards becoming reality.

Sylantro Systems is one of the companies that have been relentlessly developing its IMS
products. In fact, the company has just announced a key partnerships with Huawei
Technologies in Asia and a collaborative solution with Microsoft and Swisscom in
Switzerland — both agreements will bring Sylantro’s IMS solution to market. 

Partnerships such as these, along with the growth opportunity IMS presents for
Sylantro are among the reasons why Marco Limena, the company’s new CEO
signed on with Sylantro. Limena has said he looks forward to building on the
opportunities the combination of IP and voice presents and will work with
Sylantro’s partners to serve those partners and their many customers worldwide.

Rich recently spoke to Marco about some of the challenges faced by vendors and
service providers in the IMS space, but also how Sylantro plans on working with
its partners to build on global trends in IP Communications.

Sylantro Systems’ Marco Limena
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ML: Seamless mobility to me means the
universal availability of resources. It is
not only mobile, but it has to be mobile
when mobile makes sense, and also move
very fluidly between mobile environments
and traditional environments. That is
what I would call a seamless mobility
reality or universal availability, given the
variety of access methods and resources
available in your particular situation. 

At Sylantro, we are working on the
ways to create that availability, to extend
voice from the PSTN to the mobile net-
work. We look at standards, such as
fixed/mobile convergence, and how we
can deliver our technology with respect
to those standards. We have a presence
in the desktop environment, where you
have access to applications while you are
in the office or at home, and we looking
forward to some new announcements
regarding client technology in the
mobile environment, where Sylantro
capabilities will become available on
mobile devices as well. So we are look-
ing at extending the concept of univer-
sal availability across different access
methods so users have access to whatev-
er resources they want — on the desk-
top and on the mobile client.

RT: Based upon your experience with
large carriers around the world, what
do you see as the common needs,
challenges, or opportunities?
ML: Across all the regions, top line con-
tribution for the service provider is of
paramount importance — without con-
tinued growth in the top line, their
business models would be challenged
much sooner than they would want.

According to customers, and to the
general market theory, Voice over IP is
contributing to the top line. Across
geographies, broadband — both on the
fixed side and on the mobile side — is
being built in some emerging areas, like
in Pakistan, where Wateen is building a
WiMAX network with Motorola. We
are going to have a role in that. What
we are doing here with Covad is another
example, in a more mature region.

From my work with customers
around the world, I believe the SMB
market is an untapped opportunity for
service providers, which also means
service providers have traditionally not
been well-equipped to create a reward-
ing experience for those SMBs — and

by SMB I mean 50-200 seat businesses.
This is a nice opportunity for Sylantro,
we can help build a go-to-market strate-
gy for reaching those SMBs.

RT: What do you see as the areas of
growth for Sylantro going forward?
ML: We are going to move primarily on
the Tier One customers, because our tech-
nology is carrier-grade (like none other in
our competitive environment). A Tier One
customer win provides market growth that
is a recurring source of revenue.

In the U.S., we are going to also have
a two-tier strategy, which does not apply
to Europe, or Asia, where we are going
to enter with a Tier One provider and
where the SMB market is very frag-
mented across a variety of geographies.
Our U.S. strategy is different because
we have had a presence here for a long
time and because the market definition
of SMB presents us with an opportunity.

RT: You recently joined Sylantro; 
can you give me a brief update on
your background?
ML: I am coming from a long interna-
tional career with Hewlett Packard. My
last appointment was as vice president
and general manager of the Network
Service Provider Solutions business, which
is a large multibillion dollar company for
the Hewlett Packard Corporation. I joined
the company 15 years ago in Italy, and
had success growing the business from
the Italian, to the European, to the
worldwide market, and, in January
2000, took over global responsibility.

My career has always been focused on
the service provider market, and in the
last six years in my global role at HP,
I’ve gained a better understanding of the
international market and I learned how
to grow the market.

RT: What is your first order of busi-
ness in your new position at Sylantro?
ML: Simply, I intend to help my part-
ners’ customers. That is, our growth is
going to be on the Tier One side, and
with a dual strategy in the U.S. Our
channel for delivering to that Tier One
base is the best set of partnerships that

any company in the industry could
have. Sylantro, today, has those partner-
ships and we are going to make our
partners’ customers happy and grow
with those partners.

RT: What do you see as key trends 
in the industry?
ML: If I can summarize it with one sin-
gle term, it would be real-time group
media communication. For real-time,
there is nothing better than voice.
People want to talk to one another in a
real-time environment, and they want
to have that very friendly asset of voice
to extend to many environments. 

Group media communication means
the voice integrated with other
resources, like media resources or group
list management functions. That is real-
ly where Sylantro is — we are definitely
key player in the next generation voice
environment, where Voice over IP net-
works are integrated with application
environments to deliver real-time group
media communications.

RT: Can you tell me a little bit about
the competitive environment?
ML: What is clear is that we are a player
in between the core network and the
application environment and this compa-
ny has been delivering its product after a
huge investment in R&D over the years.
There are not that many players that
have the skills and the resources to devel-
op the technology that goes into the core
and extend that into the application
environment. Although Voice over IP is a
large market, it is very fragmented. If you
look at where we play, in between the
core and the application, you can proba-
bly count the companies on one hand.

Also, before joining Sylantro, I talked
to customers and global partners, and
they have huge amounts of respect for
Sylantro and are really excited about
taking Sylantro to market. It is exciting
to see several bids in recent months
where Sylantro was including in more
than one offer — up to five partners
bidding for the same project, in fact.
Frankly, that says a lot about the
Sylantro’s position in the market. IT
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Texas Instruments’ Brian Glinsman

RT: Can you give us a brief history of
TI’s involvement in the Voice over IP
space?

BG: Texas Instruments (quote - news -
alert) has been involved from the early
days, when it was all about a DSP with
somebody’s software. Then, during its
spending spree of the late 1990s, TI
bought a software firm, a cable modem
company, a DSL company, a wireless
LAN company, a company that does
Bluetooth, essentially uniting all those
different technologies so that we can
provide everything you need in a home
broadband router of any type. It has

really helped us with market share on
the cable side, where there are two main
players — Broadcom and TI — and our
market share is well above 50%. 

On the data side, Broadcom is a little
bit stronger, but the nice thing is the
market has been moving more toward
integrated voice, and that has been
pulling our overall market share up. To
us, voice is very important because it’s
the natural application. Everything else
is great... video is wonderful, data is
wonderful, but everyone wants voice
communications. 

As we’ve gone down this path, the
two markets really are becoming more

polarized, whereas on the infrastructure
side, people are looking for hundreds of
channels on a device, and on the client
side, people are looking for the com-
plete functionality, whether it be an IP
phone with video displays or a com-
plete broadband modem that is more
than just a voice channel. So, if you
look at the cable investment, the DSL
investment, the Telogy investment —
which were certainly well over a billion
dollars — that TI made in the late
1990s that have enabled them to take
the applications and add them to their
chips, it’s enabled TI to develop a com-
plete targeted system on a chip for dif-
ferent verticals. 

I would say the IP phone is probably
the biggest client product, along with
integrated DSL and cable modems.
When you look at the world market, the
real volume is either going to be inte-
grated into the broadband device or into
the desktop device, not a standalone
voice adaptor. There is still a market for
that, and there will continue to be,
because there is always... you always
want competition so that whoever your
service provider is, if they are not offer-
ing you good enough service, you go out
with that type of a model, but I think
the real volume is in the other two. 

RT: How do the VoIP market and the
wireless market play together?

BG: On the handset side, it really hasn’t
yet. It’s starting to, because you now
have some service providers offering
dual mode capabilities, which does a
couple things. It reduces the minutes on
the wireless infrastructure, and it also
gives you better in-home coverage. So,

Rich Tehrani’s Executive Suite is a monthly feature in which leading executives in
the VoIP and IP Communications industry discuss their company’s latest develop-
ments with TMC president Rich Tehrani, as well as providing analysis on indus-
try news and trends.

Texas Instruments not only has been part of the Voice over IP space for a long
time, but its involvement spans a wide range of technologies, from basic devices
like handsets, to base stations and even more complex technologies. That complex
technologies space, of course, is where companies like TI thrive, and the DSP
space, in particular, is one in which TI has played a dominant role for some time.
Indeed, it is a technology that spans the communications spectrum, underscoring
the importance of such technologies — DSP technology can be found in consumer
goods like mp3 players and mobile phones to specialized applications like medical
imaging (MRI, CAT scan, etc.).

Because its technology has such wide ranging applications, TI also finds itself
amid constant change and evolution as various elements in the communications
space are developed and improved, and TI must ensure its products keep pace.
Likewise, that same pace of change ensures that competition also maintains its
edge, looking for the smallest opportunity to win market share from TI.

Rich recently spoke with Brian Glinsman, General Manager, Communications
Infrastructure & Voice Business, DSP Systems at Texas Instruments. Brian runs
TI’s wireless — what the company calls ‘communications infrastructure in voice’
— business. Brian explained how TI fits into the VoIP space, its history in com-
munications, and also delves into the competitive landscape. Here are parts of
that conversation. To read the feature in its entirety, please visit the Executive
Suite online at TMCnet.com (http://www.tmcnet.com/413.1).
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you have a phone that has a wireless
LAN in it and also has GSM in it, in
T-Mobile’s case, and can switch
between the two, but you have one
phone number. 

The challenge is that each service
provider — T-Mobile or Verizon or
Vodafone or Vonage — has a different
idea of how this should work, because
they each own a different part of the
network. In some of the cases, they own
the broadband as well as the wireless, in
others they don’t own the wireless, and
in others they own only 802.11 or
broadband. 

So they each are coming out with dif-
ferent requirements and business models
that, obviously, are to their benefit and,
most likely, detrimental to their com-
petitors. We’re seeing a lot of very inter-
esting ideas, and we’re also seeing more
and more of the requests to basically
take a base station and put into your
home router, albeit we’re still quite far
away from hitting the current price
points of home routers with a complete
base station-in-a-box. But that is where
we’re starting to see some convergence.

RT: What’s happening on the infra-
structure side?

BG: On the infrastructure side, we’re
seeing convergence happen much faster
with the media gateways. Each OEM
vendor basically had a proprietary link
from their radio to their voice blade,
whether it was in the same box or sepa-
rate. It didn’t really matter, because
there was no standard interconnection
from the radio protocol to the voice
protocol, so if you bought a Nokia base
station or a Motorola base station, you
also bought their voice by default.

With 3G and media gateways, stan-
dard transports between the radio and
voice blades, again regardless of
whether they are in the same box or
separate, now provide the ability to uti-
lize one vendor’s radio with a different
vendor’s voice.

Also, in an effort to minimize R&D
expenditures, most of the large OEMs

are taking the same base platforms from
the Class 4 or 5 replacement, and put-
ting them into a media gateway. All the
big vendors have either released or are
developing platforms that can attack
wireline or wireless with the same plat-
form. So we’re seeing convergence there
probably faster than the handset side. 

RT: It seems like you are in a really
good position to be involved in the
voice quality business. 

BG: We have to enable it, but unfortu-
nately, just enabling it isn’t the only
answer. It really has to be driven all the
way through. For instance, I have a cell
phone from a certain provider who
advertises the fewest dropped calls and
lately, it’s because I get the fewest
placed calls. 

Part of the problem is operators are
upgrading their networks for 3G. They
are upgrading to add data and they are
recycling spectrums, so all of a sudden,
in one area that used to work great, it
doesn’t work, and it’s because they have
taken away some kind of capacity to put
in some other technology. We can do
better. 

I think cell phones have trained us to
expect poor quality and I would really
like to reverse that. So what we’re trying
to do is make sure we have all of their
information and we do work with the
service providers. It’s a difficult path
because, if we get too close to the serv-
ice providers, our customers, who are
between us and the service providers,
get upset and I understand, because
that’s their market. 

But, if we don’t start getting everyone
together, it won’t happen — there are
too many proprietary systems and there
are too many different ways to imple-
ment voice. We just have to make it the
quality... kind of like cars. If you look at
cars back in the 1970s, poor quality was
expected and out came a couple of for-
eign manufacturers who made quality
the #1 concern and all of a sudden,
everyone figured out, “Well, if I don’t
have quality, I’m not going to play.” So

we really need to get to the point that
it’s not a question of my implementa-
tion verses yours. Everyone has to have
quality and for this market to really go
forward, you’ve got to get to the point
that the user, all they know is better. 

RT: Going forward, where do you see
the communications market heading
in the next five years?

BG: That’s the magic question.
Unfortunately, it’s going to have fits and
spurts and stops because of various eco-
nomic issues or government interven-
tions. I think the big thing now is going
to be your phone number ringing wher-
ever you are. So whether it’s your office
phone, your cell phone, your home
phone, your Vonage phone, whatever
device is accessible... it’s one phone,
right? 

The other thing is getting to a much
better quality with wireless, wireline,
everything combined, so you really
have an FM radio quality of experience
— or let’s go with the times, an XM
radio quality experience. So on the
voice side, that’s really what I see. You
get a single phone and it doesn’t matter
who calls you where. You may have five
phone numbers. It doesn’t matter. It all
rings on one device. Hopefully, you
don’t need five phone numbers any
more. You have one number that works
universally, but you might want your
business phone to be separate. But you
still want it to ring in one place. To
me, everything is in place to do that.
Now, it’s about connecting all the
pieces. 

The other thing is in the network
infrastructure, and I don’t like this as
much because it means fewer DSPs, but
you really have to get all of these net-
works connected. There are very, very
few calls that don’t go back to TDM at
some point. Even if you’re packet on
both ends, you probably go packet to
TDM back to packet. There is degrada-
tion associated with that, whether it’s
with transcoding or delay or whatever
else, but there is a problem. IT
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VoIP Phones
Voice over IP is not a secret — it is quickly

becoming the communications method of choice
in both businesses and homes, with a significant
overlap between the two in many cases. What
might be surprising, however, is the variety of
VoIP-enabled endpoints available to users, and it
is a selection that is only growing.

There are desktop phones in many flavors,
designed for receptionists, executives, and every-
one in between. There are USB handsets that are
perfect for mobile users, allowing them to con-
nect to their laptops and make VoIP calls from the
road. There are conference phones, allowing the
extension of IP Communications to conference
facilities. There is a growing assortment of IP
video phones, corresponding to a budding inter-
est in video calling. There are WiFi-enabled hand-
sets, which let users take advantage of advances
in wireless technology, freeing them from the
cords that have traditionally tied them to their
desktops. And, of course, there are deskphones
with countless features made possible by IP net-
work connectivity.

Why are there so many vendors marketing so
many different types of VoIP endpoints? VoIP
is not limited to the enterprise, nor to the
home user. In fact, with the benefits
VoIP offers, businesses of all
sizes — from SOHOs of just a
few users to enterprises with
thousands of users — are
looking for ways to improve
productivity and cut costs.
Naturally, each user group has

different requirements, in terms of scalability, fea-
tures, network connectivity, and costs, creating a
natural growth opportunity in the handset market.

In this month’s product round-up, we have iden-
tified a large number of VoIP handset vendors,
including desktop phones, USB handsets, confer-
ence phones, and video-enabled phones (WiFi-
enabled handsets, which will be covered in the
March issue). Many of the vendors’ offer products
with similar basic features, but the list includes a
selection sure to provide alternatives for each spe-
cific user. This feature has traditionally listed the
products along with a description; however, in
order to bring you a more comprehensive list of
vendors, we have included only a listing with the
vendors’ respective Web sites. The listing, along
with brief product descriptions can be found in the
online version of this issue at
http://www.tmcnet.com/voip.
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3Com
3Com 3000-series deskphones 
http://www.3com.com

Aastra 
VentureIP, 480i, 9133i, 9112i desk-
phones
http://www.aastratelecom.com

Alcatel-Lucent 
IP Touch 8 series deskphones
http://www.alcatel-lucent.com

Allworx 
Allworx 9102, 9112 deskphones
http://www.allworx.com

Altigen 
IP 705, IP 710 desktop phones
http://www.altigen.com

ArtDio 
IPF Series desktop phones
http://www.artdio.net

Atcom 
AT Series deskphones, 
AU Series USB phones
http://www.atcom.cn

Avaya 
4600 Series, 5600 Series, 
one-X deskphones, 
http://www.avaya.com

Cisco
Cisco Unified IP 7900 Series 
desk/conference phones
http://www.cisco.com

Clarisys 
Clarisys i750H USB phone
http://www.clarisys.com

ClearOne 
MAX IP, MAXAttach IP conference
phones
http://www.clearone.com

Clipcomm 
CP-100 Series deskphones
http://www.clipcomm.co.kr

DLink 
DPH-140S deskphone
http://www.dlink.com

Grandstream 
BudgeTone Series, 
GXP-2000 deskphone, 
GXV-3000 videophone
http://www.grandstream.com

Hawking Technologies
NetTalk USB phones
http://www.hawkingtech.com

Innovaphone
IP110, IP200, IP230 deskphones
http://www.innovaphone.de

Inter-Tel 
Inter-Tel 8600 Series SIP 
deskphones
http://www.inter-tel.com

ipDialog 
SipTone III Ethernet deskphone
http://www.ipdialog.com

Ipevo 
Free-1 USB phone, Xing conference
phone
http://www.ipevo.com

Linksys
Linksys One Series deskphones
http://www.linksys.com

Mitel 
Mitel 5000 Series deskphones/
conference unit
http://www.mitel.com

Nortel 
1100 Series, 2000 Series 
deskphones, 2033 conference phone
http://www.nortel.com

Polycom 
SoundPoint IP deskphones,
SoundStation IP conference phones,
VSX 3000 video phone
http://www.polycom.com

Radian Technologies 
USB deskphones and handhelds
http://www.eradian.com

ShoreTel 
ShorePhone IP Series deskphones
http://www.shoretel.com

Siemens 
HiPath OpenScape Series deskphones
http://www.siemens.com

Sipura
SPA-841 deskphone
http://www.sipura.com

Snom 
Snom 300 Series deskphones
http://www.snom.com

SOYO
G668 deskphone, U201 USB handset
http://www.soyousa.com

Tadiran
FlexSet IP Series deskphones
http://www.tadiranamerica.com

Talkswitch 
TS Series deskphones
http://www.talkswitch.com

Telrad Connegy
Avanti, iPicasso deskphones 
http://www.telradconnegy.com

Toshiba 
IPT Series deskphones
http://www.toshiba.com/taistsd

WorldGate 
Ojo videophone
http://www.wgate.com
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VoIP (define - news - alert) applica-
tions are rather vulnerable during peri-
ods of heavy network usage or spikes, in
addition to other, less common occur-
rences. What’s more, issues like
Sarbanes-Oxley and HIPAA compli-
ance, or even conformity with internal
corporate acceptable use policies, create
complex network monitoring and analy-
sis needs, all of which are made more
complicated when data and voice are
converged on a single network.

Network forensics is one approach
that, for all you CSI fans, is just what its
name suggests — it involves essentially
recreating the “crime scene” to investi-
gate the source of the jitter, delay, or
other call quality “crime.” It involves
storing all data and voice packets that
cross a network in order to go back and
identify the problem, but it can prove
invaluable, as network administrators
hardly have the time to sit idly, waiting
for something to happen.

Network Instruments (news - alert)
(http://www.networkinstruments.com),
a 12-year-old Minneapolis-based firm, is
one company with a forensic solution to
network monitoring, and though the
company has its founding on the data
side, the convergence of voice and data
has created a need for it, too, to venture

into the VoIP monitoring and analysis
arena. 

“The industry has been changing
quite a bit, and we’re excited, especially
from the VoIP standpoint,” said
Network Instruments’ Senior Systems
Engineer Charles Thompson. “Time-
based analysis is becoming extremely
important for accurate troubleshooting,
for deploying the solution, and for
tracking network trends.”

Network Instruments has a variety of
different capture products that can be
placed at different points in the network
— in the core by the call manager or
the servers, or at the access layer. Its
GigaStor unit, which has been dubbed
by some of its clients as TiVo for the
network, typically sits in the network
core, constantly storing network traffic
data to disk, providing visibility, while
one of its 1U appliances sits at the net-
work edge, offering visibility to traffic
between endpoints.

“The key is that they’re all reporting
back to the same console,” explained
Thompson. “It’s the same software that’s
driving all the statistics and providing
all the analysis of the data into one con-
verged application.”

Knowing the data is being stored to
disk, creating the opportunity to go back

and investigate the incident retroactively,
administrators can comfortably define
monitoring and alerting standards, set-
ting up thresholds for what their end
users consider acceptable call quality.
And since network administrators can
never know what data they might need,
or when they might need it, the solution
makes it all available for retroactive
analysis. In fact, in addition to forensic
use, the GigaStor also can be used for
long-term VoIP analysis and trou-
bleshooting and for general data mining,
in addition to problem identification.

The Network Instruments solution is
powered by its NI-DNA (Network
Instruments Distributed Network
Analysis) architecture, the basis of which
lies in its unified code set. This is
important because, unlike many other
solutions, it means its products are all
developed from the same basic product
set, designed to work together seamless-
ly, without several different compo-
nents. In terms of its VoIP analysis
capabilities, this means that when it was
introduced back in November of 2005,
it was available for Ethernet, WAN,
Gigabit networks, as well as older sys-
tems that most customers probably
aren’t even using any more, like Token
Ring. But because the solution was built
on the same codes as its others,
Network Instruments was assured it
would integrate seamlessly.

Network Instruments’ embedded
Gen2 technology — designed and
developed in-house — is one of the
major components that drives its foren-
sics solution, and its technology as a
whole. It is designed to capture data
while integrating the hardware and soft-

Solving the Network Crime
Through Forensics
By Erik K. Linask

So you’re thinking of switching to a converged VoIP and data net-
work that is supposed to save you money and give you countless
new features to increase productivity and flexibility. Or perhaps
you’ve already done so. Regardless of your current status, you’ll sure-
ly want assurances that your users are receiving certain levels of serv-
ice quality. Because most service providers exaggerate the quality of
VoIP calls today, you’re also probably wondering what you can do
when problems occur.
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ware by providing to the management
console, the company’s Observer soft-
ware, in a seamless, unified format —
the same format on the card is the same
format used in the software. As such,
capabilities are built into the hardware
that can take the processing load off the
systems, lightening the load for other
important applications, like VoIP.

“We included VoIP as just another
component of our solution set that was
available locally and remotely; it was
available to multiple users; and it was
available across multiple topologies
simultaneously,” explained Thompson.
“That’s how our product set has pro-
gressed, by designing new technologies
and designing them from the ground up
to work coherently together.”

Of course, there are a number of
other vendors selling their VoIP moni-
toring solutions — and many work
quite well, though some provide more
comprehensive, integrated solutions

than others. Another problem is that
many such tools, while genuinely very
good, were designed for lab testing and
developing VoIP systems rather than for
real-time VoIP analysis. They could pro-
vide wave overlay diagrams, voice inflec-
tion diagrams, do wave sampling and
create wave overlays, but they weren’t
designed for troubleshooting real-time
VoIP communications.

Many in the industry believe there are
certain things that cannot be done in
real time, like MOS scoring and R-fac-
tor scoring. Network Instruments says
that is not the case. In fact, in addition
to its retroactive analysis capabilities, it
also enables real-time MOS, packet loss,
and jitter scoring — not on simulated
calls, but on the calls that your users are
actually making.

Its solution also includes the ability to
examine aggregate network data —
MOS and R-factor scores across the net-
work, average jitter, burst percentages,
and other general metrics that show

how the VoIP network is performing.
This, of course, is important to deter-
mining SLA compliance and such. But
users can also drill down into specific
calls — from call set-up to call controls
to call tear-down — to examine individ-
ual trouble spots that have been identi-
fied by the monitoring and alarm con-
figurations. So, together, the solution
offers a view of the entire VoIP commu-
nications structure, including the ability
to compare network utilization to call
metrics, allowing administrators to
adapt to periods of heavy traffic.

Optimizing network traffic can be a
challenge in a pure data environment,
and adding voice only complicates the
scenario, and the ability to isolate prob-
lems and resolve them quickly is of
utmost importance. Knowing that, a
comprehensive, converged network
monitoring solution that offers both
real-time and retrospective analysis can
be a tremendous asset to any VoIP net-
work. IT
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The Dilemma
The problem was that USMMA’s

legacy PBX (define - news - alert) system
could only handle about 40 concurrent
outgoing calls, so the Academy’s IT staff
were tasked with finding a solution that
could be deployed within given time
and cost constraints. Naturally, one
option was to increase the PSTN capac-
ity of the existing system, but there were
concerns about the system’s reliability
and stability under the strain of such a
high visibility event. An IP-based
telephony system was the alternative.

USMMA had recently invested in a
new, high performance fiber network and
switching equipment, meaning it already
had in place one of the prerequisites for a
converged voice and data network. On
the other hand, the added infrastructure
costs in installing an IP PBX system (call
manager, voice mail system, PSTN gate-
way, etc.) were prohibitive, given that the
Academy felt the primary benefit of a
converged network would be telephony,
and it had been running its analog sys-
tem at very low costs.

USMMA’s CIO Howard Weiner,
however, had previously been part of
several on-campus VoIP deployments at
other institutions, and understood the
three issues that were central to the task
at hand: capital investment, staffing and
training costs, and added value — more
importantly, he understood that all
three could be addressed with a hosted
VoIP solution, which provided the ben-
efits of VoIP, without the exorbitant
capital expenditure. In fact, Weiner
believed that, “At the end of the day,
hosting any service [on-site] represents
an investment for which a verifiable
stream of benefits must exist, and I
could not see where telephony services
to our faculty, staff, and midshipmen
would benefit from an [in-house] imple-
mentation.”

The Solution
There exists a surfeit of known and

established regional and national tele-
phone service providers, but, as Weiner
pointed out, “The first names that come
to mind in public telephony evoke

many descriptions, but good service is
seldom at the head of that list.”

So USMMA was in the market for a
strategic partner, and interviewed a large
number of candidates. “As crowded as
the telephony market may be, finding a
strategic partner who can meet or
exceed your service needs is a difficult
quest,” explained Weiner. “Only M5
Networks demonstrated a team dedicat-
ed to service.”

“USMMA got a letter from the Secret
Service outlining requirements for host-
ing the President, which included 150
phones available for the press corps in
the vicinity of the press tent,” said M5
president and CEO Dan Hoffman.
“They called us an asked if we have the
capacity to deploy 150 phones for basi-
cally two hours.”

M5 assessed the project, went through
some testing, and decided it would
undertake the task (the project was made
significantly easier given the campus-
wide network and fiber links already in
place). Hoffman explained that, though
M5 had little lead time — about five
weeks from the agreement to the com-
mencement — and there were many
hoops to jump through given the nature
of the deployment, but he was confident.
“That’s what hosted providers are all
about and what we can do very quickly
and efficiently. One of the biggest pow-
ers of hosted VoIP is its flexibility.”

Deployment
M5 Networks handled the bulk of

the preparation, with hardly an on-site

President Powers 
Move to Hosted VoIP

This past June, the 202-member graduating class of the United States
Merchant Marine Academy was treated to a commencement address
by President George W. Bush. The visit, which promised to be a spec-
tacle in and of itself, given the security arrangements and press corps
that regularly accompany the Commander-in-Chief, was magnified
by the fact that this would also mark the inaugural visit to the institu-
tion by a sitting president. The visit, however, created an technology
dilemma for USMMA, knowing its campus would witness an influx
of visitors and media members not normally on site, many of whom
(in addition to the White House press corps) would need access to
telephony services while on campus. USMMA was told it would need
some 150 additional telephones on-site for the two-hour event.
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presence, as it was able to link directly
to the fiber lines into the Academy
from its data center in New York.
Other than the placement of a router
to provision a dedicated circuit con-
necting the Academy LAN to M5’s
network, the only other on-site activity
was the delivery of 155 VoIP tele-
phones, which USMMA purchased
from Cisco in anticipation of its own
future roll-out.

Despite the apparent ease of deploy-
ment, M5 felt this was one of its tricki-
est scenarios, knowing that all 150
phones would be in use concurrently
the moment the president finished
speaking. To ensure no problems, capac-
ity management was crucial to ensure
the trunks were available for the surge,
and, of course, configuration, testing,
and security measures all had to be
coordinated with campus staff, security,
Secret Service, the Academy’s IT depart-
ment, and the fiber provider.

There was one slight hiccup in the
process, and it came at a time where it
could not have been anticipated. On the
day before the ceremony, USMMA was
asked to relocate the VoIP (define - news -
alert) phones — apparently the White
House press corps had opted to travel
with their own satellite uplink solution,
which had not been communicated in
advance. The phones were moved to a
new location in a matter of less than
four hours, most of which was dedicat-
ed to packing and unpacking the end-
points.

“It was a great real-world study of
what you can do with a hosted IP solu-
tion,” noted Hoffman. “Can you imag-
ine having to do that with a traditional
PBX?”

The Aftermath
Partnering with M5 for the

President’s address offered USMMA an
opportunity to evaluate the company’s
performance and service, and, based on

that service and the system as a whole,
the Academy now views the roll-out as a
two-phase process. “The second phase
has just started,” explained Weiner. “In
this phase, we will roll-out VoIP access
across the campus, one department at a
time.”

“M5 delivered its service on-time,
Weiner continued. “Telephony at gradu-
ation was not a problem, and on a day
when anything can go wrong in front of
the whole world, USMMA produced an
outstanding graduation ceremony —
with more than a little help from our
new strategic partner, M5.”
The experience of the graduation
deployment confirmed what Weiner had
felt from the start, that hosted VoIP is a
flexible, high quality, high performance
solution that allows deployment and
redeploy telephones as needs evolve. In
fact, the Academy awarded M5
Networks the contract for permanent
on-campus VoIP deployment. IT
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Unified Communications

Unified messaging — the spiritual
and semantic predecessor of unified
communications — was identified as
the killer app long before it even existed
in microcomputer networks. The first
“test issue” of Computer Telephony maga-
zine in October of 1993 touted its won-
ders, even though most of the software
it described was still in beta. Admittedly,
the concept can be traced back to the
1960s and certainly to 1983, when a
Brown University grad named Deborah
Mills-Scofield joined Bell Labs as a sys-
tems engineer and decided to write a
single spec for several messaging sys-
tems, which evolved into AT&T’s
Unified Messaging Architecture (UMA).

Art Rosenberg, whose blog, “The
Unified View,” has tracked UC for quite
a while, recently advised me as to what
to include in this intro, urging that I
should mention, “...how the complexity
of UC convergence is causing great con-
fusion at all levels of an enterprise
organization, what UC is supposed to
do and how, where the ROI metrics will
come from, who will make implementa-

tion decisions, who will be the main
technology provider(s), services vs. man-
aged service vs. traditional CPE, device
independence vs. software clients and
operating systems, integrating automat-
ed business processes, security protec-
tion of the IP software environment,
supporting different end user needs,
migration strategies and priorities, the
politics of reorganizing IT responsibili-
ties to support end users, lack of IT
experience, etc. What’s a CIO to do?”

Certainly, there’s a lot to this UC phe-
nomenon. At some point, the telecom and
messaging industry decided to label all
forms of integrated person-to-person busi-
ness communications and the integration
of these communications with business
process applications as “unified commu-
nications”, whereupon confusion reigned
over definitions, migration strategies,
and hardware/software interoperability.

The UC with a Thousand Faces
Sphere Communications (news - alert)

(http://www.spherecom.com) is a leader
in software-based enterprise telecom and

perhaps the first company to deliver IP
PBX technology as a business applica-
tion for Service Oriented Architectures.
Sphere’s SVP, Todd Landry, says,
“Everybody uses the term, but what
does ‘unified communications’ really
mean? To me, the communications
capabilities we refer to in ‘unified com-
munications’ includes many things, such
as abilities that allow you to place and
receive voice calls, to pick up voice mes-
sages in various ways, to have text mes-
saging, to have video, and all the differ-
ent ways of interacting with people. But
it’s not just people-to-people interac-
tion, it’s people-to-system too. We look
at the definitions of communications
convergence, or unified communica-
tions, and we say, ‘All types of commu-
nications are converging into common
packages — or, in our view of the
world, software — that, as a result of
being converged together, offer addi-
tional benefits and leverages to the busi-
ness or consumer user. They offer
unique benefits working together as
opposed to being disparate forms of
communications’.”

“As an example,” says Landry, “you
can today go and buy a presence engine
and place that in your business. Then
you can buy email and install that. You
can install IVR, a PBX, etc. In short,
you can buy different components and
put them in place, but I think the
industry in general would agree that
many of these capabilities are coming
together in common offerings, and these
offerings are really becoming just soft-
ware. I always say that the scenario of
six guys with tool belts in a moving van

Unified
Communications
This article introduces a whole section devoted to Unified
Communications (UC). Five experts, Jim Burton, Marty Parker,
Blair Pleasant, Art Rosenberg, and Don Van Doren have each
written something examining the UC phenomenon from a differ-
ing perspective. Burton, Parker, Pleasant, and Van Doren are all
co-founders of Unified Communications Strategies (news -alert)
(http://www.UCStrategies.com), an alliance to provide resources
for enterprise, vendors, system integrators and anyone else interest-
ed in Unified Communications. Thrown in for good measure is a
related “sidebar,” “Unified Administration for Unified
Communication — Look before You Leap,” by Andrew Hunkins,
founder and CTO of Unimax Systems Corporation. (news -alert) 
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pulling up in front of your business to
deliver a PBX are gone. Nearly anything
you can do in a traditional PBX can
now be done in software, and done in a
way where it runs on industry-standard
servers and operating systems. And
because of that, the speed at which you
can bring communication methods
together increases and the whole eco-
nomic situation changes dramatically.”

“We look at UC even a step further
than that,” says Landry. “The ability to
have voice and data on your network,
the ability to have communications on
your computer and have forwarding of
calls to your mobile and being able to
pick up your voicemail message out of
your email, is all interesting stuff. Many
vendors are bringing all of these tech-
nologies together, including Sphere. We
use the term ‘converged applications’. In
some respects we think that ‘unified
communications’ is stuff that’s already
been defined and, indeed, has already
occurred in technology. For many busi-
nesses, if UC is about having multiple
communications methods for users,
then that technology already exists in
the marketplace.”

Landry continues: “It’s really interest-
ing when unification makes its way into
all kinds of other applications. It could
be something used every day, or it could
be different applications used from
moment-to-moment. The point is that
they all become unified with communi-
cations capability. So, looking at my
client in CRM, I can see a workgroup
related to that client in my business,
and I can see their status: Are they
online? Are they available? Will they
remain on the phone? Are they in a
meeting? I can now arrange conference
calls on the fly and I can interact and
create communication scenarios very eas-
ily and within the context of any appli-
cation I might be running with others.”

“If you think of the whole service-ori-
ented architecture [SOA] initiative
entering the enterprise, communications
must really become a business applica-
tion, and indeed it is becoming a busi-
ness application, and it will participate
in SOAs,” says Landry. “A year ago

when addressing audiences at events I
would ask for a show of hands of those
who knew what SOA was. Even at a
telecom/IP show, no one would raise
their hands! Nobody knew what it was.
In the past six months, however, you go
to a show and it’s on the agenda. It has
clearly become part of the venue of dis-
cussion. Communications is becoming
an important part of SOAs in business.”

“The telecom industry naturally talks
about what they offer in the context of
telecom ‘stuff ’,” says Landry. “But until
recently we haven’t talked about it in the
context of how it’s going to interwork
and play with other business applica-
tions. How often have you gone to a
telecom show and talked about CRM?
Or the HR system interacting with the
phone system? And when you talked
about making Moves, Adds and
Changes [MACs] easier — always a hot
topic — you heard, ‘We’re going to
make it easier and this GUI application
can do it’. But why not just make it part
of the HR system? MACs have to do
with moving people around. HR sys-
tems move people around. Why do you
need a human system to do that? So
that’s what’s happening — when we talk
about communications becoming uni-
fied with business, it’s about the com-
munications system being open enough
to unify with other business applica-
tions. You solve real business problems.
In our industry we tend to say, ‘Oh,
UC! You can make a phone call from
your mouse!’ Okay, well, I’ve been able
to do that for 10 years. The question is,
what business value does it serve?”

“That brings us to how UC will affect
the devices we use,” says Landry. “For
example, phones will be on people’s
desks for some time to come. It’s not a
question of whether telephones will go
away, it’s a question of what role the
telephone will have in the user’s work-
day. How will it make work more effi-
cient? Do you need a new IP phone
merely because you need to change the
wire on the back? That’s not very inter-
esting in terms of unified communica-
tions. Debatably, it isn’t UC at all, it’s
just another telephone. But these

devices sitting on people’s desktops are
becoming more than just telephones.
We’ve been demonstrating concepts of
how a range of different information
can be made available at your telephone.
I love to ask people, ‘What else do you
use your telephone for?’ It’s something
that you don’t even normally think
twice about. For example, people often
look at their phone to determine the
date and time. That’s not so interesting
but it’s an example of how devices will
ultimately be used in different modes.”

Underlying Foundations
Of course, the more sophisticated the

UC system, the more you need an infra-
structure having high QoS and rock-solid
reliability. Operators and providers may
have to upgrade. As Bruce A. Chatterley,
president and CEO of Speakeasy
(http://www.speakeasy.net) says, “QoS
for all forms of communications are
extremely important. That’s why
Speakeasy (news - alert) owns its own
national all-fiber private network, which
uses MPLS for quality of service. We
have eight data centers in the eight
largest markets in the country. We con-
nect those with our all-fiber MPLS net-
work. Moreover, in each data center we
have brand new Juniper ERX M20
router installations. In general, we will
not sell our VoIP without our last-mile
connectivity. That’s because we do
inbound QoS on our network through
our Juniper routers. So we do packet-
marking and prioritization over data traf-
fic, and we require a device on the cus-
tomer edge to do outbound packet-
marking so that we can take that packet
and make sure it gets priority across our
entire national network. The problem
with companies such as Vonage is that
they don’t control the last mile and there-
fore can’t prioritize the voice traffic over
the data traffic, unlike Speakeasy. We’ll
soon extend our diagnostics capabilities
out to the customers, and the whole sys-
tem will be even more powerful.” IT

Because of the depth and size of this sec-
tion, all of the Unified Communications arti-
cles can be found on the TMC website at
http://www.tmcnet.com/416.1.

By Richard “Zippy” Grigonis
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Superior audio quality allows more
natural and productive business conver-
sations both outside and within your
organization. With travel budgets on
hold and geographically dispersed
teams, productive teleconferencing is
key to getting the job done.

VoIP (define - news - alert) provides
opportunities — including video con-
ferencing, use of wideband technologies,
and potentially lower costs depending
on your market and network. Choosing
the right components allows you to take
the best advantage of those opportuni-
ties.

One of these solution components,
the headset, is an important device that
interfaces directly with a user. A proper-
ly chosen headset can improve the per-
ception of audio quality for both desk
phones and softphones. It can compen-
sate for environmental and network fac-
tors and allow more natural and pro-
ductive business conversations.

What constitutes audio
quality?

Audio quality is a balance of audio
performance and sufficient sound quali-
ty for good interpersonal communica-

tions—and includes the transmittal,
reception, intelligibility, and perform-
ance of the audio signal with special
emphasis on the human speech range.

“Perfectly clear sound” doesn’t always
provide speech intelligibility. It addresses
how the sound is manipulated, but
there are other factors such as delay or
latency that could cause “perfectly clear
sound” to be unintelligible if conversa-
tional dynamics are destroyed, or echo
occurs, disrupting speech. If people find
themselves talking over each other,
speaking louder or slower, or altering
their behavior to communicate effective-
ly, this is not an optimal experience.
The network system may transmit
human speech with intelligibility and
clarity, but if there is significant latency,
conversational dynamics are disturbed. 

So what goes into creating good
sound quality?

Fricatives. Human speech falls within
the frequency range of 120-8000Hz, so
we are considering the quality of sound
within that range as it gets transmitted
and received using VoIP. 

Speech fundamentals (or “Vowel
sounds”) for male voices are within the
range of 120-200 Hz, and fundamentals

(vowel sounds) for female voices fall
within the 250-350 Hz range. There are
other sounds, such as fricative sounds,
that fall within the 2500-8000 Hz range.
The term fricative is used to describe a
sound that is articulated with almost a
complete closure, but with just enough
of an opening to create turbulence in the
airflow. Examples of fricative sounds are
the f in fat, v in vat, s in sip, and the z in
zip. Fricative sounds also include noise
sounds. In English, fricatives are used
distinguish the difference between a sin-
gle and a plural noun by providing the s
sound at the end of the word. 

A properly chosen headset will capture
and transmit all of this information
without clipping or condensing the sig-
nal. For example, a headset that has a
microphone located close to the mouth
keeps this information separate from any
background noise. A headset can also
adjust incoming audio levels to maintain
a consistent volume throughout the call.

Telephony Standards. There are two
relevant telephony standards managed
by the Telecom Industry Association for
VoIP audio performance, one dealing
with narrowband digital telephones and
the other dealing with wideband tele-
phones. The narrowband standard is
ANSI TIA/EIA-810-B. The soon to be
evolving wideband standard TIA-920.
You can look up these standards at
http://www.tiaonline.org/standards/catalog/
by entering the standard name, or
searching the number of the standard.

Narrow band telephony is actually less

Can Your Customers
Hear You? 
Optimizing VoIP Audio Quality

Audio quality and, in particular, voice intelligibility needs to be a
top consideration when evaluating VoIP features because it directly
impacts daily business and influences how customers, partners, and
other important constituents perceive your company. If your
employees are unintelligible, what message does that send about
your company?

By Steve Graham
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than the natural speech range and covers
150Hz-3.5KHz (sometimes 300 Hz
because noise filtering applied to avoid
hum and harmonics) — this varies
depending on headset or handset and on
some of the network infrastructure.

In comparison, wideband at 120Hz to
7KHz covers the full range of natural
speech including those areas of the spec-
trum contributing directly to greater
intelligibility. However, wideband has
been implemented differently by differ-
ent vendors so if you are using equip-
ment from vendors that aren’t compati-
ble, the system may revert to narrow-
band and use the common denominator.

A properly chosen headset can filter
background noise and adjust audio lev-
els to produce a signal that works well
with whichever standard your organiza-
tion is using. It does this by using both
acoustic and electronic design tech-
niques that focus on the important
aspects of speech needed for optimum
intelligibility and on the reduction of
background noise elements that can
mask or blur speech signals.

Latency. In VoIP terminology, latency
refers to a delay in packet delivery. To
the people involved in conversation,
latency means how long they need to
wait for sound to travel between them.

A properly chosen headset adds very lit-
tle latency to the system; however if the
network already has high latency, con-
sider using a corded headset.

Echo Control. Echo is the sound of
the speaker’s voice returning to their ear
via the handset or headset speaker. Some
echo is desirable. However, that sound
can also be picked up by the microphone
and sent to the other listeners in a call.
The result can downgrade the conversa-
tional experience, cause users trip over
words, and slow down speech. A good
headset can provide echo prevention and
management through the use of echo
suppression and cancellation or, ideally,
by using digital signal processing (DSP).

Standards Compliance. Standards
compliant means a greater likelihood for
“good sound,” compatibility with both
hard and softphones, correct audio lev-
els, and that the right bit rates and
vocoders are used to have calls be fully
compatible between networks. You
should make sure the solution you are
considering is standards compliant.

How does a headset help
improve sound quality? 

A well chosen headset adds little
latency within a network environment,
so conversational dynamics are not dis-
turbed and it provides echo mitigation
and cancellation. Additionally, it pro-
vides correct audio levels, bit rates, and
vocoders and is compatible (with both
hard and softphones.)

It also compensates for background
noise by enhancing speech signal-to-
noise ratio, and it can compensate for a
narrowband/wideband mismatch.
Mismatch has to do with operating a
wideband device (such as a headset or
handset) in a narrowband environment.
The truncated content creates pops and
clicks, similar to screen artifacts in
video. The headset must be designed in
such a way to prevent adding any arti-

facts in the bandwidth outside of nar-
rowband. Sound artifacts distract the lis-
tener and degrade the sound experience.

Questions you should ask a
headset vendor

• How much latency does your device
add to the system? You want the total
latency (your system’s latency plus the
device) to be less than 150ms one way or
300ms round trip for power users, or per-
haps users will accept more latency but
probably 250ms one way or 500ms round
trip will be approaching unacceptability.

• What does your company or prod-
ucts do for echo control? Possible
answers: voice switching (lower cost, but
reduced conversational performance),
echo cancellation (a better solution that
uses a DSP and costs more), or choose a
headset with longer boom mic because
it needs less echo mitigation.

• What does your company know
about compatibility with telecommuni-
cations network standards? 

• If your system supports wideband,
which standard does it support? The appli-
cable standard is ITU-T Recommendation
G.722, with G.722.1 as an alternative
addendum. (ITU-T is International
Telcommunications Union – Telecom)

Summary
Audio quality needs to be a prime

consideration when you are evaluating
VoIP solutions. Headsets dramatically
impact VoIP user perception of audio
quality and should be a part of your
purchasing decision. 

Ask questions to get the best possible
audio quality in your VoIP system (and
to ensure your customers will hear you).
You want to reduce latency, provide
echo control, and choose a solution that
is standards compliant. IT

Steve Graham is a Principal Engineer at
Plantronics. (news - alert) For more information,
visit the company online at
http://www.plantronics.com.
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IP Multimedia Subsystem
IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is a stan-
dardized architecture, designed for service
providers who plan to offer both fixed
and wireless multimedia services. Based
on Voice over IP (VoIP) and a standard
implementation of Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP), IMS solutions run over
standard IP networks. In an IMS environ-
ment, multimedia sessions between two
IMS users, between an IMS user and an
Internet user, or between two Internet
users are established the same way. Service
providers can support existing telephony
services and simultaneously introduce
advanced application- and user-aware
Internet services that can be monitored
and controlled for each subscriber.
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In the mobile world, voice quality has
become a make-or-break factor for sub-
scribers when choosing a service
provider. Voice over IP services will be
no different, especially with the advent
of WiMAX. (define - news - alert)
Customers are not satisfied for long
with high performance alone.
Increasingly, assuring a high quality of
experience (QoE) for users will become
a non-negotiable requirement for every
service. Experience management will
increasingly differentiate carriers’ data
— and voice — services.

Beyond High Quality
Internet-based businesses understand

the criticality of managing users’ end-to-
end QoE with their products. Providing
reliable, traceable, and repeatable QoE
is essential — and it requires going
beyond simply delivering relevant search
engine results, fast response times, and
current news. It requires auditing the
users’ experiences and maintaining them
at a high level of quality.

The emphasis on QoE is supported by
industry experience. For mobile opera-
tors, JD Powers has established a direct

correlation between users’ QoE and
churn levels. Competition and the emer-
gence of new service providers are provid-
ing users with many more choices for
service. More subtly, as competitors adopt
less restrictive long-term contracts, voice
providers will have to manage “stickiness”
more like their Web counterparts, improv-
ing quality, content, and community.

For voice services, content is self-gen-
erated by the user, and community is
session-specific. As a result, quality
quickly becomes the most obvious —
and therefore important — element of
the user experience. Understanding the
user’s QoE on Tuesday can help the serv-
ice provider ensure that it is better on
Wednesday. This is where the ability to
monitor the subscriber experience, deter-
mine the lifetime value of the service
subscription and continuously provide
incentives to remain with the service is
becoming as important to voice services
as it is to Internet and data services.

The Gulf Between
Personalized Data and
Personalized Voice

For data services, personalization is

provided through a preferred level of
service, pricing plan, security features
turned on or off, and other network-
based service features. Web sites offer
even more flexibility, enabling users to
choose some personalization features
and helping service providers tailor con-
tent by tracking page views, search
terms, or products viewed and bought.
These methods have proven successful
for non-real-time services.

Voice services present a different chal-
lenge. With voice, interactive, and other
real-time services, experience manage-
ment becomes a more fluid, ongoing
proposition and more tightly integrated
with the user’s QoE. For a service
provider, assuring high service satisfac-
tion requires the ability to interact with
a user during each session or to respond
rapidly to quality deficiencies.

Measuring Real-time, 
On-the-fly Voice Quality

Today, many providers track unaccept-
able voice quality by counting the num-
ber of trouble tickets generated by users
who are dissatisfied enough to complain.
In practice, dissatisfied users are more
likely to hang up and call again. If they
are unhappy enough, they will switch
providers. Therefore, by the time a service
provider recognizes that users are experi-
encing poor quality, he may have lost a
significant number of subscribers and
have a large population of dissatisfied
users who will switch the moment their
contracts have expired or who are spread-
ing negative word-of-mouth feedback.

The voice industry also has well

Experience
Management: 
The Next Step for 
Voice Quality?
While the combination of today’s mobile and Internet technologies
is opening the door to a flurry of appealing new services, voice is still
the primary reason why consumers purchase mobile handsets. Being
able to deliver Internet access, email, gaming, video services, and
other data services over the same handset offers multiple new rev-
enue sources. However, even the widest variety of services will not
necessarily succeed if the primary voice service is poor quality.
Ensuring the highest possible quality for voice services has become
prerequisite for service success.
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defined standard metrics for measuring
and monitoring voice quality. However,
these existing standards were designed
primarily for voice network planning
and debugging and while they excel for
this task, these measurements are not
often applied in real time to every call,
as required for experience management.

A new approach for ascertaining and
actively improving voice quality is now
possible, thanks to Voice Quality
Monitoring (VQM) techniques that can
be implemented within IP Multimedia
Subsystem (IMS) environments. The
next-generation IMS architecture merges
the mobile world with the Internet
world, allowing service providers to
deliver ubiquitous, Internet-based multi-
media services while gaining the ability
to control and charge for each service,
per subscriber. In IMS environments,
subscribers can be recognized as individ-
uals whose preferences can be under-
stood and managed in order to maintain
high service satisfaction and sell addi-
tional services. A significant component
of any successful IMS strategy will be
experience management capabilities.

Within an IMS environment, there
are well-defined locations for deploying
VQM solutions. For most service
providers, the most appropriate location
for VQM solutions is at network bor-
ders and on the media path. Usually
integrated with a media gateway
(MGF), or other border elements such
as a session border controller, border
gateway (BGF) or a media resource
function (MRF) on the border, VQM
solutions enable voice quality policies to
be controlled from the service provider’s
Service Delivery Platform (SDP).

VQM can occur at multiple levels. At
its most basic, it generates packet statis-
tics, such as those available through
Real-time Transport Control Protocol
(RTCP), an application-level protocol
used for Quality of Service (QoS)
reporting. True voice quality can be
assessed using the RTCP/Extended
Reports (XR) protocol, or through non-
intrusive network-based tests such as
ITU G.107 (e-Model) metrics. The
most practical solution is to use a net-
work-based approach, because the large

number of network borders and device
types makes it difficult to ensure that all
components support RTCP/XR.

The goal of VQM is to monitor call
quality in real time. When quality falls
below acceptable levels, alerts can be
generated to stimulate appropriate
actions in the SDP. Measurements can
be further refined to identify root causes
of poor quality — delay, echo, noise, or
other impairments.

Addressing Voice Quality
Impairments

If the service provider actively con-
trols network signaling and media
planes, impairments identified through
VQM can be addressed. Quality issues
can be addressed by adjusting system
parameters in the signal plane, such as
QoS policies or Codecs. It is also possi-
ble to improve voice quality inline with
active processing, such as that per-
formed by a Voice Quality Assurance
(VQA) solution. A VQA processing
suite can actively manage items such as:

• Compensating for lost or delayed
packets,

• Removing acoustic or hybrid echo,
• Matching and correcting voice and

volume levels,
• Removing ambient noise,
• Terminating RTCP to pinpoint a

specific quality issue.
A call can be routed or re-routed to use

VQA in the media plane, typically under
H.248 control from the signaling plane.
With this approach, the SDP can fully
implement experience management by
linking VQM, VQA, and the Home
Subscriber Server (HSS) together to man-
age and act on individualized call data.
The action taken effectively personalizes
voice quality, on a per-subscriber, per-call
basis and may include the following:

• Fixing the current call by rerouting
it, reprioritizing it, or renegotiating
other system parameters, such as the
Codec or Multiprotocol Label
Switching priority;

• Building quality models to promote
better routing and prioritization
decisions in the future;

• Directly touching the customer
when an unacceptable session has

occurred.
Implementing Experience
Management

Using VQM and VQA, service
providers can take control over the
users’ QoE and implement an integrated
approach to ensuring consistently high
QoE. An immediate positive action for
a user may override any negative impli-
cations of a poor experience. Examples
of positive actions could include:

• Billing: Differentiating services
based on quality. If a user has paid for
premium service, then they are either
not charged, or charged less, when a call
falls below a specified service level.

• Promotion: A poor experience is offset
by an offer, such as free instant messaging,
a coupon to a popular store or service, or
other incentive. Applying consumer mar-
keting practices used in other industries
such as gaming, the long term value of the
subscriber can be matched with appropri-
ate rewards to provide a high-satisfaction
voice service experience with Web person-
alization to a specific user.

Learning from Consumer
Experience

Experience management for voice
services is important. With the advent
of personalized experience management
across many industries such as hospitali-
ty services, online services and gaming,
consumers have come to expect their
overall experiences to match the level of
premium they are paying for the service.
As technology adoption tends to follow
predictable patterns, every indication is
that voice quality will continue to be of
paramount importance to users. Within
IMS environments, monitoring call
quality and enabling experience man-
agement is achievable as well. As service
providers move toward IMS, building
voice monitoring and experience man-
agement capabilities into their architec-
tures will pay off in a far greater ability
to maintain high subscriber satisfaction,
retention of high value customers, and
lower churn. IT

Todd Simpson is VP of Strategic Marketing
for Ditech Networks. (news - alert) For
more information, visit the company online
at http://www.ditechcom.com.

By Todd Simpson
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Interestingly, whenever Yours Truly
writes a billing and OSS feature, the
article inevitably focuses on billing,
probably because companies are
obsessed with perfecting new and excit-
ing ways of accurately (or perhaps not
always so accurately) extracting money
out of customers.

Have we perfected BSS and OSS for
IP Communications, or is IMS going to
cause us to redesign everything and
abstract them out as separate, modular
items? Service providers would certainly
prefer to hold onto their existing billing
(and perhaps some of their OSS capabil-
ities) as long as possible as they make
the transition to IP and IMS. Will peo-
ple just keep building IP-based “siloed”
applications, where OSS and BSS are
intimately integrated into each of these
services? Inquiring minds want to know,
and so I set off on my quest to check on
how BSS and OSS have faired in the
transition to VoIP (define - news - alert)
and how IMS will affect the field as it
moves forward.

For BSS on a larger scale, one finds
companies such as Amdocs (news - alert)
(http://www.amdocs.com) and

Convergys (http://www.convergys.com),
which offers a renowned managed servic-
es billing and customer care solution
called InfinysTM.

Curt Champion, VP, Convergys
(news - alert) Market and Product
Strategy, says, “We have several offerings
in the market. Our primary offering is
Infinys, a fully convergent application
that provides a footprint across the BSS.
It was really built for people to manage
any combination of products and servic-
es. It was intended to enable operators
to collapse those ‘siloed’, BSS applica-
tions in step-convergent environments.”

“A lot of recent IP activity has acceler-
ated many operators’ plans to move into
that convergent environment, instead of
maintaining a more traditional siloed
environment,” says Champion. “This is
mainly because IP creates a number of
issues beyond being able to expand or
bundle a new service. Improving tech-
nology and services demands are forcing
operators to eliminate those barriers.”

“As for IMS, that’s really taking IP to
the next level,” says Champion. “Many
operators have been able to maintain
most of their legacy environments to roll

out IP services, but with IMS you really
have to transition or transform your BSS
and OSS to take full advantage of IMS
and to be able to achieve such tings as
fixed/mobile convergence [FMC].”

“So yes, I think many operators today
have found a way to support their initial
IP deployments,” says Champion.
“Things such as IMS and online charg-
ing will force them to rethink their BSS
and OSS situation and move to more of
a converged environment.”

“A whole new set of standards are
emerging with IMS and many of these
are still being developed,” says
Champion. “Others are still being tested
with some pilot projects. So there’s still
a long way to go before you have a sta-
ble standard-based environment to be
able to fully launch IMS. Things like
Verizon’s A-IMS [Advances to IMS]
really isn’t a standard yet, right? They’re
talking about A-IMS as a way to take
the standards and have a deployable ver-
sion of IMS, but again, it’s one thing to
have a primary set of standards to be
able to potentially test a small pilot
project, but it’s another thing to have a
set of standards that enables you to do a
major rollout into the market. We’ll all
learn along the way. Standards will be
adapted and at the end of the day we’ll
have something that makes it easier for
operators to be able to roll out IMS.
Fortunately, we at Convergys feel that

Billing and OSS — 
the Last Barrier to VoIP and IMS

Business/Billing Support Systems (BSS) and Operations Support
Systems (OSS) are the underlying workhorses of any telecom serv-
ice. OSS enables provisioning, monitors the network for troubles
and makes possible overall management of the system and net-
work. BSS hooks into the back office of a carrier, content or serv-
ice provider, and literally “pays the bills” by determining caller
usage and generating bills. 
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But first, a bit of history...
Once upon a time (the 1980s) a pro-

fusion of PBX makers appeared follow-
ing the dismantlement of AT&T. Flush
with cash and notoriety, they thought
that their devices — proprietary card
cages accompanied by so-called OAIs
(Open Application Interfaces, a mis-
nomer if there ever was one) — would
continue to expand in capability.
Indeed, they actually believed that
increasingly computerized PBXs would
become the new “mainframes” that
would control the office, computing
data and moving it around between
departments, as well as provide interest-
ing new forms of call control. A few
phone systems appeared that could actu-
ally allow data to travel over the phone
system wiring (present day modems are
an example of how to send data over
voice). IBM/Rohm placed computer-
like phones on the desktop, but a com-
bination of complex functions, expense,
and limited utility kept such systems
from taking over the enterprise.

One concept that did survive from
that era was applying computer intelli-

gence to phone calls. This time, howev-
er, the computer “smarts” would be run-
ning on PCs. As early as 1983, Nick
Zwick, one of the founders of Dialogic
Corporation, began designing the first,
open multiline voice board for PCs. The
following year, Hank Magnuski devel-
oped the first computer-based fax board
and founded GammaLink, Inc., which
ultimately became part of Dialogic.

In 1985, a DEC (Digital Equipment
Corporation) employee named Carl
Strathmeyer developed the first modern
computer-PBX link. Strathmeyer, who
would later become a marketing director
for Dialogic, devised the acronym CIT
(Computer Integrated Telephony). IBM
became interested in the technology, but
didn’t want to use a term devised by its
chief competitor, DEC. Jim Burton, then
at IBM, obliged by switching some letters
of the acronym around to get CTI.
Ironically, Burton has joked on many
occasions about how he always liked
Strathmeyer’s term better than his own.

Even so, the public latched onto
“CTI” and it was the principal term
used to describe the technology until

expo entrepreneur Marc Ostrofsky used
the term “Voice Processing.” This term
was quickly usurped by when Harry
Newton and Gerry Friesen began pro-
moting the fateful phrase “Computer
Telephony” in 1993 with a magazine
and expo of the same name.

In 1989 Dialogic introduced the first
12 channel DSP-based voice processing
board, the first T-1 interface board for
voice processing, and the first digital
TDM (define - news - alert) bus for
resource sharing (PEB). Other compa-
nies, such as Natural MicroSystems,
Brooktrout (now Cantata), Amtelco,
PIKA, NewVoice (now part of
AudioCodes) followed suit, joining the
fray with their own “CT boards.”

As a result, all kinds of amazing new
business opportunities appeared to
tempt developers and integrators: IVR
systems, fax servers, debit card systems,
international callback systems, inexpen-
sive PC-based phone systems (called
“CT Servers” or “unPBXs,” a term
coined by Ed Margulies) with voicemail
and automatic call distribution, and call
centers using PC-based predictive dialers
and PC-based databases furnishing
“screen pops” of customer data to the
PC screens of customer service represen-
tatives. At the high end, telcos were
becoming concerned as their connect
rates became more competitive, and
they realized that the only way they
could seize new customers and hold on

Fault Resilient
Computing for
Telecom
We’ve all been told that, in the new IP and World Wide Web
world, everything is software. To a great extent that’s true. Pure
software approaches allow for remarkable flexibility and a speedy
time-to-market. Ultimately however, software does not run in mid-
air, but on some kind of hardware. The concept of communica-
tions applications running on reliable applications servers (or dedi-
cated “communications servers” — a term revived by Motorola) is
becoming a recognizable paradigm.
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we’re in a good position because many
of our clients are working on pilots
today. BT, which is probably the most
aggressive operator in the IMS space, is
consolidating entirely onto our Infinys
platform to support the rollout of its
21st Century network.”

“Billing for IP is different than for
circuit-switched environments,” says
Champion, “because circuit-switched
technology was predominantly voice-
oriented. When talking about billing,
there were definitely different things
that you had to do from the order/cap-
ture perspective: the whole provisioning
area, for example, was very different.
The types of data that had to be collect-
ed and the way you mediated and got
billable transactions in the rating
schemes were very different in the cir-
cuit-switched world than what you
encounter in the IP world today. The
different types, ranges and complexity of
the events created on an IP network are
much different than the known and rel-
atively restricted set of data and events
that you get off a switched network. Just
the whole bundling of services, the types
of transactions, and discounting
schemes are much more complex in IP
than anything that was ever rolled out
in a switched environment.”

“The speed-to-market, or how quickly
a new product can be launched in an IP
environment compared to the old
switched environment, is totally differ-
ent,” says Champion. “So you have to
really invest in a platform that makes it
very easy, both on the BSS and OSS side,
so that you can dynamically build and
launch new products in more of a real-
time process, instead of what was proba-
bly the norm in a switched environment,
where new product introductions were
lengthy 12- to 18-month projects. Our
customers now measure product launches
in days, not months. So launching and
configuring a product quickly is critical to
be able to leverage operators’ investments
in new IP networks and broadband.”

OSS Gets some Glamor

With all this talk over revolutions in
billing and BSS, we tend to forget that
OSS encompasses a lot more technology
and has been subject to as great (or even
greater) changes on the road to VoIP
and IMS.

“OSS has been more widely affected
over the last few years than has billing,”
says Ben Levi, President of APEX Voice
Communications http://www.apexvoice.com).
With the onset of SOAP [Simple Object
Access Protocol] and the ability to do
provisioning via XML and SOAP inter-
faces, I believe that the OSS interfaces
are now much simpler than ever before.
We don’t do much OSS in terms of pro-
visioning for other companies but we
have now interfaced with quite a few
OSS systems via SOAP. So it’s a lot easi-
er in instances where, for example, you
have a prepaid calling card system or a
prepaid cell phone system, they can pro-
vision users right out of their provision
system via SOAP and XML through
your defined WSDL [Web Services
Description Language] documents,
WSDL being XML format for describ-
ing a network service and the formation
of such things as SOAP packets. With
these standard definitions, it’s very easy
for these big companies to start provi-
sioning things such as prepaid calling
cards, or prepaid cards with voicemail or
call forwarding, or what-not. Real-time
billing, incidentally, is offered to service
providers as part of our APEX prepaid
package.”

“As for IMS,” says Levi, “The BSS
and OSS systems used to be highly inte-
grated into siloed applications. Now
under IMS the OSS and BSS compo-
nents must be broken into modular
pieces and abstracted so that they’ll work
with the multitude of new services that
will be developed under IMS. Some
operators say, ‘That’s not entirely possi-
ble, because there’s always some sort of
special connection between services and
BSS and OSS’. They say that it’s difficult
if not impossible to actually separate
BSS and OSS from the developed appli-
cations, but I tend to disagree with that

statement. People who say that haven’t
yet embraced the open standards. It’s
funny, because why are they playing in
the IMS world if not because it’s based
on completely open standards?”

“IMS uses DIAMETER for authoriza-
tion and it could even use it for billing
as well,” says Levi, “since it has an open
interface. As for provisioning, we at
APEX are in a deal right now where
we’re putting up a brand new, greenfield
cdma2000 network. We’ll supply the
configuration’s SIP [Session Initiation
Protocol] application server. But the
billing company for this project is also
doing the OSS and they provision all of
the other parts via SOAP and XML.
They provision our unified messaging
that way too, which happens to be IMS-
compliant. The CDMA provider is pro-
visioned that way as well. People looking
toward adopting the standards find that
it makes things easier to do.”

“We just had a vendors’ meeting for
this big greenfield opportunity I’ve been
talking about,” says Levi. “and everyone
around the table was saying, ‘You know
what’s still the killer app? Voice!’
Everyone hates to hear that, but it’s true.
Voice is what pays the bills. The opera-
tors are looking to deliver video onto all
of the cell phones, but it’s still not pay-
ing the bills. The killer app is what gets
people to the provider’s server. In the
US, that’s key. With Sprint, Cingular
and the other carriers the service is pret-
ty much the same. They all say that
they’ve got the best network and the
fewest dropped calls. But what gets peo-
ple to switch carriers is a new ringback
or some new application that they find
cool. That’s where a good killer app in
the IMS world is going to come from.”

“And with SIP, the billing process will
once again become as accurate as the old
TDM billing systems,” says Levi. “We
had problems with SIP’s predecessor and
competitor, H.323, but SIP is great.” IT

Because of the size and depth of Zippy’s
article, readers can peruse this feature in its
entirety on the Web at
http://www.tmcnet.com/415.1.

Richard Grigonis is Executive Editor of
TMC’s IP Communications Group.

By Richard “Zippy” Grigonis
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to them was to offer “enhanced services”
such as one-number “follow me” dial-
ing, which requires a computer platform.

As the first computer telephony
developers scrambled to develop their
solutions, many of them amusingly
plugged their CT boards into inexpen-
sive mail order-type PCs. Since revenue-
generating services must ideally run 24-
hours a day, it soon became starkly evi-
dent that your typical cut-rate PC does-
n’t have the “stamina” to handle these
kinds of applications for very long. Plug
too many voice and fax cards into a PC
and the typical small power supply
bombs out. Thrash a single hard drive
24 hours a day and you’ll soon be losing
all of your data. 

Carriers, major service providers, and
multinational enterprises settled on buy-
ing computer equipment having the
same kind of reliability and high avail-
ability enjoyed by their digital switches.
They relied on the standard, extensive
set of performance, quality, environ-
mental, and safety requirements devel-
oped by Telecordia called NEBS
(Network Equipment — Building
System). Such NEBS-certified, fault tol-
erant computer systems were capable of
“five nines” (99.999%) system uptime,
but there were few computers with such
characteristics and those that existed
were expensive. Motorola sold its “FT”
or “Fault Tolerant” proprietary comput-
er to telecom equipment companies
such as Nortel, and there were similarly
high-priced systems by Stratus and
Tandem, which also used special propri-
etary software and were underpowered
by today’s standards, thus reducing their
cost/benefit ratios.

Around 1993, everybody grasped
that the heavy duty “industrial comput-
ers” then appearing were rugged
enough to be reconfigured for telecom
use. These 19-inch wide rackmounts
had passive backplanes (with 20 or so
slots for plug-in boards), redundant
storage (RAID), load-sharing power
supplies and many forced air fans or
“blowers,” but unlike true fault tolerant
systems, they had only one CPU on a

single board computer (SBC). A single
CPU meant that their uptime was
diminished to “four nines,” but it also
made it less expensive and thus suitable
for affordable IVR, fax, voicemail, and
other computer telephony systems. In
1995, while at Computer Telephony
magazine, Yours Truly coined the term
“fault resilient computer” to describe
this heretofore unclassified device,
which ended up powering the 1990s
computer telephony boom. 

One of the first companies to build
such “telecom rackmounts” or “commu-
nications servers” was Dialogic itself.
Dialogic’s NEBS-certified Fault Resilient
Telco Platform (DTP/FR) was a 19-
inch rackmount rugged enough for both
computer telephony developers and the
central office environment. It came with
a 20-slot ISA passive backplane or
optional 18 slot (14 ISA / 4 PCI) plat-
form — with built-in alarm capabilities
that met the requirements of Bellcore’s
LATA Switching Systems Generic
Requirements (LSSGR) for fault detec-
tion and alarm notification.

Telecom engineers still tended to
sneer at such rackmounts, since they
expected components to be “hot swap-
pable” (swapping out failed boards or
other components while the system is
running). Clearly a new kind of com-
puter form factor (hardware) had to be
developed. 

In early 1994, Ziatech (later part of
Intel, now part of Performance
Technologies) conceived of a new type
of PCI-bus rackmount that could bring
relatively inexpensive, open architecture,
highly efficient, reliable, and easily
upgradeable equipment to both circuit
and packet switched networks. Ziatech
and six other companies developed the
original specification in 1994-1995. It
was electrically similar to the PCI bus in
desktop computers, but was ruggedized
for telco-related use and supported hot
swappabiliy. Ziatech’s original name for
this was “RuggedPCI” and it was limit-
ed to the 3U-high form factor. At a
September 1994 meeting of PICMG
(PCI Industrial Computer

Manufacturers’ Group), Dennis
Aldridge, a marketing fellow from Texas
Microsystems (now part of RadiSys)
complained about the name
“RuggedPCI,” saying that his passive
backplane products were already rugged.
Joe Pavlat, then running a company
called Pro-Log (later part of Motorola)
instantly came up with the term
“CompactPCI” at that meeting. It was
only intended to be a temporary name,
but it stuck. Engineers like to abbreviate
things, and Wayne Fischer, then of Force
Computers (now part of Motorola),
began using “cPCI” in correspondence.
It too became popular, although the cor-
rect term is, of course, “CompactPCI.”

CompactPCI was expected to be the
great hope of telecom, bringing desktop
software running on a mass-produced,
standardized, ruggedized PC to telcos
for a reasonable capital investment.
Problems appeared however. It took
years to pin down the cPCI spec; then
the telecom bubble burst. Also, people
realized that the PCI bus itself was still a
single point of failure and had band-
width limitations. While PCI still has a
lot of life left (since PCs can be clus-
tered to boost system capacity and relia-
bility) the need for greater computing
power and bandwidth has led to the
development of new, more powerful
form factors, AdvancedTCA (Advanced
Telecom Computing Architecture) and
its baby brother, MicroTCA. This has
also led to taking the PCI bus that ran
between the boards on the backplane
and replacing it with new high band-
width (and highly reliable) “switch fab-
rics” such as 10 Gbps Ethernet, PCI
Express, Advanced Switching, RapidIO,
and Infiniband. IT

Because of the extensive interviews with
such companies as Alliance Systems,
Dialogic, Diversified Technologies, Elma
Bustronic, Kontron, Motorola, Radisys, and
others, this article appears in its entirety in
the online version, which you can find at
http://www.tmcnet.com/424.1.

Richard Grigonis is Executive Editor of
TMC’s IP Communications Group.

By Richard “Zippy” Grigonis
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Addressing the scalability
challenges

Bandwidth scalability. The introduc-
tion of rich-media services, such as
Broadcast TV (BTV), Video on
Demand (VoD) and multiplayer games,
gives rise to unprecedented scalability
requirements that may result in a need
for a revitalization of network infra-
structures and operations. A simple cal-
culation of bandwidth requirements
shows that each subscriber will need at
least 25Mb/s. A typical metro area
aggregation network of about 50 thou-
sand subscribers is likely to require at
least 25Gb/s of bandwidth

VoD traffic constitutes the largest
component in the overall bandwidth
due to its unicast nature and high band-
width per stream. It is also the most
unpredictable in terms of concurrency
and total bandwidth requirements since
it is dependent on subscriber behavior
and is a relatively new service with
which carriers have little experience.
Moreover, VoD may be used as an
umbrella term for a number of unicast
services, such as Network-based Personal
Video Recorder (NPVR). It is, there-
fore, likely that VoD services will grow

significantly beyond the 10% concur-
rency rate currently assumed.

The above bandwidth requirements
may push carriers to challenge the tradi-
tional single-edge approach inherited
from early broadband aggregation net-
works built for the delivery of high speed
Internet. In this single-edge approach, all
services attributed to one regional aggre-
gation network flow through a single
Broadband Remote Access Server
(BRAS), making it a potential bottle-
neck. This concern may be addressed by
using new high-capacity systems, thus
avoiding re-engineering of the network
topology. Alternately, carriers may choose
the multiple-edge approach, where the
metro core aggregation node connects to
service-specific edge routers, each dedi-
cated to a different service

Both approaches are valid.
Nevertheless, the following must be
considered: in the single-edge approach,
the BRAS performs centralized policy
enforcement and QoS, centralized sub-
scriber management, and centralized
multicast. The multiple-edge method
requires that policy enforcement,
including QoS and Security, be distrib-
uted to the aggregation switches.

Similarly, multicasting is distributed to
the metro and access and not simplisti-
cally centralized in one BRAS.

While Carrier Ethernet is the best
technology to keep low total cost of
ownership, it faces scalability challenges
that call for innovative solutions.

VLAN scalability. Addressing the
limited VLAN space requires a degree of
sophistication and flexibility in manipu-
lating the VLAN scheme. The VLAN
scheme comprises the mapping of the
different subscribers and services to the
VLAN tags used to represent them in
different segments of the network.
VLAN manipulation is the tool used to
create the VLAN scheme and includes:

• VLAN stacking (or “Q-in-Q”):
Addition of an outer VLAN to the
inner one (e.g. in accordance with the
port or inner VLAN). Stacking increases
the VLAN range from 4K to 16M,

• VLAN translation: Changing the
value of an outer and/or inner VLAN,

• VLAN swapping: Swapping
between the outer and the inner VLAN,

•VLAN stripping: Removing a VLAN tag,
• Any combinations of the above.
The resulting VLAN scheme must

allow the network to distinguish between
the various services, to perform the for-
warding task correctly, and to uniquely
identify subscribers enabling proper sub-
scriber management at the BRAS.

There are two approaches for con-
necting broadband users to the aggrega-
tion network:

• VLAN per subscriber: This
approach centers on the subscriber. An

Best Practices in Designing a Carrier-
Grade Metro Ethernet Network for 
Triple Play Services
Carrier Ethernet has established itself as the preferred basic tech-
nology in metropolitan networks designed to deliver IPTV and the
entire triple play package to residential customers. This is due to
the low capital expense per bandwidth, high capacity platforms,
and the low operating expenses resulting from the ubiquity of
Ethernet, as well as, with a well-designed Carrier Ethernet solu-
tion, the ability of the technology to address the many challenges
in deploying network infrastructure for triple play services.
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introduction of a new service would not
require a new VLAN configuration.

• VLAN per service: based on service-
specific VLANs in the aggregation net-
work. The basic goal is to optimize the
delivery of different services through the
access and aggregation networks.

A good alternative is a combination of
both which embodies the best of both
worlds. In this alternative, services des-
tined for the BRAS maintain the VLAN
per subscriber approach in the metro to
allow subscriber identification at the
BRAS. However, broadcast TV and IPTV
control traffic (e.g., IGMP control mes-
sages) are transported using a single broad-
cast TV traffic. In this scheme, a VLAN
per service approach can still be used at
the access to allow generic configuration
of the access devices, easy forwarding, and
per subscriber policy enforcement. All
these benefits contribute to simplifying
the functionality of the most mass
deployed and hence most expensive part
of the network — the access devices.

MAC scalability. Connection-oriented
Ethernet is a technology that allows carri-
ers to fully serve any number of sub-
scribers in the metropolitan network,
while enjoying the traffic engineering and
high availability attributes typical to deter-
ministic connection oriented technologies.
This concept can be considered an extrap-
olation of the time slot switching concept
of TDM, or VPI/VCI switching in ATM.

VLAN Cross-connect is a leading connec-
tion oriented Ethernet technologies (along-
side PBT and T-MPLS). Each connection is
identified by its inner and outer VLAN tags
and its port. MAC learning is disabled and
thus the forwarding decision is based on the
port and VLAN tags. Connection-oriented
Ethernet is fully interoperable with connec-
tionless Ethernet; the two schemes can be
deployed over the same node and even on a
single port. This type of cross connect is
most appropriate for point-to-point services
and may be used for High-Speed Internet
(HSI) or point-to-point VPNs.

Addressing both efficient
multicasting AND quick zap-
ping time

Clearly, there is a trade-off between
bandwidth efficiency and zapping time,

which is an important element of user
satisfaction. Delivering all channels to
all subscribers would indiscriminately
consume scarce bandwidth. Conversely,
distributing channels only to interested
subscribers requires time consuming
intelligence, and induces delays.

We believe that an ideal compromise
is the Mixed approach: The carrier
assigns a subset of the TV channels, con-
sisting of the most popular channels,
over a static configuration. This way,
zapping time for those channels is mini-
mized. Other channels, which are either
intended for special interests, or more
dynamic by nature (e.g., a pay-per-view
program), can be provided over a
dynamically assigned multicast stream in
order to minimize bandwidth utilization.
IGMP is the protocol typically used for
controlling the multicast delivery tree.
The most recent version of IGMP, ver-
sion 3, includes inherent mechanisms for
further reducing the zapping time.

Guaranteeing a high level of
user satisfaction 

End customers will not tolerate degra-
dation in quality compared with the
satellite or cable TV service they have
become accustomed to. It is, therefore,
of paramount importance to meet the
stringent delay and jitter requirements
of video and voice services.

Traditionally, Ethernet is perceived as
problematic in providing a differentiated
and guaranteed QoS. Ethernet was
designed as a connectionless technology.
The difficulty in predicting the path
taken by a given packet stream makes
traffic engineering, aimed at guaranteeing
QoS parameters such as bandwidth,
delay, and jitter challenging. One possi-
ble solution is employing connection ori-
ented Ethernet. Alternatively enhanced
queuing schemes combined with a net-
work management-based Connection
Admission Control (CAC) mechanism
which predicts network behaviour and
regulates network provisioning, can
ensure that network resources (such as
bandwidth) are reserved and service qual-
ity is guaranteed.

Hierarchical QoS is a further enhance-
ment which supports both port and sub-

scriber level scheduling. In addition it
allows shaping on a per-port, per-sub-
scriber and per-service level. In some
cases this may be the responsibility of
the BRAS, but in scenarios where the
BRAS is offloaded, it is up to the aggre-
gation switch to perform this task. Both
shaping and scheduling can be fine
tuned according to the actual bandwidth
available to each subscriber and accord-
ing to the service bundle the subscriber
purchased. Since this bandwidth may
change with time, depending on physical
conditions, an accurate QoS mechanism
should be aware of this parameter.
Access Node Control Protocol (ANCP)
is typically used by the DSLAM to noti-
fy the BRAS of DSL link parameters. By
snooping or teminating such messages,
the aggregation switch can retrieve band-
width information pertaining to the
DSL link and adjusts scheduling and
shaping accordingly.

Summary
The main challenges encountered in

the design of an IPTV networks in the
IPTV context can be effectively
addressed by Carrier Ethernet

• The difficulties in significantly scal-
ing up networks originally designed for
best-effort high-speed internet are over-
come by advanced Ethernet tools such
as advanced VLAN manipulation,
VLAN Cross-Connect, QoS and multi-
casting techniques, combined with an
intelligent and cost-efficient hybrid
Ethernet-MPLS network design. These
tools do away with the scalability limita-
tions inherent in Ethernet.

• Multicasting can be performed effi-
ciently while reducing channel switching
(zapping) time through the right balance
between static and dynamic multicast-
ing, sa well as implementing IGMPv3.

• Guaranteed and differentiated
Quality of Service can be provided with
the Advanced Ethernet Package, enhanc-
ing each specific customer’s user experi-
ence, in accordance with the product
bundle paid for by that customer. IT

Ilan Ofer is Senior Product Marketing Manager,
Access Networks, Siemens Communications
(news - alert) (http://www.siemens.com ).

By Ilan Ofer
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For example, Digital Asset
Management solutions enable program-
mers to quickly scan, acquire, and
assemble bundles of television and rich
media files organized to fit the viewing
habits of consumers. Additionally, the
latest in network management software
can reach deep into the IP network and
gather data that offers service providers
an end-to-end view of how well the net-
work is functioning — and enables
them to forestall any problems before
they surface as customer complaints.

If content and distribution are mutu-
ally reliant in the IP-based services mar-
ket, then new approaches are needed for:

1) Content management: Maximizing
content choices available to network
programmers to drive revenue growth
and attract customers.

2) Content distribution: Optimizing
the network’s content distribution and
delivery channels.

3) Network management and opti-
mization: Ensuring Quality of Service
for consumers via reliable network per-
formance.

4) Content storage: Information life-
cycle management and tiered storage
strategies can optimize management of

large volumes of media assets — at the
core and edge of the network.

This article details how new advances
in content management, content distri-
bution, network management and stor-
age technology can help service
providers meet the distribution and
delivery challenges associated with digi-
tal media services.

Hidden within all the conferences
and press announcements about IPTV
is one underlying fundamental fact: tele-
vision and rich media exist to entertain
and inform consumers (and sell prod-
ucts with advertisements). To be effec-
tive, rich media services must be able to
deliver what people want and are willing
to spend money to view.

Although much has been written in
the business and technical press about
IPTV including network access, equip-
ment, business, and regulatory views,
one subject is noticeably absent: content
management and content distribution.

Most industry pundits agree that sim-
ple mirroring of IPTV services that are
indistinguishable from existing cable
offerings will not create a compelling
experience that will entice consumers to
switch their media purchasing habits. In

order to offer new and compelling IPTV
services, a complex environment that
marries the universe of content choices
with ease of use will be required. In order
to provide this, IPTV Service providers
will need to consider both content man-
agement and distribution requirements
in designing their networks.

Content Management — 
Assets are More than Titles

In order to offer a multitude of pro-
gramming choices while leveraging vol-
ume purchase agreements with studios,
Service Providers will require incremen-
tal investments to serve up enormous
volumes of the latest in programming
while simultaneously offering the “long
tail” archived content and user-generat-
ed programs such as Weblogs. The latest
in Digital Asset Management software
and storage platforms on the market
today have the capacity and intelligence
to effectively create and manage video
vaults that efficiently serve individual
customer viewing habits as well as
niche, personalized catalogs.

When handling hundreds of thou-
sands of hours of media assets, these
systems must be able to:

• Ingest content assets and metadata
files quickly and automatically,

• Accommodate multiple content
formats,

• Enable programmers to review and

Making IPTV a Reality: 
Optimizing the Network for 
Digital Media Services

Experts predict that massive incremental investments in content
management and information technology will be required to serve up
branded, content-rich digital media services such as IPTV. However,
solutions are available today to help networks deliver the functionali-
ty and intelligence to create and manage content repositories that
serve mass viewing habits as well as niche, personalized catalogs.
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edit meta data files and partials
(trick files, movie posters, product
ads, preview clips, etc.) associated
with assets as separate objects,

• Interface with the leading video
editing or authoring suites to allow
reviews and screening before releas-
ing the products to video program
catalogs and mobile portals.

The majority of today’s leading
Digital Asset Management (DAM)
commercial software products have the
capabilities stated above built into their
suite of features. The advantage that
Service Providers receive by using these
products is that they get tested and
proven systems capable of handling very
high volumes of content objects, the
systems are supported by carrier-grade
middleware, and they include Digital
Rights, and media transformation capa-
bilities. These software suites allow pro-
grammers to quickly scan and assemble
bundles of television and rich media
files organized to fit viewing habits of
consumers.

Metadata is a subject of increasing
importance for service provider or dis-
tributor programmers. If a carrier wants
to ensure maximum viewing of each
file, it needs the ability to easily review
and edit metadata attributes in order to
promote content titles correctly..... That
is, it will need to describe the titles cor-
rectly in the Key Program Guide or
Navigation program, classify them
under the right headings, and link them
to the correct pricing and expiration tags.

Content Distribution — 
Leveraging Existing Network Switch
Centers for Scalable Multi-Cast
Operations

Today’s VOD operators handle the
need for additional content by increas-
ing the number of servers with direct
attached storage. However, because of
the sheer volume of content objects that
get distributed to hundreds of sites clos-
est to the customer (the network “near
edge”), this model is not sustainable.
Instead, media vaults or repositories that
can store hundreds of thousands of
hours of archived content can sit at

hubs or distribution sites in the telepho-
ny infrastructure. When combined with
software that distributes files in a multi-
cast method, the hub-based repositories
can serve up (within the appropriate
timeframes) content objects less fre-
quently requested and VOD servers can
deliver consistently requested content
the points closest to the customer. The
media vaults are linked via the network
to local offices where VOD servers act
as “catchers” to serve up the most recent
or frequently accessed files. If an older
file is needed from the media vaults,
networks can quickly retrieve the con-
tent in time for viewing by consumers
with their Set-Top Boxes.

A well designed architecture can
reduce the number of servers required to
support expected acceptance rates for
Digital media by 50-75% which is an
important cost consideration when
deploying media services. With this
approach, multiple servers dedicated to
a specific geographic site can share a sin-
gle copy of content — thereby reducing
content replication (and trick file and
metadata file replication) requirements
— and saving money and time.

Service Assurance — 
Extending Reliability beyond the Five 9’s

Network performance management
software helps ensure customer satisfac-
tion by reaching deep into the IP network
to gather metrics that provides carriers
with an end-to-end view of network func-
tionality and enables them to react to
issues before they become customer com-
plaints. Reliability of IP based servers,
switches, routers and content reposito-
ries become critical factors. Nobody
wants to pay $4.99 to watch a first-run
movie if the network stalls and IP pack-
ets are delayed in getting to and from
the media vault to the playout server.

Maximizing Business
Revenues — Applying Information
Lifecycle Concepts to Consumer
Entertainment Assets

To implement a Media Vault for rich
media files such as movies it makes
sense to consider storage platforms that

utilize Network Attached Storage (NAS)
file-based operating systems. These plat-
forms contain data movers to effectively
direct files to whatever destination or
VOD server site requests them.
Reliability and scalability for NAS prod-
ucts has already been tested and proven
extensively at media and telecommuni-
cations service providers. Combining
NAS storage platforms with server
reductions lowers Capital Expenditures
(CapEx) by 55% or greater compared to
traditional means of distributing con-
tent assets.

One important success factor for digi-
tal media services is the ability to pro-
vide current “hot” picks from a playlist
— thus files must be constantly
refreshed and expired to make room for
new items. Current technologies for
hierarchical storage management exist to
create policies and procedures that will
automatically move older titles to lower
classes of storage independently of net-
work management. All IP addresses are
still retained in the master product cata-
log, in case the asset is needed later on
(e.g., the beer commercials that only air
during the holidays or a movie catalog
of an actor which needs resurrection
when the star dies). Applying informa-
tion lifecycle methods takes time to clas-
sify files and create business processes.
However, that time savings is more than
recouped from the time and labor sav-
ings needed to retrieve assets later on —
or to ensure that older versions of con-
tent have been removed from media
vaults to the satisfaction of the content
partners.

The good news for service providers is
that advances in IT technology are ready
to help satisfy consumers’ insatiable
appetite for entertainment content. The
risk is ignoring the back office until
demand peaks. Content and distribution
are joined at the hip when it comes to
making services like IPTV a reality. IT

Kay Benaroch is Telecommunications
Marketing & Solution Development
Manager of EMC Corporation. (quote -
news - alert) For more information, visit the
company online at http://www.emc.com.

By Kay Benaroch
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Disaster Recovery... 

For The Birds?

Maybe this is not the most optimistic sentiment with which to begin the New
Year, but as each day passes, the threat increases that the H51N Avian Flu virus
will make it to our shores.

According to a recent article on Scientific American’s Web
site, “experts say [the virus] could evolve into a pandemic
strain that infects people easily... although up to now it has
infected only 258 people and killed 154.”

Of course, my focus in this column is not to engage in fear
mongering, but simply to point out that it’s probably good
business practice to be prepared for the day when the news
breaks that the virus has arrived.

This month, at the upcoming Internet Telephony
Conference and EXPO (January 23–26), we’ve dedicated a
fair amount of content to the subject of disaster preparedness
and what enterprises need to know in order to keep their
businesses up and running in a worst case scenario.

In fact, I will be hosting a panel of experts focusing on how
VoIP (define - news - alert) and related IP Communications
technology can help keep businesses operational on
Wednesday, January 24th. The following day will feature a
full three-hour workshop designed to help businesses create a
plan to ensure continuity of business in the case of disaster.
According to Max Schroeder, who is the session moderator,
“The session is structured for audience participation so come
prepared with any questions you would like the speakers to
address.” 

One of the points that you’re sure to hear time and again at
the event is that it doesn’t have to be a hurricane or tsunami
or large scale act of terrorism, to name just a few of the major
disruptive events that we’ve all lived through in recent
memory. It can be something as seemingly benign as the flu.

But in the case of avian flu we’re not talking a few empty
seats at work, or a bunch of sneezing, sniffling bond traders.
We’re talking about the possibility of health services organiza-
tions shutting down cities on a large scale in the hopes of pre-
venting the spread of the virus.
Workers and managers need to
be prepared for these scenarios.
What if the workplace is closed?
What if schools are closed with
children forced to stay home? If
there are two working parents, it
can pose a serious challenge to
business continuity. What if
workers are not allowed to con-
gregate in preplanned disaster recovery centers?

I recently visited with Sir Terry Matthews, Chairman of the
Board of Mitel, who shared with me his thoughts on what an
outbreak could do to a financial services operation and some
of the things his company is doing to help alleviate the poten-
tial work-stoppage problems associated with a pandemic.

For starters, Mitel has come out with an IP-based solution

targeted at workers in the financial services community.
Mitel’s (news - alert) Capital Markets Solution features a
selection of endpoint devices designed to deliver a full suite of
collaboration tools, including voice, video, email, and secure
instant messaging. Endpoints available as part of this solution
include the Mitel 5340 IP Phone, the Mitel IP Turret, and the
Mitel Navigator.

In the case of an emergency, traders can now go to their
homes and continue to work. As Matthews explained, in the
case of a false SARS alarm in Toronto, workers were immedi-
ately sent home and not allowed to leave. 

“So now you can’t have the workers go to a disaster recovery
center,” Matthews told me. “Everybody go home and don’t
move. But here’s the interesting thing — every trader is a
licensed trader, which means they can trade from anywhere.”

If these traders have access to a broadband line, they can be
up and running in no time from their home. Imagine the
impracticality — not to mention the cost — of drawing 100
private lines to the homes of 100 traders. And of course in
some parts of the world, private lines are simply unavailable.

Matthews, again: “But in this case the trading turret oper-
ates over IP. So taking advantage of a broadband IP connec-
tion, you can set up a trading floor anywhere, be it Hanoi
where there may not be any private lines at all, or Phuket, for
that matter.”

Matthews also pointed out the growing market opportunity
to service smaller boutique trading firms, and Mitel’s position-
ing. “Our claim to fame is much lower cost to set up and
extreme flexibility. You can set up at home, or you can set up
another trading floor, you can put a disaster recovery center
in... the solution is flexible. And, remember, in the world of
finance the last five or six years has seen a dramatic change in

the number of companies that
have been set up; the number of
people leaving large trading firms
to start their own boutique firms. 

“When a company sets up, they
can’t necessarily set up a trading
floor at 15 grand a pop for the
turret and all the private lines.”

Trading is a complex business,
where the workers rely on the
equipment they use to succeed

in their profession. Mitel, which has a history of servicing ver-
tical markets, is proving yet again that focusing on a market
niche and addressing that niche with the appropriate solution
is one sure-fire way to succeed. IT

Greg Galitzine is group editorial director of TMC's IP 
communications family of products. He can be reached at 
ggalitzine@tmcnet.com.

By Greg Galitzine

IItt’’ss  pprroobbaabbllyy  ggoooodd  bbuussiinneessss  pprraaccttiiccee  ttoo  bbee
pprreeppaarreedd  ffoorr  tthhee  ddaayy  wwhheenn  tthhee  nneewwss  bbrreeaakkss

tthhaatt  tthhee  [[AAvviiaann  FFlluu]]  vviirruuss  hhaass  aarrrriivveedd..
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